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For Completion of Green Growth in the 21st Century
The government is responsible for mountains and rivers
management to secure lives of its people. Even after having
gone through a turbulent and confusing era that impoverished
the mountains and rivers of the country, Korea has successfully
achieved the National Greening Project after 1970 by conversion
to an alternative fuel source. It was a part of national land
remodeling to meet the necessity of modernization and
industrialization. Unlike the way that mountains have been
restored, rivers that should be flowing with abundance of clean
water had caused continuous calamity and the pollution had
gotten worse in the process of industrialization and urbanization. It is fortunate that our rivers
have been restored and returned back to the people through the Four Major Rivers Restoration
Project on the verge of being too late.
Today, the world is experiencing unpredictable and extreme weather conditions due to climate
change. Against world disasters breaking out beyond floods and droughts in certain regions of
the country, I believe that National Rivers Restoration Project implemented successively to the
National Greening Project is the way to upgrade dignity of the nation as well as to promote
national green growth in the 21st century.
Through the Four Major Rivers Restoration Project, ‘the River of Pain’ suffering from the floods,
droughts, and environmental pollution was reborn as ‘the River of Life.’ As safe and cultural
rivers, national rivers have brought back to the people.
Despite of three record-breaking typhoons that consecutively hit the peninsula in 2012, our rivers
were quite unaffected, and ample water channels were found near the four rivers during
droughts. Bike paths and waterfront areas totaling 1,757km had over 1,500 visitors becoming the
venue to create happiness of the people. Such effects of the project are expected to grow more
and more as time passes.

There was a lot of controversy in the process of project execution, but we had faith in the necessity
and the success of the project and put strenuous effort to final completion.
The project was able to be successfully implemented only because the people were supportive
with much interest. Concerns and oppositions also played a crucial role in making improvements
and dealing with details.
Once again, I would like to express a deep appreciation for the support and interest.
As heritage for posterity, the whole process of the Four Major Rivers Restoration Project is
documented in this white paper. This documentary will be advantageous of the application to
similar projects. Also, it is expected to be utilized as a reference of fair historical assessment for
posterity.

December, 2012
Minister of Land, Transport, and Maritime Affairs
Do-Youp Kwon
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Abundant River with Ecological and Cultural Vitality
The four rivers have been reborn and returned back to the people.
Over time, sand and soil had been accumulated at the bottom of
the rivers and accordingly the water volume had become
insufficient, causing floods during rainy season and revealing the
bottom as soon as the rainy season passed. The ecosystem was
also at high risk due to environmental pollution.
But now ample flow of clean water can be seen from the riverhead
to estuaries of the Han, Nakdong, Geum, and Yeongsan River
regardless of the season of the year, revitalizing the ecosystem
and protecting the people from natural disasters. The four rivers
finally transformed to the rivers that we have been dreaming of. Riverside eco-parks, promenades,
and bike paths are constructed beckoning many visitors as peaceful cultural spaces. Bike paths
connecting the entire nation are especially beloved by the bike riders.
The Four Major Rivers Restoration Project was a pan-governmental project which has
fundamentally controlled flooding and removed pollutants from the industrialization, ultimately
transforming our rivers into the ecological and cultural rivers. By changing the policy basis towards
preliminary prevention rather than post-restoration, it provided countermeasures against
worsening climatic disasters. The project had multitude objectives, not only preventing natural
disasters due to climate change but also improving environment and water quality, and evenly
distributing touristic and cultural benefits to enrich lives of the people.
However, it was unavoidable to face conflicts caused by the differences in values and interests as a
large-scale national project. Despite of the misunderstandings and conflicts occurred in the
process, it was completed most successfully. It would not have been possible without the efforts of
the whole society to resolve conflicts and issues and more than anything without our technicians’
strong will and advanced technology.

The Office of National River Restoration is publishing ‘White Paper for the Four Major Rivers
Restoration’ which enclosed the records and details of the past four years from official discussion on
the project, establishment of master plan and the entire implementation processes to evaluation.
Without records, there can be no assessment and no improvement. The white paper will help
posterity to understand about this project. Also, it will be a reference to evaluate today.
The four rivers now stand at the starting point of a new era for water management. We convey deep
appreciation for the people who have sent trust and support and many people who faithfully carried
out the project with enthusiasm and effort. Thank you.

December, 2012
Minister, Office of National River Restoration
Myung-Pil Shim
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Wolsong Wetland Overlooked from the Gongju Grand Bridge, Geum River

Chapter 1

Characteristics of Nature and Water Resources
in Korea
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1. Natural Environment
The Korean peninsula shares a land border with mainland China to the north and is
surrounded by the sea to east, west, and south. Due to its unique geographical condition, it
appears to have both continental and oceanic climates. Dry seasonal winds blow from the
northwest during the winter under the influence of high atmospheric pressure in mainland
China, while hot and wet winds blow from the southeast during the summer as low
atmospheric pressure is formed in the Pacific ocean. Accordingly, precipitation in winter is
fairly low as in summer is too high.
In summer, course of the typhoon which is initially formed from the equator region hits the
peninsula and it becomes under great influence of torrential rainfall that is brought by the typhoon.
In addition, 'monsoon' the rainy season reveals its presence as low pressure air from the south
meets cold and high pressure air from the north. Sometimes typhoon meets with the rainfall fronts
causing heavy rain phenomenon and if it occurs, the peninsula becomes flood risk zone.

Naju Hwangpo sailboat of the Yeongsan River

Compared to rivers of other continents, rivers in Korea are relatively short in length and
steeply declined. Especially upstream of a river branched out from a mountain or hill is more
declined. As compared to the rivers of the continent, time to reach flood is shorter and peak
discharge flow is greater.
Steep slope of the stream causes rapid discharge of water when it has to stay and maintain the
volume of the river. During rainy season, water into the sea instead of staying longer at the river
| Picture 1-1 Comparison of River Slopes |

| Picture 1-2 Comparison of Flood Hydrography |
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basin stage increases like a rising tide and as soon as the season passes, it decreases like ebb
revealing the riverbed.
Coefficient of river regime1 of Korea is 10 to 25 folds higher than that of the European countries.
Coefficient of river regime of Japan stays between 50 and 100, which is relatively low when compared
with that of Korea. For the most discharge rate of the rivers in Korea (the Nakdong River) is as high as
260 times of the least, it is more difficult to manage the rivers and to secure water resources than other
countries where the gap between the most discharge and the least is only 10 to 50 times.
According to such precipitation nature, charactenstics of Korea's rivers are summarized as follows.

1 It indicates ratio between the maximum water flow and the minimum. When the minimum water flow is set to 1 and the
maximum is 10 times of the minimum, the value becomes 1:10.
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Due to these unique conditions, rivers in Korea share several characteristics in the aspects of usage
and management that are different from other countries. It can be summarized as follows.
• Flood occurs mainly in summer causing major damages.
• Severe drought occurs in spring, fall, and winter sometimes making agricultural or even
drinking water insufficient.
• There are many local rivers and streams that dry out during non-rainy seasons.
• The river has to be improved by unusual cross-sectional design because both drought and
flood water discharge must reach or be maintained the satisfying point.
• Reservoir construction technology has been developed since the ancient times to make
use of water resources all year long.

2. Current Condition of Rivers and Streams
Rivers and streams of Korea are divided into national river, local river, and small streams
depending on the importance and administrative jurisdiction.
According to the River Act, there is a total number of 3,833 rivers and streams (29,849km)
throughout the country comprised of 62 national rivers (2,998km) and 3,771 local rivers and
streams (26,851km) with wide and narrow capillary-like tributaries. By water system, they are
also divided into 12 large rivers originated from the mainstreams of national rivers and small
rivers originated from major local rivers.
| Table 1-1 Status of Major Rivers |

Han River

Watershed
Area(km²)
25,954(35,770)

Basin
Length(km)
494

Nakdong River

23,384

510

River

Annual Discharge
Annual
(one hundred millionm³) Precipitation(mm)
160
1,208
157

1,178

Geum River

9,912

398

70

1,227

Seomjin River

4,912

224

41

1,433

Yeongsan River

3,468

137

28

1,336

Anseong Stream

1,656

60

11

1,189

Sapgyo Stream

1,650

59

11

1,194

Mangyeong River

1,504

81

12

1,255

Hyeongsan River

1,133

63

7

1,133

Dongjin River

1,124

51

9

1,224

Note_ Area in the parenthesis ( ) includes watershed of the Han River from the North Korea.
Source_ Ministry of Land, Transport, and Maritime Affairs. 2006. 『Long-term Water Resources Comprehensive Plan(2006~2020)』
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| Picture 1-3 Map of Major Rivers in Korea |
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Legend
5 Major River's Watersheds

Rivers by the Watershed
Category

Total

7 Major River's Watersheds
4 Rivers Restoration Project
National Rivers excepting
the 4 Major Rivers

Major Local Rivers

National
River

12 Major River's Watersheds

5Major River's Watersheds
62(2,998km)

Local River 3,771(26.851km)

4Rivers Restoration Project

4National Rivers excepting the 4 Major Rivers

18(1,956km)
2,370(18,902km)

Other Minor Watersheds

Jeju Island

7Major River's Watersheds
27(673km)

-

17(369km)
466(2,737km)

934(5,213km)

Source_ Four Rivers Restoration Master Plan (2009), Office of National River Restoration, MLTM
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3. Current Condition and Characteristics of Water Resources
1) Precipitation
Korea's annual average precipitation 1,277.4mm (1978~2007) is approximately 1.6 times
higher than the world average precipitation (807mm). However, annual precipitation per
capita2 is only 2,629m3, 1/6 of the world's (16,427m3) due to high population density.
Countries with annual average precipitation higher than 1,500mm include Japan, New
Zealand, and Brazil and countries with annual average precipitation between 1,000 and
1,500mm similar to Korea's include England, Norway, and Austria. Even though annual
precipitation per capita in Korea is 2,629 m3, the amount of water resources available per capita
(amount of renewable water resources)3 in Korea was 1,553m3 in 2007, classifying Korea as a
water-stressed country4 by PAI standards5.
| Picture 1-4 Water Resources Statistics in Major Countries of the World |
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Source_ Long-term Comprehensive Water Resource Plan 2011-2020 (2011), HLTM

2) Water-Intake Rate
Water-intake rate is the ratio of water supplies for living, industry, and agriculture and the
amount of available water resources. In 2007, water-intake rate of Korea was 34%6, which was
relatively high compared to the other OECD countries. Even more, according to ‘OECD

Environmental Outlook to 2050’ in 2012, water-intake rate of Korea exceeded 40% becoming
the only water-stressed country in OECD. It indicates that relatively larger amount of water
from the available is being used in Korea than other countries. In addition to high water
consumption, precipitation is concentrated during rainy season causing difficulty in the supply
of water resources during droughty season.
| Picture 1-5 Water Stressed Countries by Water-intake Rate |
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3) Amount of Available Water Resources
Amount of annually available water resources in Korea is 75.3 billion m³ 7 which is 58% of the
total annual resources. Out of available water resources amount, general discharge is 19.3
billion m³ and flood discharge is 56 billion m³. Amount abstracted from the rivers and streams
is 10.8 billion m³, from dam is 18.8 billion m³ and from spring is 3.7 billion m³, and 42 billion m³
is lost to the ocean. During droughts, water is mostly supplied from the river discharge and the
aquitfer is insufficiently developed.
2 Annual precipitation per person is calculated from national land area (997,000km2, excluding North Korea) times annual
precipitation divided by total population.(Population was taken from the archive 2007 of Statistics Korea and annual precipitation
and the amount of water resources used were average values from 1978 to 2007.)
3 The amount of renewable water resources is calculated from dividing total precipitation amount without loss such as
evapotranspiration (volume of general river discharge) by total population. However, the amount of renewable water resources do
not reflect water supply by dams, waterworks facilities, reuse of water, and water conservation and is usually used as a measure to
warn for population increase.)
4 In a water-stressed country, amount of available water resources is less than 1,700m3 per person and water supply is relied solely on
natural rivers and streams without development of water resources. Usually, chronic water supply issues occur in a wide area. (PAI,
1997), Used in UNEP.
5 It indicates standards applied at Population Action International (PAI) by citing research findings of Falkenmark, an hydrologist of Sweden.
6 As data standards from 2007, water-intake rate includes ground water use and agricultural irrigation amount.
7 It includes inflow amount 2.3 billion m3 from North Korean regions of the Han River and the Imjin River on top of 73 billion m3 of
nationally available water resources.
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As a total amount of used water resources is 33.3 billion m³ or 26% of total water resources,
it is necessary to secure abundant water resources to prepare against an uncertain future with
climate change. Just like precipitation, annual amount of available water resources is
recorded to be in a wide variation depending on region and basin, and most of the available
water resources are concentrated and collected during flood season creating a difficult
condition to perform water improvements without effective storage methods. If water had not
been stored in dams, it would be difficult to supply water during winter and spring.
| Picture 1-6 Available Water Resources per Capita in the Major Basins (m3/year/person) |
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4) Water Quality
Water quality in Korea's major rivers and streams has been improved as basic environmental
facilities are continuously being expanded, but recently dramatic improvement in water quality
has not been observed compared to the amount of efforts that were put into it, and rather it
seems to be stalled8. In 114 medium influence areas across the country, achievement rate of
'Good Water' (less than BOD 3mg/L)9 was slightly increased from 74.6% in 2007 to 78.1% in
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2008 but soon dropped back to 74.6%10 in 2009.
| Picture 1-7 Annual Water Quality Changes in the Five Major Rivers |
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| Table 1-2 Clean Water Achieving Status by Influence Areas (2009) |
Large Influence
Areas

Clean Water Goal in
2015 (%)

Number of Medium 		 Clean Water Rate
Influence Areas
Achieved in Medium Influence Areas

Rate (%)

Whole Country

85.1

114

88		

77.2

Han River

82.1

28

25		

89.3

Nakdong River

87.9

33

29		

87.6

Geum River

72.7

22

15		

68.2

Yeongsan River

89.0

31

24		

77.4

Source_ National Water Quality Inventory (2011), National Institute of Environmental Research

8 Source : Annual water quality on water and environment info system (water.nier.go.kr) of the Ministry of Environment
9 Achievement Rate of Clean Water : BOD 3.0mg/L (Source: 2010 The Environment Record)
10 Source : The Environment Record of the corresponding year (Ministry of Environment)
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4. Land Use and Characteristics Nearby the Four Rivers
1) Conditions of the Surrounding Areas
Out of 234 nationwide provinces, cities, and districts, ones that pass through project sites of the
Four Rivers Restoration project are 72 provinces, cities, and districts or 31% of total municipal
governments. Population in the corresponding governments was 15.68 million in 2005, which
was 33.2% of the national population (47.28 million).
Total surrounding areas of the national rivers (within 2km of river banks on both sides) are
11,972.8km2 taking a share of approximately 12% of the nation's total land. In account to river
| Table 1-3 Local Governments around the Four Rivers |
River Regional Type
City・County・Municipality
				
Large City
Han River Small & Medium
City

Nakdong
River

(Seoul) Gangdong-gu, Songpa-gu, Gangnam-gu, Seocho-gu,
Dongjak-gu, Yungdeungpo-gu, Gangseo-gu, Mapo-gu, Gwangjin-gu,
Seongdong-gu, Yongsan-gu

11

(Gyeonggi Province) Gwangju, Gimpo, Paju, Goyang, Hanam, Namyangju,
Guri / (Gangwon Province) Wonju / (Chungbuk Province) Jecheon, Chungju

10

Agricultural Area

(Gyeonggi Province) Yangpyung-gun, Yeoju-gun / (Chungbuk Province)
Umseong-gun

3

Large City

(Daegu) Dalseo-gu / (Busan) Sasang-gu, Gangseo-gu, Saha-gu, Buk-gu

5

Small & Medium
City

(Gyeongbuk Province) Andong, Mungyung, Sangju, Gumi, Milyang,
Yangsan, Changwon, Gimhae

8

(Gyeongbuk Province) Yecheon-gun, Chilgok-gun, Seongju-gun,
Goryung-gun, Uiseong-gun / (Daegu) Dalseong-gun / (Gyeongnam
Province) Hapcheon-gun, Changnyeong-gun, Haman-gun,
Uiryeong-gun

10

Agricultural Area

Large City
Geum
River

Number of
Local Governments

(Daejeon) Daedeok-gu, Yuseong-gu, Dong-gu

Small & Medium City (Chungnam) Nonsan, Gongju, Iksan, Gunsan

3
4

Agricultural Area

(Chungbuk) Cheongwon-gun, Yeongdong-gun, Okcheon-gun, Boeun-gun /
(Chungnam) Cheongyang-gun, Seocheon-gun, Buyeo-gun, Yeongi-gun

8

Large City

(Gwangju) Gwangsan-gu, Buk-gu, Nam-gu, Seo-gu

4

Yeongsan Small & Medium City (Jeonnam) Naju, Mokpo
River
Agricultural Area
(Jeonnam) Hampyeong-gun, Muan-gun, Youngam-gun, Damyang-gun
Total

2
4
72

Source_ Four Rivers Restoration Master Plan (2009), Office of National River Restoration, MLTM

systems, the largest is the Han River with area of 3,962.5km2 and the following order in its
decrease is the Nakdong River (3,865.1km2), the Geum River (2,327.9km2), and the Yeongsan
River (835.6km2).
Surroundings of the Four Rivers Restoration project share various characteristics of
metropolis, small and mid-sized cities, and agricultural regions. The metropolis includes 23
districts (gu) in Seoul, Busan, Daegu, Gwangju, and Daejeon and population density is 3.4 times
higher than the national population density and so called as densely populated areas.
Small and mid-sized city includes a total of 24 cities that are proportionally dispersed to four
major river watersheds. Population density of small and mid-sized city is 418/km² which is
almost on the same level of the national population density, but economy in such regions still
needs to be developed further because it lags behind.
Agricultural type where development has fallen behind includes a total of 25 counties (gun),
in 20 counties out of which, population is rapidly decreasing as displaying poor living conditions
in infrastructures and social services.

2) Land Use Status and Characteristics
According to purpose-based land use categories for national river surroundings, 37.7% of land
use falls under category for forest, 31.8% for agriculture, 12.6% for urbanization (already
developed), 7.1% for waters, 7.0% for grassland, 3.0% for bare land, and 0.7% for wetland.
Forest lands cover most of the Han River and Seomjin River watersheds and ratio of
agricultural lands is relatively high for the Nakdong River, the Geum River, and the Yeongsan
River watersheds.
| Table 1-4 Land Use around the National Rivers |
Nationwide

Unit:%

Urbanized Arid Region Farmland Forest Area Grassland Wetland Bare Land Waters

Nationwide Average

12.6

31.8

37.7

7.0

0.7

3.0

7.1

Han River Watershed

14.2

23.3

44.3

9.0

1.0

2.0

6.3

Nakdong River Watershed

12.2

34.4

33.0

4.8

1.0

4.7

9.8

Geum River Watershed

13.7

42.6

28.1

7.4

0.3

2.6

5.3

4.4

23.0

57.4

7.5

0.2

1.9

5.7

14.1

41.1

32.0

6.0

0.2

2.0

4.8

Seomjin River Watershed
Yeongsan River Watershed

Source_ Study on Riverfront Land Use and Planned Management Programs (November 2011), MLTM
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1. Project Background
Change in Korea’s policy on water resources is summarized by era as follows; • Water
Resources Development for Exploitation of Colonial Agriculture and Economy (Japanese
colonial era) • Initial Step for Water Resource Policies (1960s) • Preparation of Water
Resources Infrastructure and River Embankments (1970s) • Expansion of Water Resources
Infrastructure and River Embankments (1980s) • Introduction to Eco-friendly Concepts in
Water Management Policies (1990s) • Spread of Eco-friendly Concepts and Preparation of
Systematic Flood Protection (2000s).
Such water resource policies have achieved steady progress based on the demands of the
times, but when looked through a comprehensive perspective, specific criteria including water
improvement, irrigation, and environment have revealed their limits. From the perspective of

Water current of the Nakdong River

flood prevention, those limits include • Embankment-oriented measures and simplified water
improvement plans • Insufficient flood control for unexpectedly large-scale rainfall or
structural collapse . From the perspective of irrigation, risk has been found in the following
topics • Issues in water procurement and water shortage • Lack of stability and fairness in
regional water supply •Limitation of water resource development and water share between
upstream and downstream • Lack of comprehensive management water resourced. From the
perspective of riparian environment, • Lack of riverside environment management policy •
Absence of riverside application policy.
Damage by series of floods in 1996, 1998, and 1999 had the Koreans realize the importance
of flood prevention projects. For this reason, the government has established
countermeasures for comprehensive flood prevention by forming 'Flood Prevention Planning
Group' in the Presidential Secretariat at the end of 1999. Through this policy, the River Act was
revised in 2011 and "Establishement of Comprehensive Riverside Water Control Plan" was
added to Article 11, ameliorating the related laws and policies, expanding investments, and
reconstructing the organizations. While a series of flood control measures had been
implemented accordingly, Typhoon ‘Rusa’ hit the peninsula and flood damage was the worst in
history. After the disaster has hit and run, the awareness on necessity of governmental flood
control providing fundamental countermeasures has been spread nation-wide. By the end of
2002, Flood Prevention Planning Group has been established once again in the Office for
Government Policy Coordination.
The importance of water improvement plans has been emphasized in both times of
‘Comprehensive Flood Prevention Measures.’ Flood control only with raising the levees
became a limited solution because flood discharge has increased by sophistication of land use
and climate change. Comprehensive flood prevention plans suggest new ways to prevent
floods from conventional methods introducing flood control channels (tailrace), underground
streams, and riverside water detention in addition to embankment reinforcement. In such
water improvement works, budget over KRW 1 trillion was required to be arranged. Most of the
projects were not likely to be executed and completed within 10 years considering the
government finance.
In addition to this, social demands to conserve water quality and to restore river ecosystem
have greatly increased. As claims to secure enough water supplies to protect urban rivers and
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streams from drying out have become more and more persuasive, the voice to ensure river
and stream water has become accordingly louder. People’s desire to efficiently and culturally
utilize the riverside waterfront grew considerably as income per capita increased, but the
appropriate programs and a variety of riverside activity spaces to satisfy the needs have been
absent.
It was also an important variable for job creation through public works project and for local
economic revitalization especially after the real economy have crashed in the aftermath of the
global recession. Revolutionary action was definitely needed to resolve issues related to flood
prevention, irrigation, and river environment and to satisfy a variety of social needs.
The Four Rivers Restoration Project established in 2009 is an advanced countermeasure
against disasters, which includes accumulated provision of the past for climate change and
future-oriented conccept for national land utilization. Flood prevention measures by the
previous administration and the Four Major Rivers Restoration Project by the President Lee
Myung-bak and his administration share the fundamentals in which flood damage is reduced
by intensive investment in prevention not by fragmentary restoration after loss. The difference
was that intensive investment was made for the Four Rivers Restoration Project in a relatively
short period of time. While measures by the previous administration mainly focused on the
flood prevention, the Four Major Rivers Restoration Project comprehensively included weir
construction and dredging against flood and droughts in 200-year return period, improvement
of water quality, environment restoration, and revitalization of local economy.

2. ‘The Four Rivers Restoration Project' and Green New Deal Project
In congratulatory address for Independence Day on August 15, 2008, the President Lee Myungbak suggested ‘Low Carbon Green Growth’ as a new national vision. In the same month during
Expanded Secretary Conference (Aug 29), he once again stressed that green growth policy
shall be promoted as national development paradigm to create more jobs and to move a step
forward for advancement.
“I would like to suggest ‘Low Carbon Green Growth’ as a vision for national development. Green growth is
new national paradigm in which development is driven and jobs are created using green technology and
clean energy. Green in ‘Green Growth’ is a grand concept conceiving environment and it is the way that

we must follow, not just an alternative. Through this comprehensive national vision including
development of energy and environment, improvement of business competitiveness, and promotion of
conditions, globalization will be achieved. Korea can be reborn as a strong green nation the same way
informatization was brought forward despite of belated industrialization.”
- From Independence Day Congratulatory Address by President Lee Myung-bak, August 15, 2008

The administration has stipulated green growth as comprehensive national vision to create
more jobs, to secure energy and environment, to improve business competition and to develop
living conditions and announced a plan to achieve global leader.
The Ministry of Land, Transport, and Maritime Affairs proposed the broad-scale river
maintenance plan to improve fundamental issues accumulated in national river management
over time as a mean to green growth.
In 2008, the President Lee Myung-bak named and initiated this project as ‘the Four Rivers
Restoration project’ at the third round of the Presidential Committee on Regional
Development. This project was to be carried out by the Ministry of Land, Transport and
Maritime Affairs but close cooperation with the relevant ministries and local governments was
also expected.
Expected benefits of the Four Rivers Restoration project are as follows.
• Annually KRW 2.7 trillion of flood damage and KRW 4.2 trillion of recovery costs will be
reduced through construction of small to medium sized dams and weirs, reinforcement of
old levees, etc.
• Abundant water will be secured to address drought, and water quality will be improved
through dredging sediments, weir installation, and elevating agricultural reservoir banks
• Neglected lands along the rivers will be turned into a beautiful, revitalized waterfronts that
provide increased access to the water and that enable people to engage in a diversity of
cultural and recreational activities that may enhance their daily lives.
• Neglected lands along the rivers will be turned into a beautiful, revitalized waterfronts that
provide increased access to the water and that enable people to engage in a diversity of
cultural and recreational activities that may enhance their daily lives.
• Promotion of green growth projects: Restoration of eco wetlands and riverfront forest.
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Installation of sunlight generation above the waterline and small hydro-power
plants.
• Revival of local economies through the Green New Deal: New job creation and effect on
production inducement.
On January 6, 2009, the prime minister announced proposal for ‘Green New Deal’ project
consisting of 9 core businesses including the Four Rivers Restoration project and 27 related
businesses.
The government estimated the total project cost to be approximately KRW 14 trillion, about
KRW 8 trillion for rivers restoration, and about KRW 6 trillion for re-development of reservoirs
| Picture 2-1 Declaration of Green New Deal Project Proposal (Jan 6, 2009) |

“The Four Rivers Restoration Project is
promoted as ‘Green New Deal Project.’ As
KRW 14 trillion is budgeted for rational
maintenance of the rivers and waterfront
spaces by 2012, it is expected to resolve
water-related issues such as flood and
drought and to contribute to invigoration of
local economy and prevention of global
warming.”
- Green New Deal Project Proposal by the
Prime Minister Seungsu Han, January 6, 2009

and construction of small and medium-sized dams and flood regulating reservoirs. The
master plan was expected to be established by the first-half of 2009.

3. Master Planning
After the announcement of ‘Green New Deal’ project, the Ministry of Land, Transport and
Maritime Affairs arranged research services to establish the master plan to finalize specific
action plans for the Four Rivers Restoration project. Research services were conducted by
management of the Korea Institute of Construction Technology for six months started from

December 12, 2008. In order to accomplish convergence study in various areas, the Korea
Research Institute for Human Settlements, K-water, Future Resources Institute, Rivers
Association, Planners Consortium (Dongbu Engineering [organized by], Dohwa Engineering,
Saman, Isan, Yooshin, Hyundai Engineering) have participated in the project. National Institute
of Environmental Research from the Ministry of Environment took full charge of water quality
forecast and preparation for preventive measures.
Main plots and the corresponding details in official plans such as [National Comprehensive
Development Plan (2006~2020)], [Long-term Water Resources Management Plan
(2006~2020)], [Long-term Dam Construction Plan (2007~2011)], [Integrated Flood
Management Plan], [National River Management Plan], [General Plan for Water and
Environment Management (2006~2015)] are connected to the master plan. Even from the
initial phase of the research, ideas were collected from the municipalities and applied to the
master plan. Opinions from related organizations including Presidential Committee on
Regional Development, Presidential Committee on Green Growth, and Presidential
Commission on Architecture Policy were also reflected in this project.
In February 2009, ‘Four Rivers Restoration Task Force’ was established as a pangovernment
organization dedicated to the Four Rivers Restoration project, which was expanded and
reorganized as 'Office of National River Restoration.' The Ministry of Land, Transport and
Maritime Affairs, the Ministry of Environment, the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism, and
the Ministry of Public Administration and Security, the Ministry for Agriculture, Forestry and
Fisheries, the Ministry of Knowledge Economy, and Cultural Heritage Administration and local
governments have participated to construct government-wide cooperative system.
April 27, 2009, united briefing session for the Four Rivers Restoration was held in presence of
the President Lee Myung-bak and seven organizations including Presidential Committee on
Regional Development, Presidential Committee on Green Growth, Presidential Commission
on Architecture Policy, the Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs, the Ministry of
Environment, the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism, the Ministry of Culture and Tourism
and the Ministry for Food, Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries. In this contest, various topics to
bring the Four Rivers Restoration project to a success have been presented and discussed.
After the government had collected and reviewed various opinions about the project from
procedures at local briefing and public hearing, at last [the Four Rivers Restoration Master
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Plan] was finalized and announced on June 8, 2009. The Four Rivers Restoration project in the
master plan has been categorized into direct projects (MLTM's projects) and indirect projects.
(MFAFF & ME's projects)
Direct projects are to address flood and to secure water resources by the Ministry of Land,
Transport and Maritime Affairs. The projects include dredging, construction of weirs,
restoration of ecological streams, reinforcing old levees, and construction of bicycle paths.
Indirect projects are to accomplish consequential effects which mainly include elevation of
agricultural reservoir banks by the Ministry for Food, Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries and
expansion of environmental infrastructures by the Ministry of Environment.
After announcement of the master plan, the government started compensation processes
starting from September, 2009, for relocation of farmlands, green houses, and related
buildings subject to the Four Rivers Restoration Project.
| Picture 2-2 Vision and Strategies of the Four Rivers Restoration Project |
Vision

Goals

Creating New Civilization for Advanced Korea

Water Resources
Management for Solving
Water Related Problems

Overcome Economic Crisis
through Job Creation

Expansion of Future Growth
Engine such as Green Growth

Establishing Inter-Governmental Cooperation System
Local Development Strategies and
Programs (Presidential Committee on
Regional Development)

녹색성장과 4대강 살리기
Green
Growth and
Four Rivers
(녹색위,
지경부)

Restoration (Presidential Committee on
Green Growth, Ministry of Knowledge Economy)

Strategies

Waterfront Design Plan
(Presidential Committee on
Architecture Policy)

Environmental-Friendly Programs
for the Four Rivers Restoration
(Ministry of Environment)

Four Rivers
Restoration
project

Cultural Programs of the
Four Rivers Restoration
(Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism)

Master Planning
(Ministry of Land, Transport and
Maritime Affairs)

“City of Beautiful Scenery” project, known in Korean as “Geum-Su-Gang-Chon,”
(Ministry for Food, Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries)

Establishing Cooperative Governance with Local Governments and Citizens
Source_ United Briefing Session on April 27, 2009
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1. Vision and Goals of the Four Rivers Restoration Project
The vision of the Four Rivers Restoration project is "Reviving Rivers, A New Korea!" Under the
vision, four goals were identified, i.e., addressing climate change, harmonizing between nature
and human, re-creating national territory, and balancing local development and establishing a
green growth platform. To achieve these goals, Korean government established four
strategies. The first strategy is to establish comprehensive preemptive measures rather than
taking follow-up measures. The second one is to build a waterfront network with a cuttingedge
technologies, such as IT (Information Technology), ET (Environment Technology), and GT
(Green Technology). The third one is to step up as a world's leading green country. The last
strategy is to build a cooperative governance system with local citizens.

Dredging work at sundown of Nongong District at the Nakdong River

| Picture 3-1 1 Vision, goals, strategies, and unit-tasks of the Four Major Rivers Restoration Project |

Vision :Reviving Rivers, New Korea

Goals

◉ Addressing Climate Change

◉ Harmonizing between Nature and Human

◉ Re-creating National Territory

◉ Balancing Local Development and Establishing a
Platform for Green Growth

◉ Establishing Comprehensive Preemptive Measures rather than Taking Follow-up Measures

Strategies

◉ Constructing a Waterfront Network with Cutting-edge Technologies
◉ Advancing Water Management as a World’s Leading Green Nation
◉ Constructing a Cooperative Governance System with Local Citizens

◉ Resolving Fundamental Cause for Water Shortage and Flood Damage
◉ Building Healthy Aquatic Ecosystem by Water Quality Improvement and River Restoration

Unit-tasks

◉ Advancing Public Cultural Standards and Quality of Life
◉ Revitalizing Local Economy by Green New Deal Project
◉ Reinforcing National Competitiveness as a Global Leader for Water Management
Source_ Four Rivers Restoration Master Plan (2009), Office of National River Restoration, MLTM

2. Policy Direction
The Four Rivers Restoration project has the following five objectives.
First of all, it is a proactive response to climate change. Reliable water resources will be
secured through a variety of means to deal with droughts. It will be shifted from the investment
centered on disaster recovery to investment focused on prevention.
Second, it is to apply paradigm shifts in flood management. Dredging of sediment will expand
flood catchment capacity, and initial investments to minimize flood damage will be augmented.
Third, it is to diversify means of securing water resources through sediment dredging and
elevation of reservoir banks, expansion and connection of existing water-resource facilities,
and continued development of new water resources into the future.
Lastly, it is to utilize river areas as multipurpose spaces for the coexistence of the people and
environment. Creation of public spaces for leisure activities along the rivers and improvement
of waterfront access will promote regional development.
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3. Significance of the Four Rivers Restoration project
As a multi-purpose national project, the Four Rivers Restoration project has the following
significance.
| Table 3-1 Significance of the Four Rivers Restoration as a Multi-Purpose National Project |
Providing Solutions to address
Water Scarcity and
Protecting Disasters

• Securing water through installing eco-friendly weirs,
small to mid sized dams, and elevating reservoir banks
• Protecting disasters through increasing flood control and storage capacity
• Restoring aquatic ecosystem and improving water quality

Nurturing Green
Growth Industry

• Encouraging green growth industry such as renewable energy
• Digitalizing information related to the four rivers through establishing
intelligent system

Overcoming Economic Crisis and
Activating Local Economy

• Creating large new jobs through encouraging public investment
• Activating local economy through promoting related industries

Creating Spaces of
Culture and Life

• Activating culture, tourism, and leisure by establishing waterfront
• Providing water-friendly areas to local residents
• Establishing integrated design standard by harmonizing between local
landscape and buildings

Comprehensive Regional
Development

• Establishing human settlement of basic needs, sphere of basic life along the
river basins
• Revitalizing urban cities and villages along the four rivers

4. Scope of the Project
Spatial ranges of the Four Rivers Restoration Project are including mainstreams of the four
rivers, the Seomjin River, and major tributaries.
• Han River: Mainstream (Namhan River), Bukhan River, Seom River
• Nakdong River: Mainstream, Seonakdong River, Maekdo River, Pyunggang Stream,
Geumho River, Nam River, Hwang River
• Geum River: Mainstream, Miho Stream, Gap Stream, Yudeung Stream
• Yeongsan River: Mainstream, Hwangryong River, Hampyung Stream

1) Project Contents
The Four Rivers Restoration project categorized into direct projects and indirect projects.
Direct projects are to address floods and to secure water resources by the Ministry of Land,
Transport and Maritime Affairs. Indirect projects are to accomplish consequential effects by
the Ministry for Food, Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries and the Ministry of Environment.
① Direct Projects

The projects include dredging, construction of weirs, restoration of ecological streams,
reinforcing old levees, construction of bicycle paths, etc.
• 16 Weirs: These structures facilitate discharge of water during floods and saving of water
during droughts. (3 in the Han River, 8 in the Nakdong River, 3 in the Geum River, 2 in the
Yeongsan River)
• Dredging 570 Billion m3 of Sediments: It organizes and broadens water channels securing
enough space for water discharge. > At ordinary times, water is kept to secure the volume of
the river, but during floods it facilitates smooth discharge of water. Dredged soil is utilized in
aggregate sales and farmland remodeling.
• Composition of 929km-long Ecological Rivers: Riverside farmlands were arranged and
organized to prevent inflow of the pollutants and fish ways, ecological wetlands, channels
with islets were established to promote symbiosis of river, human, and nature.
• Reinforcement of Aged Embankments: Water management safety was assured by
expanding width of the embankments totaling 620km and creating gradual embankment
slops and efforts were made to connect the riparian ecosystem to the land.
• Dam, Estuary, Detention Reservoir, and Retention: In order to supply water and to prevent
flood in the Nakdong watershed, 3 mid and small sized dams were constructed and 1 estuary
weir was expanded. To promote waterfront use of the local residents such as public facilities
and parks, 2 detention reservoirs and 3 retentions were constructed.
• Bike Paths totaling 1,728km: Bike paths connecting upstream to downstream of the four
rivers will foster sports tourism industry. (305 along the Han River, 743 along theNakdong
River, 248 along the Geum River, 432 along the Yeongsan and Seomjin River)
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| Table 3-2 Direct Projects by the MLTM |
Project

Total

Weir

Han River

Nakdong River

Geum River

Yeongsan River

16

3

8

3

2

Dredging (100 million m )

5.7

0.5

4.4

0.5

0.3

Ecological River (km)

929

193

407

199

130

Reinforcing Old Levee (km)

620

131

335

117

37

Dam(no)

3

-

3

-

-

Estuary Weir(no)

1

-

1

-

-

Detention Reservoir(no)

5

2

-

-

3

1,728

305

743

248

220(212*)

3

Bicycle Path (km)

Notes_ *( ) is for the Seomjin River

② Indirect Projects

Projects, applied by the existing investment plan of the Ministry of Food, Agriculture, Forestry
and Fisheries and the Ministry of Environment, include enlargement of agricultural reservoirs,
the Yeongsan estuary structure advancement project, and environmental treatment facility
enlargement project.
• Enlargement of 96 Agricultural Reservoirs: In order to provide agricultural water and to
maintain crucial volume of the rivers, agricultural reservoirs were enlarged. (12 in the Han
River, 31 in the Nakdong River, 30 in the Geum River, 23 in the Yeongsan and Seomjin River)
• The Yeogsan Estuary Structure Advancement Project
• Enlargement of Environmental Treatment Facilities: Reinforcement of 207 wastewater
treatment facilities, 589 sewage sites, 31 livestock excretion treatment facilities, 545 TP
treatment facilities, and ecological reservoirs at 85 sites and enlargement of sewer pipes at
246 sites
| Table 3-3 Indirect Projects by the MFAFF & ME |
Ministry
MFAFF
ME

Han River

Nakdong River

Geum River

Yeongsan River

Agricultural Reservoir

Project

Total
96

12

31

30

14(9)

Estuary Weir(no)
Environmental
Infrastructure

1

-

-

-

1

1 type

1 type

1 type

1 type

1 type

Notes_ *( ) is for the Seomjin River
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5. Annual Investment Plan
Annual investment plan for the Four Rivers Restoration project:
| Table 3-4 Budget Plan by the Ministries |

(Unit: Trillion KRW)

Ministry

Total

2009

2010

2011

2012

MLTM

15.4

0.8

6.8

6.8

1.0

MFAFF

2.9

0.1

0.5

1.1

1.2

ME

3.9

1.0

1.35

0.95

0.6

Source_ Four Rivers Restoration Master Plan (2009), Office of National River Restoration, MLTM

6. Implementation Plan by Project
1) Systematic Flood Prevention Measures against Flood Damage
① Reduction of Flood Stage by Dredging Sediments

It is promoted with an advanced concept for water improvement to fundamentally prevent
flood damage rather than solely focusing on the embankment and damage recovery. It is
necessary to maximize water flowing ability during flood by securing enough cross sectional
flowing field with dredging upstream and downstream of the rivers and streams. Target
regions required of dredging are; • Region with decreased water flowing ability (conveyance) due
to accumulated sediments in tributaries (Micheon, Naeseongcheon, Yeonggan,
Byungseongcheon of the Nakdong River) where large sediment loads inflow • Region with
insufficient flowing ability due to sand bars formed inside river bends of the mainstream • Region
where there are more advantages when flood discharge is distributed in the stream channels
rather than detention facilities and discharge channel are constructed. When cross-sectional
| Table 3-5 Reduction of Flood Level by River-bed Dredging |
River
Han River

Section
Paldang Dam~Chungju Dam

Length(km)
114.3

Average Dredging Dredging Volume Reduction of
Depth (m)
(100 million m³) Flood Level (m)
0.2

0.5

1.0~2.6

Nakdong River

Estuary Dyke~Andong Dam

334.2

1.3

4.4

0.9~3.9

Geum River

Estuary Dyke~Daecheong Dam

130.4

0.2

0.5

0.7~0.9

Yeongsan River Estuary Dyke~Damyang Dam

111.6

0.6

0.3

0.4~1.5

Total

690.5

-

5.7

-

-

Source_ Four Rivers Restoration Master Plan (2009), Office of National River Restoration, MLTM
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flowing field must be increased for waterfront view and sports activities, dredging has to be
executed. However, radius of curvature also needs to be adjusted to relieve meandering
process and wetland and sanctuary or conservation zone must be preserved.
In order to prevent transfer of drop head to the upstream region resulted by the steep slope
in upstream and downstream created from river bed dredging, river bed maintenance facility is
constructed. Protection facility is installed against riverbed scour which may occur by drop
head between the mainstream and the tributaries resulted from dredging at the junction of
tributaries. Scour protection is installed to prevent structural problems in bridge foundation,
which are often caused by scour phenomenon on riverbeds nearby piers and abutments due to
flowing water.
Dredged sediments and sands are divided by aggregate sales available and excavated soil.
Aggregate treatment is processed fairly and transparently by consultation with municipalities
and the supply is adjusted in account to aggregate demand of the nearby regions. Excavated
soil is ultimately utilized as available soil for the Four Rivers Restoration project and provided
preferential to nearby public projects such as residential land and industrial district
development. The remaining soils are utilized for public purposes such as farmland
remodeling to fundamentally prevent flood damage in low-leveled farmlands.
② From Dam to Weir- Securing Local Unit Water Resources and Constructing Foundation for
Waterfront Leisure Demand

As stated above, it was more important to secure appropriate amount of water in local and
small-unit regions rather than to construct dams in the upstream in order to prevent torrential
damage by abnormal climate, to secure water level in streams, to promote waterfront
activities in account to the change of leisurely demands, and to utilize historic cultural
resources for local economy revitalization.
Weirs secure enough water in rivers which maintain stable and consistent water level at
regular times improving water quality and restoring ecosystem and supply water for living at
droughts. They are also used to obtain suitable water level and spacious waterfront for water
activities while improving the riverside landscape.
When dams are constructed by each local unit, water may be secured in a large scale but it
becomes difficult to find the proper location. And even if the location is determined, broad basin

has to be submerged creating complaints of the local residents raising excessive
compensation fees. Compared to weir installation, it had low economic feasibility in taking into
account construction period, cost, and flood control effect of the mainstream.
With a fewer number of weirs, their height is automatically raised and there are regions with
water level higher than the regular river stage, which affects the riverside facilities more
aggressively. With more number of weirs, the height is lowered and effects to the riverside
facilities decrease correspondingly, but there are disadvantages of augmented construction
cost.
Multi-functional weirs installed on the main channels and riverside ares including the
riverbanks are composed as waterfront space. As format of the weirs, fixed weir is used to
maintain regular time water level and movable weir is used to control floods. In addition,
attractive designs considering the surrounding landscape are adapted introducing the weirs to
the public as local landmark.
| Picture 3-2 Location of the Four Rivers Multi-functional Weirs |

Han River
Ipo Weir
Yeoju Weir
Gangcheon Weir

Geum River
Geumnam Weir
Sangju Weir

Geumgang Weir
Buyeo Weir

Nakdan
Ipo Weir
Weir
Gumi Weir

Nakdong River

Chilgok Weir
Gangjeong Weir
Dalseong Weir
Hapcheon Weir
Haman Weir
Seungchon Weir
Juksan Weir

Nakdong River
Source_ Four Rivers Restoration Master Plan (2009), Office of National River Restoration, MLTM
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③ Increasing Flood Control Capacity by Flood Control Reservoirs and Riverside Detentions

Through creating flood control reservoirs and riverfront detentions, the peak flood discharge is
reduced in the event of flood. Therefore, the lower reaches of the rivers will be protected from
flood damages. The flood control reservoirs are located in Damyang and Hwasun in Yeongsan
River basin, while riverside detentions are located in Yeoju and Yeongwol in Han River basin,
and in Naju in Yeongsan River basin.
④ Increase of Safety Grade by Reinforcement of Dilapidated Levees

Subjects to reinforcement dilapidated levees are 131 km from the Han River, 335km from the
Nakdong River, 117km from the Geum River, 17km from the Yeongsan River, and 20km from
the Seomjin River. In order to improve safety grade of the levees, a different approach from the
conventional design concept is required. First of all, it has to be designed to satisfy and
maintain all core functions required as the first line of defense against floods. More than to
meet only the minimum specs and regulations on design standards, design to have safety
grade against floods as the ultimate goal with safety grade. Select methods such as
enlargement of cross-sectional field, removal of steep slopes, super-embankments, and
embankments against overflow instead of dam raise which may increase potentiality of floods.
Embankment function as the axis to connect horizontal ecology must be added. Geometric
design must be achieved to connect ecology of the rivers to that of the lands. For sections with
relatively low risk of erosion, design the river course with vegetation where the slop is gradual.
Cover up the existing levees with soil and plant vegetation to create biotic habitat. It is
necessary to create embankment space for cultural and leisure activities. Make a common
ground for multi-purpose use in cultural and leisure activities by securing spaces nearby the
levees.
⑤ Increase of Flood Controlling Effect by Estuary Sluice

For estuaries of the Nakdong River and the Yeongsan River, flood discharge has increased
respectively 20% and 50% compared to the anticipated volume at construction planning. It is
necessary to decrease water stage by rapid water discharge with multiple estuary sluices. In
case of the Nakdong River, water stage may be lowered approximately 1.1m from the
downstream region by 6 series of sluices. In case of the Yeongsan River, water stage can be

lowered by approximately 0.3m as the number of sluices is increased to 8 lines covering the
course from Yeongsan Lake to Yeongam Lake (from 15m to 140m) and the number of sluices
in Yeongam Lake is increased to 11 lines. Natural fish ways are also installed in estuaries of the
Yeongsan River for free movements of the anadromous fish.
⑥ Flood Control Effects by Water Procurement

Flood control capacity in the Yeongju dam of the Nakdong River (Yeongju, Gyeongbuk) is
80million m³and additionally secured volume from increased installation of agricultural
reservoir is 220million m³.
⑦ Improvement of Sulfur at the Confluence by Longitudinal Dike Installation

At the confluence of the rivers, flow characteristics and the river form change under the
influence of flow rate, velocity and sediment volume. In order to smoothly convey flood
discharge without affecting both the mainstream and the tributaries, it is necessary to install
longitudinal dikes. Subjects to longitudinal dike installation project are the confluence of the
Geumho River near the Nakdong River (sediments are accumulated with heavy vegetation
colonies at the spot interrupting flood discharge), the confluence of the Yeong River (as dykeless region, dead zone created due to eddy flow from the flood stage lower than the planned
addition to the confluence of the tributaries), and the confluence of the Gwangsan Stream
(sediments accumulated with heavy vegetation colonies interrupting flood discharge).

2) Procurement of Abundant Water Resources against Water Shortage
① Water Procurement and Prevention of Groundwater Level Decrease by Dredging and Weir
Installation

Water procured by dredging and installation of multi-purpose weirs (16 weirs) is total of 800
billion m³ • 40 million m³ in the Han River • 670million m³ in the Nakdong River • 50 million m³
in the Geum River • 40million m³ in the Yeongsan River. Water secured in such methods will be
utilized in stream water maintenance and emergency situations during droughts.
With installation of weirs, water level of the rivers and streams can be maintained as well as
that of the groundwater. In addition to that, large and open water surface space can be secured
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to enable water leisure activities while beautiful riverside scenery provided. New regeneration
energy can also be collected by the difference between downstream and upstream of the weir
with installation of small hydro power plants. For installation of temporary weirs (Hahoe Weir
of the Nakdong River, Gudam Weir, etc.) in the purpose of waterfront space preparation,
opinions of the local residents are collected to confirm the business plan.
For flood regulation and water management, systematic operating system is constructed for
multi-purpose dams and movable weirs in the upstream and the estuaries with introduction to
advance management method using the latest IT. In regions where water stage managed by
multi-purpose weir becomes higher than the inside banks of the levees, the appropriate
section of the bank must be excavated. If water stage managed by multi-purpose weir affects
nearby agricultural pumping station and drainage station, the facility must be transferred to a
different spot or partial reinforcement/maintenance must be made. Agricultural lands lower
than the managed water level must be elevated to be safe against flood.
② Solution to Regional Water Shortage by Construction of Small and Medium Sized Dams

The Yeongju Dam (Yeongju, Gyeongbuk) and the Bohyunsan Dam (Yeongcheon, Gyeongbuk)
are installed in the Nakdong River system and construction to connect the Andong Dam to the
Imha Dam (Andong, Gyeongbuk) is promoted. The Yeongju Dam relieves regional water
shortages by providing water for living (Yeongju, etc) and maintaining water levels of the local
mainstreams and the Bohyunsan Dam provides water for living in regions such as
Yeongcheon. Connecting the Andong Dam to the Imha Dam will supply water enough to
maintain water level of the mainstream via connective operation during floods.
③ Increase of Conveyance Volume in Mainstream and Tributaries at Drought by Additional
Installation of Agricultural Reservoir

Flow rate of the rivers and streams is maintained at drought with sufficient water supply by
increasing capacity of the existing reservoirs out of total 17,600 reservoirs where additional
water can be secured and environmentally influenced and inundated surface area is little.
Reservoir capacity of subject stations for additional increase (96 stations) is 250 million m³.
Additional reservoir capacity can be released during droughts to improve sulfur condition of
the mainstream and the tributaries. Through water flow management at drought, systematic

operating scheme is arranged of each water management organization such as Flood Control
Office, local government, Korea Water Resources Corporation, and Korea Rural Community
Corporation.

3)Water Quality Improvement and Ecology Restoration
① Water Quality Improvement

It is necessary to restore the Four Rivers by improving water quality against pollution of COD
and TP and to suppress algal blooms in upstream of the multi-purpose weirs. Total of 34
subject areas (11 in the Han River, 10 in the Nakdong River, 9 in the Geum River, and 4 in the
Yeongsan River) were selected, which have elevated COD and TP quality pollution level (in 10
years), high pollution level (in 3 years) compared to the nearby lands, and large-scale water
supply facilities. Out of 66 medium influence areas near the Four Rivers, 34 areas were
assigned as basins subject to management and categorized into 3 different groups depending
on the urgency and pollution level.
First priority group on top of the list has high COD and TP as well as high BOD, which includes
5 different areas that require water quality improvement more than any other areas. Core
management group include 11 areas that generally have high pollution level or located in
upstream of water supply facilities largely influencing water quality of the downstream areas.
Advanced management group includes 18 areas or the rest after excluding first priority group
and core management group. Investment for 34 areas above is moved up forward from 2015 to
2012 for construction of environment facilities and reduction plan for pollution load.
After this project, COD and TP water quality standards are introduced for systematic
management of the streams that connect a weir to another. Non-point pollutant source takes
up 42~69% of the overall pollution of water quality and it is anticipated to increase to 65~70%in
2015 due to enlarged development surface and climate change. In order to counterbalance this
phenomenon, policies to reduce turbid water influx into high lands and to reduce non-point
pollutant resources in cities and rural regions are promoted.
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| Table 3-6 Measures for Water Quality Improvement |
River

Han River (11)

Nakdong
River (10)

High Priority (BOD, mg/L, 2008)

Total

Primary

Gyungan Stream
(3.4)

Uiam Dam, Cheongpyung Dam,
Paldang Dam, Downstream of
the South Han River

Inbuk Stream, Soyang River,
Chuncheon Dam, Pyungchang
River, Chungju Dam,
Downstream of Chungju Dam

1

4

6

Geumho River
(3.6)

Waegwan, Goryung, Nam River

Sangju, Gumi, Changnyung,
Namgang Dam, Milyang,
Nakdong Estuary Dam

1

3

6

Gongju, Nonsan Stream

Yungdong Stream, Upper Stream
of Daecheong Dam, Daecheong
Dam, Downstream of Daecheong
Dam, Geum Estuary Dam

2

2

5

Upper Stream of the
Yeongsan River
(Gwangju Stream 7.1)

Midstream of the Yeongsan
River, Downstream of the
Yeongsan River

Yeongsan Estuary Dam

1

2

1

5

11

18

Gap Stream (5.8)
Geum River (9) Miho Stream (5.5)

Yeongsan
River (4)

Priority

Conceptual plan of the multi-purpose weir

② Ecology Restoration

There are 6,579ha farmlands and unlicensed facilities near banks of the Four Rivers.
Farmlands, vinyl houses and unlicensed facilities on the riverbanks are torn down and the
subject land is ecologically restored by blocking the inflow of non-point pollutant source such
as pesticides and fertilizer. For destroyed and polluted regions, riparian ecology restoration
project is implemented by creating wetlands and vegetation of water purification plants.
Arranged 929km of the National Rivers into Ecology Rivers securing the biological variety.
Natural fish ways are constructed to restore the existing river course after installation of multipurpose weirs. Target places to restore the existing river course are at the Juksan Weir and the
Seungchon Weir of the Yeongsan River. In addtion, nearby waterfront lands are purchased to
create ecological forest. wetland experience center. migratory bird obgervatory and tourism
centers are constructed for local residents to take advantage of revitalized four rivers.
In order to create waterfront space with balanced development and restoration, it is
categorized into water-friendly, restoration, and maintenance districts. Water-friendly district
is subdivided into metropolitan and small and medium city section. In order to restore habitats
for birds and plants, limit facility development area to less than 30% because natural
characteristics are arrested once facilities are introduced in more than 30% of the land even if
it is assigned as metropolitan water-friendly district. The limitation percentage is
commensurate with stage of each district by 10%.
In order to restore conveyance of the living creatures that has been arrested by installation of
multi-purpose weirs, fish ways are installed. Fish ways are designed to consider
characteristics of all species that live in rivers and streams not only fish but also zoobenthos or
horse-shoe crab, melanian snail, and water beetle.

4) Creation of Cultural Complex with Local Residents
Basic direction to create new leisurely space in utilization of rivers starts with creation of clean
open space in riverbanks and preparation of eco-friendly waterfront areas. In order to create
vivid metropolitan riverbanks, regulations are set as follows.
• Various activities are introduced in account to inundation level and land use nearby the
levees and various embankment forms are introduced to secure irrigation, water 		
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improvement works, and safety level.
• Fixed weirs are installed to secure sufficient water volume and river course is constructed
to lessen the slope for improvement of access to riverside.
• Locate promenades and bike paths in a way that promenades facing water closer than the
bike paths and if the banks are wide enough, add various activities between promenades
and bike paths.
Various policies are suggested to introduce convenient facilities, resting facilities, sports
facilities, nature observatory facilities, and stages.
Regulations to create eco-friendly waterfront space are as follows.
• Conserve natural forestation nearby the rivers as much as possible.
• Prepare rest areas with observatory facilities, basic exercising tools, pergola, benches,
promenades and bike paths.
• Use eco-friendly colors and materials that will balance well with the surroundings and
environment.
• Bike paths are constructed(using riverbanks and embankment) from estuaries and major
upstream spots and utilized as ecology observatory paths and inspection paths to maintain
river facilities. Bike paths are total 1,728km long; that of the Han River are 305km long from
the Paldang Dam to the Chungju Dam, of the Nakdong River are 743km long from the
estuary to the Andong Dam, of the Geum River are 248km from the estuary to the 		
Daecheong Dam, of the Yeongsan River are 220km long from the estuary to the Damyang
Dam, and of the Seomjin River are 212 km from the estuary to the Seomjin River Dam.

5) Local Development Focused on Rivers
Local streams are also repaired comprehensively in account to irrigation, environment, water
improvement, culture, and tourism spontaneously with the development of the Four Rivers,
and their flood prevention competence is re-evaluated so that sections in major metropolitan
cities are reinforced to withstand large-scale floods in frequency of 100 to 200 years just like
the National Rivers.
The Four Rivers Restoration project is not an usual civil engineering project but a project

composed of various advance cultural contents and IT, which emphasizes advantages of the
river maintenance further to be used as a model for restoration of the rivers. It will
automatically result in constructing high quality image with historical and cultural contents on
top of the Four Rivers Restoration project.
Forestation in the upstream of the Four Rivers is restored and arranged so that soil, rock,
and trees are no longer released into rivers and that valleys are stabilized with appropriately
maintained environment. Outstanding amenity resources nearby the reservoirs are also
utilized to promote tourism and urban and rural interchange related to the Four Rivers
Restoration project.
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1. Project Implementation System
After confirmation of the master plan, a series of requirement processes including official plan
maintenance, preliminary feasibility study, compensation, facilities and structures
maintenance in the river zone, sediment process, prior environmental review system and
environmental effects evaluation were implemented and after construction startup,
monitoring on environmental effects and overall business and maintenance project are
| Picture 4-1 floor plan of the Construction Zone 37 and 38, Nakdong River |

Office of National River Restoration
Modify legal plan
Preliminary Feasibility
Study
Compensation
Facilities Maintenance
in the River Zone
Treatment of
Dredged Soils

Prior Environmental
Review and Environmental
Impact Assessment

Cultural Property Survey
Bidding and
Ground-breaking
Environmental Impact
Management during the
Construction
Maintenance and
Management Plan

Completing national plan modification and legislation
National Flood Control Plan (June 2009), National River Management Plan (June 2009)
Preliminary feasibility study for ecological river restoration, construction of bicycle paths,
building dams, elevation of agricultural reservoir banks, etc
Land, farmland, farming activities, a vinyl farm structure, fishing right, etc

Illegal facilities and farming activities

Establishing a treatment standard of dredged soils
Discussion completed during modification stage of the national river management plan (June - July, 2009)
Establishing 'selection and concentration' items on the stage of environmental evaluation, structuring an
'environment evaluation board' for the Four Rivers Restoration
Providing environmental information data for scientific evaluation, discussion completed before groundbreaking in October 2009
Verifying 1,482 cultural remains by the result of the cultural property survey
Handling process by the result of cultural property Index survey, Selecting subjects of
excavation survey by the review of cultural property management board.
Turnkey projects: 25 zones, General projects: 70 zones
Establishing and operating an integrated prevention center for water pollution
Establishing plans for minimizing floating sediments and preventing oil efflux during the construction
Establishing a management standard for preventing pollution from washing dredging vessels and
maintaining ecosystem
Establishing facility management and project monitoring standards
Establishing and/or improving the integrated management system for the four rivers
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implemented.
Major work procedures and contents by project are as follows.

2. Preliminary Feasibility Study
Based on 『National Finance Act』and <Preliminary Feasibility Study Guidelines>, pre-feasibility
conditions for the Four Rivers Restoration Project were investigated by project unit.
There are total of 18 districts in business unit where investigation including pre-feasibility
study has been performed, and they comprised of 8 districts for eco-friendly rivers, 1 district for
bike path, 3 districts for dam construction, and 6 districts for elevation of the agricultural
reservoir banks.
Projects such as dredging, weir construction, embankment reinforcement, construction of
riverside detention area, construction of detention reservoir, and increase of estuary sluice are
considered as disaster prevention according to Article 13, Clause 2, Paragraph 6 of the
National Finance Act.
| Table 4-1 Result of the Preliminary Feasibility Study |
Projects
Han River

B/C
3.46

0.708

Dongchon park

2.04

0.632

1.19

0.601

Nakdong River Gamjeon, Eumgung zones
Ecological
River Restoration
Geum River
Projects
Yeongsan
River
Construction of Bicycle Paths

Dam Construction

AHP

Alluvial island zone

Geumho zone

1.07

0.579

Sedo zone

1.63

0.690

Gunsu zone

0.92

0.518

Dongrim zone

1.32

0.608

Hampyung stream zone 3

1.80

0.608

Nakdong river bicycle paths

0.94

0.508

Bohyunsan Dam (2008)

1.27

0.698

Yeongju Dam (2009)

1.02

0.610

Linkage of Andong and Imha Dams

Light preliminary study
(reviewing project feasibility and size)

Naju Reservoir
Gwangju Reservoir
Elevation of Agricultural Reservoir Hamdong Reservoir
Banks
Jangsung Reservoir
Damyang Reservoir
Baekgok Reservoir

3.25

0.77

1.44

0.636

Notes_ If B/C 1 or AHP≧0.5, project execution is appropriate
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Construction projects to create ecological rivers, bike paths and dams are under jurisdiction
of the Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs and project of agricultural reservoir
increase is under jurisdiction of the Ministry for Food, Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries.
Head of each central government office requested pre-feasibility study on the corresponding
projects to the Minister of Strategy and Finance and the minister requested pre-feasibility
study to Public and Private Infrastructure Investment Management Center (PIMAC) of Korea
Development Institute (KDI) followed by the procedures determined by National Finance Act.
The results of pre-feasibility study for the Four Rivers Restoration project are as follows in
the various project types such as ecological river construction, bike path installation, dam
construction, elevation of agricultural reservoir banks, etc.

3. Compensation
According to the Compensation Law on Land Acquisition for Public Projects and the River
Act, compensation for the Four Rivers Restoration project was enacted on the riverside private
lands registered and therefore stipulated by Act on Special Measures Concerning
Compensation for Riverside Land Transfer. Main categories for compensation include • land
compensation • compensation for agricultural loss • compensation for facility transfer such as
vinyl houses • compensation for fishery right.
On-site compensation was carried out by the project operators, Regional Construction and
Management Administration and Korea Water Resources Corporation and was consigned to
compensation specialized organizations or Korea Land and Housing Corporation and local
governments. Partial compensation related to the Four Major Rivers Restoration Project
started in March 2009 by installation of Compensation Support Center in the Ministry of Land,
Transport, and Maritime Affairs.
Compensation plans related to the project by year are as follows.
•2
 009: Enacted focused on riverside agricultural lands and vinyl houses
•2
 010: Completed on riverside private lands and started on newly transferred lands
•2
 011: Started on fishery rights and completed on planned amount
•2
 012: Completed on remaining/newly added amount, hand-over / takeover compensation tasks
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| Table 4-2 Compensation Administration System |
Category

Data
Survey

Compensation
Execution

Farmlands,
New lands,
etc

Compensation
professional agency
(Korea Land and
Housing Corporation)

Korea Land and
Housing Corporation:
788 cities, 27 counties,
and 1 evaluation agency

Private lands
located in the
project

City・County・
Community
(55 local governments)

City・Province
(entrust to city・
county・community)

Fishery Right
Compensation

Korea Land and
Housing Corporation
(professional survey
agency + evaluation
organization)

Compensation
professional agency
(Korea Land and
Housing Corporation)

Compensator

Regional Land
management
Authority
& K-water
(City・Province)

4. Facilities and Structures Maintenance in the River Zone
Prior to initiation of full-fledged project, removal of riverside unlicensed structures was
executed in the subject areas. It was to block contaminants from illegal action and unlicensed
farming and to improve water quality of the river. Maintenance of riverside unlicensed
structures indicates compensation and re-organization of the lands and the subjects were
defined as • unlicensed structures in districts of the project • illegal farming activities that may
affect construction of the project.
Intensive and continuous control was implemented for unlicensed structures in districts of
the Four Rivers Restoration project by collaboration with related institutes (the Ministry of Land,
Transport and Maritime Affairs, Korea Land and Housing Corporation, local governments, etc.)
and the National Police Agency. In the beginning of the project, there were limitations on the
investigation due to lack of man power and specialization compared to the subject workload and
to make a decision illegality was difficult from time to time because of gray area in definition of
unlicensed structures and standards of compensation.
As the success factor of this project, maintenance of unlicensed structures was effectively and
successfully completed by procurement of specialized man power, introduction of customized
demolition method, adherence to the existing principles, compensation through persuasion,
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and complaint resolution through a joint investigation.

5. Prior Environmental Review and Environmental Effects Evaluation
Prior environmental review and environmental effects evaluation related to the Four Rivers
Restoration project are to predict and to assess environmental changes followed by the mutual
relationships between environmental factors of the project district and the surrounding region.
Environmental effects expected from implementation of the Four Rivers Restoration project
include changes in terrain and land, changes of animals and plans, temporary noise and
vibration occur due to operation of the equipments of project, diffusion of atmospheric
pollutants, and change of water level and water quality by sediment spill.
Environmental review of the Four Rivers Restoration project is carried out by fieldwork and
literature study after extracting the factors that are influenced by the environmental elements
based on the analysis of the existing data.
For environmental effects evaluation of this project, the prior environmental review from
Fundamental River Maintenance in 2005 was referred. In conclusion, dust scattering, noise,
and vibration were expected due to use of the equipments during construction as well as
turbidity of water, formation of unstable slope, impacts to the existing bridges by excavation,
ecology deterioration, water pollution, and change in water level. It was determined to
minimize anticipated environmental effects by installation of dual silt protectors, preparation of
countermeasures to handle dredged soils, establishment of bridge infra reinforcement plans
and water quality improvement so that the natural scenery of the rivers and riparian ecology
could be maintained.
Therefore, effective and rational management system was established against minor
negativities that may occur during construction or operation processes and safety was secured
in water improvement to maximize utilization of riverside areas to create stable and most
ecofriendly space.

1) Ecological System
It was investigated that there are a total of 66 protected species (endangered species, natural
monuments) living in the interval of the Four Rivers Restoration project. For protected species
with mobility including mammals and birds, reduction plan needs to be established first to

proceed construction minimizing direct impacts and for terrestrial plans such as thorn lotus
(Nakdong River), Danyang Aster (South Han River), and Plicata (Nakdong River) and
invertebrates, habitats are usually preserved as their natural form and therefore,
insignificantly affected.
In order to minimize impacts on the eco-system, piles of stones, natural caves, and microhabitats (shallow small streams that run through the fields) were provided as shelters for wild
animals prior to initiation of the construction and degree of the construction was regulated and
feeding grounds were installed during the winter when migratory birds visit in a large scale.
Three years after completion of the construction, it must be monitored which protected
species is affected in which way and followed by the results, additional measures must be
established if needed.
Environmental impact assessment of the project directly reflected on the project
enforcement plan as follow to minimize effects on the ecosystem. Fishways were constructed
in a gentle slope (at least 1:20) and the ones installed in weirs were made in a natural way to
increase connectivity of the eco-system. River-bed maintenance structure was installed by
similar slope as the fish ways (at least 1:20) and eco-friendly materials such as living rocks
| Table 4-3 Comparison of Number of Species between Environmental Impact Assessment and Post Environmental
Impact Assessment |
Environmental Impact Assessment
Category

Documentary
Survey

Site Survey

Post Environmental Impact Assessment
(Site Survey)
2010

2011

Downstream

310 family,
1,025 species

257 family,
938 species

309 family,
1,146 species

310 family,
1,161 species

Upper Stream

332 family,
1,255 species

252 family,
828 species

248 family,
721 species

303 family,
1,014 species

Downstream

273 family,
867 species

298 family,
805 species

300 family,
971 species

280 family,
939 species

Upper Stream

522 family,
4,803 species

320 family,
1,162 species

298 family,
1,068 species

282 family,
1,056 species

Geum River

441 family,
2,037 species

364 family,
1,565 species

366 family,
1,436 species

428 family,
1,781 species

Yeongsan River

312 family,
1,191 species

332 family,
1,149 species

332 family,
1,188 species

327 family,
1,115 species

Han River

Nakdong
River
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were used. For riverbanks and embankments, green belts with additional wild animal habitats
were provided to create a pleasant environment.
| Table 4-4 Weir and Fishway Installation Plan based on the Environmental Impact Assessment |
River
Han
River(3)

Fishway Type

Ipo Weir

-

Slope
The Right Bank
The Left Bank The Right Bank
Natural River Channel Type 1:300

Yeoju Weir

Ice Harbor Type

Natural River Channel Type 1:20

Weir

The Left Bank

1:350~400

Gangcheon Weir Natural River Channel Type Artificial Fishway

1:130

1:20

Haman Weir

Natural Step Type

1:20

1:20

Hapcheon Weir

Natural River Channel Type Borland Type

1:183

-

Dalseong Weir

Natural River Channel Type Ice Harbor Type

1:79

-

Gangjeong Weir Natural River Channel Type Ice Harbor Type
Ice Harbor Type
Nakdong Chilgok Weir
Natural River
River (8)
Channel Type
Gumi Weir
Ice Harbor Type
Natural River Channel Type
Nakdan Weir
Ice Harbor Type
Natural River
Sangju Weir
Channel Type
Buyeo Weir
Natural River Channel Type
Geum
Geumgang Weir Natural River Channel Type Ice Harbor Type
River(3)
Geumnam Weir Natural River Channel Type -

1:100

1:20

-

1:20
1:100~300

-

1:20

-

1:20

-

1:20

-

1:130~230

1:100

1:20

1:85

-

Ice Harbor Type
Yeongsan Juksan Weir
River (2) Seungchon Weir Ice Harbor Type

-

1:20

-

Borland Type

1:20

-

Ice Harbor Type

Notes_ Change of weir names will be updated after Environmental Impact Assessment

2) The Environment
It was concluded that the wetlands in the project areas are total 158 wetlands (113.844 million
m2), and 77 wetlands (12.066 million m2) among these would be affacted by the project.
Especially, there would be no impact on the Dalseong wetland, but parts of the Damyang
wetland would be affacted.
In order to minimize impact on the wetlands by the project, wetlands with high conservation
value selected by the experts were preserved in their original state.
Dalseong wetlands (upstream of Nakdong River) and Bakjingyo wetlands (downstream of
Nakdong River) are preserved in their original state by adjustment of dredging line in the
estuaries while sand banks and alluvial islands of Haepyeong wetlands where migratory birds
inhabit (upstream of Nakdong River) are maintained and the dredging line in Jagnam and
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Weiam wetlands are modified.
In addition, a total of 147 alternative or new wetlands (12.538 million m2) created in the South
Han River (22 sites), the Geum River (32 sites), the Nakdong River (49 sites), and the Yeongsan
River (44 sites) to improve ecology and environmental function after the project. Water areas
have been increased up to 40% in the areas of 81 million m2 in order to accelerate recovery of
ecological functions on the affacted wetland.
| Table 4-5 Wetlands Status and Influence Degree |
Category
Total
Downstream
Upper Stream
Downstream
Nakdong River
Upper Stream
Geum River
Yeongsan River
Han River

(Unit : EA(1000 m2))

Wetland Status
158(113,844)
18(37,025)
20(4,756)
26(4,541)
32(32,347)
30(28,897)
32(6,278)

Influence Degree
77(12,066)
15(1,708)
8(874)
6(519)
21(5,941)
9(1,630)
18(1,394)

Gentle slope higher than 1:5 was kept during the maintenance of the river course which will
naturally generate wetlands after completion of the project. In case of an alluvial island with
excellently maintained eco-system, its natural state was preserved instead of constructing the
embankments.

3) Water Quality
According to water quality predictions conducted by the National Institute of Environmental
Research related to the Four Rivers Restoration project, it was estimated that water quality will
be improved starting in 2012 when the project is finally complete. The basic period for water
quality prediction was set as 2006 which water quality fact sheet is available. From results of
muddy water prediction for the pumping stations, maximum load concentration (by drought
season) was analyzed to be below 10mg/l with the reduction plans, proving the issues raised
for the difficulty of water supply as not likely.
In order to calculate pollutant loads by discharge channel which influx from the river valley to
the rivers and streams, total maximum daily load and pollutant load calculation method are
used as environment impact assessment methods in water quality. SWAT model was utilized
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to calculate storm runoff that leaks into the rivers from the basin. Hydrologic Engineering
Center’s River Analysis System (HEC-RAS) was used to compute curvature formula of water
stage and discharge to study overflow from the weirs and Environmental Fluid Dynamics Code
(EFDC) or 3D hydraulic water quality analysis program by Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) was used to predict the changes in water quality of the project site. EFDC model
simulates abnormal conditions in which nutritive salts accumulated in the region of weirs
stimulating the algae growth and as a lattice model it also accurately applies and predicts
changes of the river course after the project.
In order to provide stable water quality management during and after the project, status of
construction site processes is comprehensively managed by maintaining the dredging gap at
2km minimum to prevent intensifying turbid water phenomenon. After the project is complete,
change of water quality is monitored in real-time using auto measuring sensor for water
quality and additional countermeasures are established if needed.
When the amount of suspended solid excesses MBO standards (management by objectives)
of water quality (target water quality by area +15mg/L), the appropriate countermeasures such
as installation of control facilities are established and executed in account to the corresponding
water quality situation.
Follow-up management is performed on bottom water drainage facility, underwater aerator
facility, and solar powered circulator that are suggested and installed as countermeasures for
water quality improvement, and prevention equipments against water pollution and
unexpected accidents such as oil spill are also installed nearby the project construction sites.

4) Waterfront Space
Waterfront space is utilized after maintenance and management plans are established based
on characteristics of each district. Regions with well-maintained nature and environment are
designated and managed as conservation district in accordance with the River Act. Waterfront
area near the Gangjeong Weir of the Nakdong River was differentiated to form an ecological
resources utilization space which includes migratory bird eco-plex and eco-learning center,
using the region’s environmental characteristics with the Dalseong Wetlands and pumping
station. Bike paths are constructed away from the water, which secures enough area for buffer
zone, and places with panoramic views are preserved by roundabout ways of the bike paths.

5) Weather and Odor
Climate impact assessment was conducted using references from the Gyeongin Canal Project
and dam construction projects. In conclusion, this project was predicted to hardly influence the
number of foggy days and the amount of sunshine because there is less change in the surface
area compared to other projects. Odor from dredging the sediments was determined to be
negligible but it will be continuously monitored through post-impact investigations and if
needed, such countermeasures to spray deodorizer will be performed.

6. Investigation and Conservation of Cultural Properties
The Office of National River Restoration and Cultural Heritage Administration have made a full
preparation to prevent damage of cultural properties due to the Four Major Rivers Restoration
Project and to efficiently maintain and preserve cultural properties. To accomplish this, the
plan of the Four Rivers Cultural Property Indicator has been established(Jan 12, 2009) and the
intensive system has been arranged by professional investigation manpower under the
supervision of Korea Cultural Properties Research Institutions Association (hereinafter
referred to as KCPIA. The Four Rivers Cultural Property Indicator Survey was conducted from
February to April 2009 by a total of 23 professional organizations with participation of 220
experts.
Detailed investigation was conducted up to 50m radius of the embankment along 294km of
all sectors in the Four Rivers mainstream (56km2 of the Han River, 61km2of the Geum River,
30km2 of the Yeongsan River, 147km2 of the Nakdong River) and distribution status of
designated cultural properties was investigated for the peripheral regions located 500m from
the embankment. As a result, a total of 1,482 cultural property cases are found to be
distributed on both banks of the Four Rivers which include estimated fields as well as 407
undesignated cultural properties, and 169 designated cultural properties are found to be
distributed within 500m of the embankments.
Underwater investigation was also conducted in the basin of the Four Rivers. It was
implemented under the supervision of the National Research Institute of Maritime Cultural
Heritage which has many professional manpower and investigation experience with joint
participation from private research institutions. The investigation period was from July 27 to
August 21 and underwater investigation targeted Naruteo (ferry dock) was performed in 27
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locations. Special ruins or relics were not found in the investigation results.
For cultural properties buried in the Four Rivers Restoration project sites, it was demanded
to perform indicator investigation, accurate prospecting and test excavation, if required for
further excavation according to the reviews of Cultural Properties Committee. Prospecting and
test excavation were executed by professional organization which KCPIA has assigned in
account to period and characteristics of the subject relics.
According to the Cultural Properties Protection Law, ‘Cultural Properties Advisory Panel’
was organized to minimize the impact on cultural properties from designing step of the project
for a total of 169 designated cultural properties (including registered cultural properties) that
are known to be scattered in the sites of the Four Rivers. Once the plan is finally established,
the corresponding local government will carry out cultural properties influence investigation
and if it is determined that the project affects the nearby cultural properties then it will be
reviewed by Cultural Properties Committee. When it was approved by Cultural Properties
Committee, the Cultural Heritage Administration ordered in-depth reviews of impact on
cultural properties by the Four Rivers Restoration project to securely protect designated
cultural properties.
Cases to preserve and excavate major cultural properties are as follows.

Relocation of the Gongju Weir by the condition change of the cultural properties

1) License for Condition Change in Gomanaru by Installation of Gongju Weir
Cultural Heritage Administration submitted an investigation report for the influence on cultural
properties to the Office of National River Restoration on September 22, 2009. On this report,
was enclosed an advice to transfer weir construction sites outside of the cultural properties
influenced region because weir construction may affect nationally designated cultural
properties. Accordingly, the Office of National River Restoration has relocated the Gongju Weir
265m downstream from the original location which was inside the influence region for
nationally designated cultural properties (440m) and newly transferred location is determined
to be outside the influence region (205m). The license to prove condition change of the cultural
properties was requested regarding to the transfer of Gongju Weir on November 5, 2009 and it
was approved on December 17, 2009.

2) Preservation Countermeasures and Additional Excavation Followed by Newly
Found Statue of Maae in Nakdan Weir
Busan Construction and Management Administration has discovered the Statue of Maae that
was buried underground during the site renovation for construction of Nakdan Weir’s
integrated management center in construction site 32 of the Nakdong Weir Restoration. The
officials from Cultural Heritage
Administration, Gyeongbuk National
Research Institute of Cultural Heritage,
and Gyeongju National Research Institute
of Cultural Heritage that have visited the
site executed on-site investigation for 6
days to determine that it is a valuable
cultural property which requires
preservation. October 29, Cultural
Heritage Administration has assigned
Statue of Maae as one of the core cultural
properties.
Discovered Statue of Maae was etched on
the granite rock with a width of 550cm and a

Seated Bodhisattva discovered in the construction zone 32 of the
Nakdong River Restoration
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Bird's Eye View of the Gudam Weir
(Construction Zone 37, Nakdong River)

Bird's Eye View of Hahoe Village, Andong
Hahoe Village in Andong and the Gudam Weir

height of 350cm. Cultural Heritage Administration has gathered opinions from the officials and the
experts and suggested safe and efficient preservation methods for cultural properties in collaboration
with the Ministry of Land, Transport, and Maritime Affairs, which includes district design and split
placement of the properties for comprehensive management.

3) Installation Call off to Preserve Andong Hahoe Village
Hahoe Village is designated as Important Folk Material No. 122, which has a number of wellpreserved tangible and intangible cultural heritages such as National Treasure, treasures and
important folk materials. In addition to the fact that a famous poet Seongryong Yoo from the
Chosun Dynasty was born and raised in the village, there are gorgeous traditional houses with
beautiful scenery of the winding rivers. Mansongjeong pine groove created in wide sand
sediments near Nakdong riverside plays important roles as wind protection and cultural
space.
However, concerns were raised if Hahoe Weir in a height of 3m were installed and river-beds
are dredged in the region where the river runs approximately 15km, from Maae pine groove in
Pungcheon-myeon, Andong all the way to the vicinity of Hahoe Village, then it may damage the
excellent natural landscape, wetlands and historic and cultural sites of the Nakdong River
| Picture 4-2 floor plan of the Construction Zone 37 and 38, Nakdong River |
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Construction Zone 37 A-A

Site Picture

Site Picture
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Section of the
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Boundary for
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River Channel Dredger

Section of the
Construction Zone 38 C-C

such as Byeongsanri Wetlands, Pungsan Wetlands 1, 2, and Maaeri Wetlands.
The Office of National River Restoration had originally suggested an alternative to lower the
location of Hahoe Weir, but conflicts that installation of Hahoe Weir may damage the beautiful
scenery of Hahoe Village heat up the region. Accordingly, the Office of National River
Restoration has cancelled installation plan of Hahoe Weir from establishment of the master
plan for preservation of Hahoe Village. On August 30 2010, Cultural Heritage Administration
which organized collaborated subcommittees has reviewed the impacts on Hahoe Village by
installation of Gudam Weir and dredging. And it was found that the impact on Hahoe Village is
negligible, which permitted the installation of Gudam Weir as it was discussed with Cultural
Heritage Administration. However, in order to maintain registration status of Hahoe Village for
the World Natural and Cultural Heritage and to protect natural environment, dredging was
determined not to be carried out.

7. Construction Startup
Licensee for the Four Rivers Restoration project was designated on September 30 2009 and
the construction was initiated in early October of 2009. Public Procurement Service has
assigned licensees for 12 construction sites of the Four Rivers Restoration project allocated
from regional construction and management administrations of Seoul, Busan, Daejeon, and
Iksan after placing an order in Turnkey base method and comprehensively evaluating
specification, and tendering price.
Turnkey based tendering constructions ordered by the Four Rivers Restoration project have
enlarged ‘compulsory local joint contract’ by more than 20% to activate regional economy. To
achieve this, "Enforcement Decree of the National Contract" or the law related to this project
has been revised by the first half of 2009 promoting participation of local companies for a
certain percentage. Conditions to be a local company were reinforced with increased resident
period of 90 days. For general project-partnering, 35% of the entire licensees were selected
with the local companies. It is 10% larger than projects ordered by the Public Procurement
Service. In order to secure fairness, transparency, and technicalities, plan appraisal board was
organized in advance for announcement of the board and the evaluation results.
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| Table 4-6 Project Scope by Watersheds |
Project Scope
Category
Total

Length
(km)

Administrative District
(Starting Point~Ending Point)

Section of
Construction
(km)

1,944

1,266.3

Han River

478

254.7

Han RiverMainstream

265

Gagok, Danyang, Chungbuk ~ Wolgot, Gimpo, Gyeonggi

North Han River

158

Hwacheon, Hwacheon, Gangwon ~ Yangseo, Yangpyeong, Gyeonggi

55

Hoengseong, Hoengseong, Gangwon ~ Gangcheon, Yeoju, Gyeonggi

Seom River
Nakdong River

711

Nakdong
RiverMainstream

383

South Nakdong River
Maekdo River

18
7

Dosan, Andong, Gyeongbuk ~ Myungji, Gangseo, Busan
Daejeo 1, Gangseo, Busan ~ Myungji-Noksan, Gangseo, Busan
Daejeo 2, Gangseo, Busan ~ Gangdong, Gangseo, Busan

12

Daejeo 1, Gangseo, Busan ~ Myungji, Gangseo, Busan

Geumho River

69

Wansan, Yeongcheon, Gyeongbuk ~ Dasa, Dalseong, Daegu

144

71.1
38.0
470.2

Pyeonggang Stream
Nam River

145.6

330.7
16.2
2.5
3.0
57.7

Yuri, Hamyang, Gyeongnam ~ Daesan, Haman, Gyeongnam

24.6

Geochang, Geochang, Gyeongnam ~ Cheongdeok, Hapcheon, Gyeongnam

35.5

Hwang River

78

Geum River

448

Geum RiverMainstream

361

Jinan, Jinan, Jeonbuk ~ Maseo, Seocheon, Chungnam

205.2

Gap Stream

33

Yongchon, Seo, Daejeon ~Bongsan, Yuseong, Daejeon

27.4

Yudeung Stream

15

Chimsan, Jung, Daejeon ~ Samcheon, Seo, Daejeon

12.5

39

Buki, Chungwon, Chungbuk ~ Geumnam, Yeonggi, Chungnam

Miho Stream
Yeongsan River

134

Yeongsan
RiverMainstream

112

Hwangryong River

9

Hampyeong Stream

13

Seomjin River

173

272.4

27.3
130.5

Damyang, Damyang, Jeonnam ~ Samho, Yeongam, Jeonnam
Samdo, Gwangsan, Gwangju ~ Yugye, Gwangsan, Gwangju
Daedong, Hampyeong, Jeonnam ~ Eomda, Hampyeong, Jeonnam
Sinpyeong, Imsil, Jeonbuk ~ Geumnam, Hadong, Gyeongnam

111.0
6.5
13.0
138.5

8. Division of Construction Zone and Project Order
Division of constriction zone for the Four Rivers Restoration project was implemented by
unified administrative district to minimize complex public administration including licensing,
COV, and compensation and the tasks were split based on the characteristics of each project
implementation agency (Regional Construction and Management Administration, Korea Water
Resources Corporation, Korea Rural Community Corporation, etc.). For the Four Rivers
Mainstream Project, fast track tendering method was used to give bidding orders in account to
the location of weirs and embankments. When simultaneous project implementation is
required for discharge sluice, dam, and flood regulating reservoir, construction zone was

divided irrelevant to the construction cost and licensee was selected in consideration of the
company’s construction competence and technicians.
The Four Rivers Restoration project was executed with cooperative task implementation of
the Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs, the Ministry for Food, Agriculture,
Forestry and Fisheries, and the Ministry of Environment. The Ministry of Land, Transport and
Maritime Affairs was responsible for projects regarding river maintenance and dam
construction, and the Ministry for Food, Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries for Project to raise
dykes of reservoirs, Yeongsan River estuary structure improvement project, and farmland
remodeling project. The Ministry of Environment was responsible for quality improvement
projects including increase of wastewater treatment and drainage pipe, river ecology
restoration, and reduction of non-point pollutant.

1) Division of Construction Zone
① General Direction

When master plan for the Four Major Rivers Restoration project was established, general
direction for dividing the construction zone was designed by categories of activation of local
economy, administrative district and licensing, and mainstream package project for integrated
management, and construction cost.
In the aspect of local economy activation, participation of local companies was promoted
separating the projects that are bigger than KRW 30 billion in size from the rest and smallsized projects for agricultural reservoir and tributary maintenance were conducted.
Considering the aspect of administrative district and licensing which cover licensing, VOC and
compensation, construction zone was assigned by unified administrative district and tasks
were assigned by type of the implementation agencies such as Regional Construction and
Management Administration, Korea Water Resources Corporation, and Korea Rural
Community Corporation. In the aspect of mainstream package project for integrated
management, construction zone was divided in consideration of changes in hydraulic state (at
weir, at main confluence, etc.), overall construction period and construction period of main
facilities, location, paths, travel range for dredging and dredged soil treatment centers and
landmark facilities utilization Y/N. Lastly, construction zone was divided based on the
construction cost.
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② Division of Construction Zone on Master Plan

The entire project was divided into 267 construction zones and method of bidding was
determined by each construction zone. In case of 75 construction zones for continuous projects
that have already been initiated such as embankment reinforcement and 103 construction
zones for improvement of dams, agricultural reservoirs, and estuaries, the corresponding
public corporations (Korea Water Resource Corporation and Korea Rural Community
Corporation) have provided additional bidding order plans. For 89 construction zones of newly
initiated river projects including dredging sediments and weir construction, orders were
divided into Turnkey bidding construction and general construction. When small-sized
construction is required for construction of discharge sluice, dam and flood regulating
reservoir, construction zones were divided irrelevantly of the construction cost.
In addition, construction cost was calculated in consideration of the company’s construction
competence and in-house professionals.
| Table 4-7 Construction Division (Master Plan) (2009) |
Category

Total

Turnkey

General Construction Project
Sub-total

More than 50 billion 30 billion ~ 50 billion

Less than 30 billion

Number of Division

89

21

68

38

13

17

Project Cost (KRW)

9.1

5.1(56%)

4.0(44%)

3.3

0.5

0.3

2) Project Bidding Order
In June 2009, the Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs has decided to select
Turnkey bidding method for 21 cases of design and build by Central Construction Technical
Review Committee. Fast track bidding method was planned at design and startup stage
especially for the mainstream package project in consideration of location of weirs and super
embankments. In order to relieve bottleneck effect in design, finance, human resources,
materials and equipments, bidding notice for each construction was split into two rounds. The
first round was executed for large-scale constructions focused on the weirs in 16 construction
zones in June 2009 (Geum River construction zone was bid in April). The second round was
executed on 6 construction zones for riverside environment maintenance and dredging with
size of KRW 10~15 billion in January 2010.
Standards for projects that are Subject to turn key base are as follows.
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| Table 4-8 Design-Build bidding Project |
Turnkey based Projects
※ As construction order in need of technology and creativity owned by a private institute which includes

at least one of the followings
1. When correlation between work classifications is too complex that fast track ordering for design and construction
is necessary
2. When construction period is too tight that the official construction period has to be shortened
3. When frequent change of design is expected for design and construction of complex process have to be separated
4. When the supplier has to directly perform planning and construction to ensure performance of the facilities
5. When economical alternative is required by design VE or application of new technology

Bike path spread along the embankment from Worlds Martial Arts Park. Geumreung District Overlooked from Tangeumdae,
Geumreung District, Construction Zone 8, Han River

9. Project Results
The Four Major Rivers Restoration Project has simultaneously covered the maintenance of the
four major rivers at a rapid pace. In the first half of 2011, two years since the project was
initiated, the overall process rate was 76.4% and as of now in October 2012, it reached 98.6%
fairly close to the completion.
The Four Major Rivers Restoration Project has been carried out in such high speed because
in river conservation work, it is appropriate to conduct construction in the upstream and the
downstream all at the same time. If construction is executed only in the upstream or in the
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downstream, the risk of flooding would increase in the un-constructed regions. Early
completion of the construction was required to minimize inconvenience of the people from
dust scattering, dredged soil leachate, limitation of water supplying facilities and to prevent
increase of construction cost due to inflation. In addition, it was necessary to come up with the
urgent countermeasure against large-scale floods and droughts occurring worldwide due to
climate change.
| Picture 4-3 Process Rate of the Entire Project |
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Gongju weir’s water level of the Geum River
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1. Flood Prevention
1) Dredging
The objectives of the dredging in the Four Rivers Restoration Project is to make measures to
prevent the disaster by fundamentally blocking the possibility of flooding. Apart from the
conventional flood prevention policies in which damage recovery was mainly focused, it is a
new conceptual measure for flood control, which blocks flooding factors beforehand.
Simultaneous dredging of riverbeds in the upstream and downstream channels lowers
planned flood stage to secure wide cross-section and to prevent damage from leakage in
embankments and overflow of the rivers.

Effect of flood level reduction by dredging of the Ipo weir at the Han River

Dredging project focused on procurement of detention space and increase of water drainage
area has already been applied in the Han River Integrated Development Project (1982~1986)
and the Taehwa Ecological River Development Project (2005~2009) to improve flood control
and irrigation effect and to compose more beautiful landscape.
Target section for dredging in the Four Rivers Restoration project is 530.3km and standards
of site selection are as follows;
• Course with decreased discharge capacity due to accumulated sediments from
tributaries (the Mi Stream in Nakdong River, the Naeseong Stream, the Yeong River and
the Byeongseong Stream) with high influx of soil
• Course with insufficient discharge capacity due to sand bars created inside the river bends
• Course which has more advantage to prevent the flooding discharge inside of the stream
channels rather than constructing retention facilities or a flood control channel, stipulated
by the <Comprehensive Water Improvement Plan for River Basin>
① Channels Maintenance Plan

Water flowing paths in rivers and streams are called ‘channels.’ Not only the drainage process
in lowlands was subject to channel maintenance but also the riverbanks and embankments for
they are influenced by dredging of the low water channels.
In order to resolve the simplified flooding prevention project, uniformed flooding prevention
measures through entire river basin, small scale investment focused on the restoration of
flooding damage, the Channel Maintenance Plan try to make permanent flooding prevention
measures by considering with the existed plan such as <General Plan for Rivers and Stream>
and <Comprehensive Water Improvement Plan for River Basin> General directions for flood
prevention by channel maintenance are as follows.
• To convert from conventional flood prevention projects such as construction of
embankment to dredging project for increasing discharge capacity of channel
•	To secure stability in flood prevention by decreasing planned flood stage and protecting
easily inundated regions from dredging low-water channels.
• To plan to withstand flood discharge in river and stream channels.
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In order to establish permanent flood control measures, consistent design, construction, and
maintenance are required as shown in the following guidelines of channel maintenance.
• Width of channel maintenance is planned by each course in consideration of current width
of the river and stream channels.
• In the aspect of maintenance, cross section of the low-water channels is planned to be
single section so that the overall cross section of the channel can be double section for
more efficient use of the river.
• The depth of dredging is determined in consideration of flood prevention advantages
and the incline is determined in consideration of average grade of river or the natural slope
of the river, equilibrated grade of river, and characteristics of channel course.
To determine cross-section for dredging in channel maintenance is an important step to
decide a direction of flood prevention project and riparian environment maintenance. However,
since there are no accurate designing standards provided for the incline of low-water
channels, incline slopes of low-water channel with 1:3, 1:5 and 1:10 ratio are compared for
selection of the best incline ratio.
Incline determination step for channel maintenance is a process to successfully maintain
channels against flowing water speed and to decide on channel slope and riverbed level plan.
Plan grade of the river is designed to maintain consistency from steep to gentle slope as
water travels from the upstream to downstream and change point of the plan grade is followed
by major tributaries and their geographical characteristics such as river bends. Excessive

| Table 5-1 Section Plan |
Present
River

Length
(km) Riverbed Slope

Plan

Width of LowWater Channel
(m)

Riverbed Slope

Average
Dredging Depth
(m)

Width of LowWater Channel
(m)

Han River

135.0

1/2,000~1/3,000

100~590

1/2,700

0.2~0.9

150~600

Nakdong River

334.2

1/1,500~/20,000

140~460

1/1,500~/20,000

0.5~4.3

300~500

Geum River

130.4

1/4,700~1/9,000

140~580

1/4,000~1/8,300

0.3~0.5

140~620

Yeongsan River

111.6

1/2,500~1/7,500

80~650

1/4,700~1/9,000

0.6~1.7

80~650

Notes_ Dredging Depth - The distance between the Deepest Riverbed Level (present riverbed level) and
Planned Riverbed Level (riverbed Level after the project)

dredging was avoided in the upstream of the estuary and the average channel slope was taken
into account for slope adjustment of mid and downstream.
② Channel Dredging Plan

Dredging in low-water channel and riversides are categorized into land dredging and
underwater dredging by cross section depending on the economic feasibility, constructability
and on-site conditions. Underwater dredging is progressed with land dredging after cofferdam
installation or with using dredger. Classification of land dredging and underwater dredging is
performed by ordinary water level stage in river and when it is high, land dredging was
conducted and when it is low, underwater dredging was conducted. When there were rocks
and pebbles in the riverbeds, cofferdam dredging was applied. dredging was not practiced in
the badrock section.
③ Dredged Soil Treatment

Dredged sediments and sands are divided by aggregate sales available and excavated soil.
Aggregate treatment is processed fairly and transparently by consultation with municipalities
and the supply is adjusted in account to aggregate demand in the nearby regions.
Excavated soil was preferentially utilized as available soil for the Four Rivers Restoration
project and provided preferential to nearby public projects such as residential land and
industrial district development. The remaining soils are utilized for public purposes such as
farmland remodeling to fundamentally prevent flood damage in low-leveled farmlands.
In order to prevent secondary water pollution from the open-air storage yard, grit chambers are
installed and diversion waterways are connected. In case of aggregate utilization for construction
material, washing and other processing steps were applied according to the related laws. In order
to recycle excavated soils, standards for soil pollutant from the Ministry of Environment were
applied to determine pass and fail status by ‘soil pollution standards (17 categories).’ Excavated soils
that have failed in this examination were appropriately treated to be recycled or buried.
Through the Four Major Rivers Restoration project, dredging of approximately 450 million m3
was exercised and the flood prevention effect was equivalent to four Andong dams (flood
control capacity 110 million m3).
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Before and after Dredging, Gyeongcheon Island, Nackdong River

2) Creation of Flood Control Reservoirs and Riverside Detentions
Flood control reservoirs and riverside detentions are to store excessive water from river on
flooding event. These play an important role in reducing flood damages and in lower reaches of
the river through decreasing peak flow in the river In ordinary times, water is not contained in
this area. The only difference between the flood control reservoir and the riverside detention is
the flood control reservoir has a sluice gate that can control quantity of flow.
| Table 5-2 Flood Control Reservoirs and Riverside Detentions in the Project Sites |
Category
Flood Control
Reservoirs
Riverside
Detentions

Location

Area (km²)

Damyang

1.22

Hwasun
Yeoju

Flood Control Capacity (10,000 m³)

Notes

327

Yongcheon (Local)

1.58

638

Jiseok Stream (Local)

2.93

2,461

Yeongwol

0.77

790

Pyeongchang River (Local)

Naju

1.97

719

Yeongsan River (National)

Bird's Eye View of Detention Reservoir, Han River

Han River (National)
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3) Reinforcement of Obsolete Embankment
Embankment reinforcement project has been continuously considered as the core
fundamentals of flood prevention projects even before planning of the Four Major Rivers
Restoration Project. In order to protect riverside farmland and villages, embankments have
been constructed since 1960s and embankment construction for underdeveloped regions
continued. For embankments with insufficient water keeping capacity, reservoir banks
elevation project was practiced and for obsolete embankments, reinforcement project was
practiced. However, today’s embankment reinforcement project is not only the primary line of
defense but also functions in environment maintenance and utilization.
General directions of embankment reinforcement in the Four Major Rivers Restoration
Project are to achieve revolutionary design and concept for enhancement of embankment’s
safety and stability, connection center for horizontal ecosystem and cultural and leisurely
space.
Planned flood stage of the four rivers may change due to dredging and weirs, therefore such
possible changes must be applied while planning the Four Major Rivers Restoration project.
For projects that were under designing phase or that were not started yet, planned flood stage
after the project was calculated. For course with decreased planned flood stage, projects were
cancelled and the business cope has been adjusted. For districts where embankment
construction has not been started yet, planned flood stage after the project was predicted and
the project was cancelled if not necessary.
However, when embankments were continuously connected in a site, the project was carried
out to secure the continuity. Currently in 2012, plan for embankment reinforcement project has
been modified and the overall project range became 784km, increased by 164km from the
original plan and amongst four river watersheds, the Nakdong River is the longest in length of
380km.
| Table 5-3 Status of Reinforcing Old Levee (2012) |
Category

Total

Han River

Nakdong River

Geum River

Yeongsan River (Seomjin River)

Length (Km)

784

174

380

151
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Embankment Reinforcement

4) Increase in the Number of Estuary Weir
In the Nakdong, Yeongsan, and Geum River, estuary weirs were constructed to efficiently
control the planned flood stage and to prevent negative effects from the tidal current. For the
Nakdong and the Yeongsan River where the volume of flood discharge has been remarkably
increased compared to the time of construction, the plan of extension for estuary weir has
been established.
Through expanded construction for the estuary weirs, flood discharge will be efficiently
released which will eventually lower the planned flood stage.
| Table 5-4 Changes of Planned Flood Discharge at Estuary |
Location

Planned Flood Discharge (m3/s)

Increasing Amount (m3/s)

During the Construction

Present

Nakdong River Estuary

18,300

23,000

4,700

Yeongsan River Estuary

5,600

8,310

2,710

Source_ Four Rivers Restoration Master Plan (2009), Office of National River Restoration, MLTM

① Additional Construction for Estuary Weirs in the Nakdong River

The Nakdong River estuary weir constructed in 1987 has been designed to handle planned
planned flood stage with 18,300 m3/s via main gates (B47.5m×H9.2m×6)and regulating gates
(B47.5m×H8.0m×4). For subsidiary facilities, there are a floodgate (width 50m), right bank
drainage gate, and fish ways. Drainage gates on the Nakdong River estuary weir facilitate to
handle planned flood stage that has been increased by 20% compared to the original planned
flood stage plan. As described in the following paragraph, additional construction plans were

established to reduce water stage in river channels.
Size of the construction extension is B47.5m
×H9.2m×6 (on the right bank of the estuary) and it is
anticipated to handle planned planned flood stage of
22,300m3/s and to reduce planned planned flood
stage by 1.1m.
Bird's Eye View of the Estuary Wier, Nakdong River

The additional construction project includes
installation of main gates, regulating gates, bridges

as well as construction of eco-friendly facilities such as fish ways, eco-park, and water gate
control facility (memorial hall).
• Main gate and control gate installment: 3 lifting gates, 2 double step roller gate
• Bridge installment: 331m, selecting three types of bridges considering the width of outlet
and surrounding landscape (Nielsen arch bridge, Seg Beam girder bridge, IPC girder bridge)
• Creating fishway, eco park, gate control facility, etc

Pedestrian road / Bicycle path

Bridge Installment

Source_ K-water

Theme
Distingushed theme parks such as fishway experience, Myungji-Naru,
migratory bird, etc.

Myungji

Environmentally-Friendly

Sinpo-Naru Park

Ecological Restoration Plan introduced by Land Art Concept

Utilization
Activation of Visiting Programs through Bicycle Paths

Eulsuk Island

Fishway
Observatory

Nakdonggaramcuet Park
Myungji-Naru
Lookout Rest Area

Fishway Lookout Rest Area

Myungji
I.C

Fishway

Eco Park

Creating Fishway, Eco Park, and Gate Control Facility

Gate Control Facility

Establishing Green Areas in a Divisional Island

Source_ K-water
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② Additional Construction for Estuary Weirs in the Yeongsan River

Estuary weirs in the Yeongsan River constructed in 1981 was designed to handle planned
planned flood stage of 5,600 m3/s by main gates (B30m×H13.6m×8). However, additional
construction on the Yeongsan River estuary weirs was demanded because planned planned
flood stage has been increased by 2,710m3/s compared to the time of initial construction and
performance of drainage gates has decreased due to accumulated sediments in the upstream.
Accordingly, structure improvement project for the Yeongsan River estuary weirs is being
carried out with construction cost of 645.6 billion KRW, which will increase the quantity of
estuary sluice gates in the Yeongsan River and breakwater sluice gates of Yeongam Lake and
will connect the watercourse of Yeongsan to Yeongam Lake.
Estuary weirs in the Yeongsan River have been additionally constructed to withstand flood
discharge 8,310 m3/s, which is 50% more increased than the time of the construction and the
corresponding planned flood stage reduction effect is 0.3 to 0.7m. This extension project
includes enlargement of drainage gates in Yeongam Lake, enlargement of waterway
connection between Yeongsan and Yeongam Lake, and enlargement of regulating gates.
• Extension of sea dike sluice at Yeongsan lake: L=240m > 480m
• Extension of sea dike sluice at Yeongam lake: L=80m > 410m
• Extension of link canal between Yeongsan and Yeongam lakes: total length: 5.62km,
waterway width=15m > 140m
• Extension and construction of floodgate: Yeongsan > Yeongam (Extension B=30m
> 150m), Yeongam > Geumho (Newly construction B=30m)

Yeongam Floodgate
- Sector-gate + Roller-gate
- W = 60 + 3 @ 30 = 150m, H = 7.2m
Extension and Construction of Floodgate

Geumho Floodgate
- Roller-gate
- W = 3 @ 10 = 30m, H = 6.1m
Source_ Estuary Bank Structure Improvement Project at the Yeongsan River (2012),
Korea Rural Community Corporation
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Extension of Yeongam Link Canal

Source_ Korea Rural Community Corporation

Lake Side

Inducement Water
Supply

Mokpo

National Road No.2

Entrance
EL(-)3.00m

Sea Side

Freshwater
Pond
Salinity less
than 160mg/L
Brackish Water Pond
Salinity less than 6,700mg/L
Debouchment
EL(+)1.34m
Saline Water Pond
Salinity less than 28,000mg/L
Nabuldo Wetland
Conservation Area

Fishway Observation
Facility

Fish Observation
Deck

Birds Observation
Deck

Yeongam

Kiosk / Restroom

Velocity: Slower than 0.6m/s
Depth: Higher than 0.25m

Selection of Major Fish Species
Migratory Fish: Korean anchovy, Arctic lamprey, Japanese eel(Whitebait), etc.
Main Fish: Brackish halfbeak, Gizzard shad, Sea bass, etc.

Bird's Eye View of the Natural Waterway Type Fishway
(1.6km)

Farmer Culture
(Weekend Farm)

Buffer Wetland

Buffer Wetland

Maintenance Water
Supply

Protecting damage from
farming

Source_ Korea Rural Community Corporation

Source_ Korea Rural Community Corporation
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5) Farmland Improvement

| Picture 5-1 Farmland Improvement Project Map |

In November 2009, integrated project
enforcement policy for riverside farmland
improvement has been established and
announced as a joint operation of the
Ministry for Food, Agriculture, Forestry and
Fisheries and the Ministry of Land,
Transport and Maritime Affairs.
The objective of this project is to improve
the agricultural condition such as

자료_
자료_한국농어촌공사
한국농어촌공사

reconstruction of farmland, enhancement
of agricultural infrastructures and
decrease farmland inundation by filling up
the dredging soil to the farmland in low-

Legend

lying area nearby Four Rivers.

Project Zone
Weir

Source: Korea Rural Community Corporation

| Picture 5-2 Flow Chart for Farmland Remodeling Execution |
01
Dredging Riverbeds
of the Four Rivers

02
Piling Dredged Soil
in Waterfront Areas

03
Piling Dredged Soil
in Waterfront Areas

04
Dredged Soil
Transfer

05
Piling Soil in the
Farmland

06
Soil Stabilization and
Covering with the
Uppermost Layer

07
Installation of
Agricultural Pipes
and Drainages

08
Farmland
Remodeling
Complete
Source: Korea Rural Community Corporation

Farmland improvement project which would increase the ground level of 7,727ha low-level
farmlands near the four rivers or the areas prone to floods by utilization of the dredged soils (to
average 2.6m) has been categorized by the four river watersheds. There are 113 subject districts
(6,244ha) in the Nakdong River watershed which is the largest in number amongst the four river
watersheds and the next is the Geum River watershed with 17 districts (887ha). There are 8
districts (556ha) and 2 districts (40ha) for the Yeongsan River and the Han River respectively.
From 2009 to 2012, a total of 191 million m3 dredged soil has been utilized in 140 districts
(7,727ha).
| Picture 5-3 Conceptual Diagram of the Farmland Improvement Project |
Before the Project
River

Village
Levee
Drain Station Farmland (Rice Paddy)

After the Project
Levee

Pumping Station

Farmland (Rice Paddy)

Village

River

Dredged Soils (River)
Source_ Farmland Improvement Project (2012), Korea Rural Community Corporation

2. Securing Water Resources
1) Installation of Multi-purpose Weirs
Weirs facilitate river channels to secure enough water to run at regular times and provide
water supply during droughts. In addition to that, large and open water space can be secured to
enable water leisure activities and to provide beautiful riverside scenery. Lately, various
functions of the weir have been introduced, apart from the general functions such as special
function by small hydro-power plant. New regeneration energy can be collected using the
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difference between water stage of the downstream and the upstream from the weir.
| Table 5-5 Comparison between Dam and Weir |
Name

Weir

Dam

Definition

A barrier with a height of 15m or more to
hold back water and raise its level for living,
industrial, agricultural, and environment
developmental water, generation of
electricity, and flood regulation
(Law on Dam Construction and Support to
the Surroundings, Article 2)

A structure built across a river to raise the level of the
water and to regulate its flow for acquiring living,
agricultural, and industrial water and promoting
water-friendly activities
(Based on the river design)

Overflow

It never allows overflow.

Overflow is allowed even at ordinary times.

It creates extensive inundation.

Inundation is not found for it is installed lower than the
waterfront.

Location

It cannot be installed in the city center due
to extensive inundation.

It can be installed inner city area for it i s installed lower
than the waterfront.

Compensation

It requires compensation due to inundation.

Compensation for inundation is not found.

Development

Development cost is high due to increased
compensation cost.

Development cost is relatively low with absence of
compensation.

Riverside
Application

Riverside application is limited due to
exclusively increased water surface area.

Leisure activities are allowed by large amount of water
and enlarged water surface area. Vivid waterfront
space can be created.

Inundation

① Comparative Review on Water Procurement Method

Irrigation problems are closely related to the amount of water that runs in the rivers. Therefore,
a solution to the irrigation problems is dependent on water procurement method and the
volume available. General irrigation methods include construction of the new dams, redevelopment of the existing dams, weir installation, development of filtered water and ground
water, seawater desalination, and utilization of rainwater.
Available. In the method for re-development of the existing dams, there are few dams
available and most of them are located in the upsteram of the tributaries, which does not
provide enough development capacity and effectiveness of water supply is not guaranteed.
After a series of reviews, weir installation has more advantages over construction of new
dams in development cost, increase of detention capacity at regular times, and decrease of
water stage during floods. In addition, it was confirmed that weir installation has more
economic feasibility than construction of new dams in construction consent and compensation.
In conclusion, it is more efficient to install weirs in account to civil complaints against dam
construction, construction period and cost, and flood regulating effects in the mainstream.

② Design of the Weir and Irrigation Plan

When the height of weir is limited, it becomes difficult to procure enough amount of water from
the rivers and streams. Therefore, the height was designed under the premise to secure the
amount of water required and to prepare underwater ecology maintenance plans.
In weir installation, evaluation was made focused on movable weirs where water gates are
constructed not to impede conveyance of flood discharge. Multi-type weir was most
recommended so that the fixed weir can maintain water stage at regular times without
additional water gate control.
Multi-type weir with both fixed and movable weir was planned to serve the purpose of
irrigation, and it was reviewed and recommended to use concrete structures for structural
characteristics and materials. In order to minimize impacts of water flow on flood event,
planform was set to be straight and installation direction was planned to be perpendicular to
the direction of flood discharge.
Installation altitude for gate on movable weirs or the top elevation for overflow of movable
weirs must be safely managed and to achieve that, they are constructed 0.5m higher than the
median water stage of the downstream. For smooth conveyance of flood discharge, operating
gates on the movable weirs were located in the middle and the number of gates with a predefined width (longer than 40m) was determined by HEC-RAS simulation so that when planned
flood discharge is released all at once, negative effects in water stage reduction from the
reservoir maintenance can be minimized.
Top elevation for fixed weir and fish way was designed in account to the height of weir that
will securely provide enough water stage and after the length required for movable weir was
determined that remaining facilities were placed.
Water gates on movable weir were planned to open and close with water tightness and
durability and not to structurally affect the conveyance of flood discharge. Threr are two types
of water gates, and they are lift type and conduction type. In principle, lift type was
recommended for the major rivers.
As loading state, soil condition and environmental condition of the upper structure were
considered, a foundation plan was established to increase quality and stability of the structure.
First, foundation type was selected based on the geo-technical information of the nearby
ground and soil, and spread footing was used with the depth of base less than 6m, while pile
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| Picture 5-4 Cross Section of the Weir |
Hydro
Power
Plant

Movable Weir

Fixed Weir

Movable Weir Fishway

Regular
Water
Level
상시수위

H.W.L(계획홍수위)
(Planned Flood Water Level)

L.W.L(저수위)
(Low Water Level)
Regular
Water Level
하류
상시수위
at the Lower Reaches

foundation was used with the depth more than 6m.
For sections where pile foundation method is applied, pile length is approximately 20m in
consideration of supporting soil distribution status and in such case, pre-casting pile is
selected because it has higher economic feasibility than drilled shaft.
The ultimate purpose of fish ways is to provide a passage for fish to move and transfer rapidly,
freely, and most naturally. Therefore, appropriate environment was created in upstream and
downstream of the channels and it has been planned to connect between up-and down stream.
In addition, water speed in fish way has been determined and set to be appropriate for all fish
species.

| Table 5-6 Comparisons of the Spread Foundation and the Pile Foundation |
Spread Foundation

Pile Foundation

Rollway

Rollway

Controled
Water Level

Soil Stratum (Silty Sand)

관리수위
관리수위

관리수위
토사층 (실트질모래)

Weathered Rock
Blasting Rock

리핑암
Blasting Rock

◦ Base of Support Depth: Less than 6m
◦ Base of Support: Bed Rock and Residual Soil

(n value>50) are applied

◦ Base of Support Depth: More than 6m
◦ Base of Support: Stronger than Weathered

Rock is applied
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| Table 5-7 Comparison of the Fishway Types |
Category
Fishway Water Capacity

Pool Type

Conduit Type

Operation Type

Mid

Mid

Mid
High

Diversity of Fishes

Mid

Mid

Naturality of Ascending Functions

High

High

Low

Water Level Changes of Fishway Exit

Low

Low

High

Water Level Changes of Fishway Entrance

Mid

Mid

High

Maintenance Cost

High

High

Low

Landscape and Water Friendly

Mid

High

Low

Possibility of Installing the Intended Spot

High

Mid

Low

Necessary

Necessary

Necessary

Necessity of Rest Pool

③ Hydraulic Model Experiment

Stability of each weir was verified by expert's technical reviews in every step. such as basic
design, working design etc. In addition to the reviewing process, hydraulic model experiment
was conducted for reinsuring the stability.
| Table 5-8 Hydraulic Model Experiment(2010) |
River

Han River

Nakdong
River

Scope of
Experiment
Fixed /
Movable
Channel
Scale
Depth (m)
25
1/60
All

Weir

Design

Construction

Experiment

Ipo Weir

Dongbu Eng
Korea Engineering
Consultants Corp

Daelim

Hanlim Institute

Samsung

Hanlim Institute

25

1/60

All

Isan Eng

Hyundai

Hanlim Institute

25

1/60

All

Dohwa Eng

GS

INA Japan

42

1/60

All

Dongho Eng

SK

Hanlim Institute

25

1/60

All

Dalseong Weir

Dongbu Eng

Hyundai

35

1/50

All

Gangjeong
Goryeong Weir

Isan Eng

Daelim

40

1/65

All

Yeoju Weir
Gangcheon
Weir
Changnyeong
Haman Weir
Hapcheon
Changnyeong
Weir

Korea Institute of
Construction
and Technology
Korea Rural
Community
Corporation
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River

Weir

Chilgok Weir
Nakdong
River

Gumi Weir
Nakdan Weir
Sangju Weir

Geum
River

Yeongsan
River

Design

Scope of
Experiment
Fixed /
Movable
Channel
Scale
Depth (m)

Construction

Experiment

Daewoo

Yeungnam University

25

1/75

All

Posco

Incheon University

43

1/60

All

Jeil E&C
Korea Engineering
Consultants Corp.

Doosan
Hyundai
Development

Donga University

40

1/60

All

Busan University

120

1/50

All

Korea Engineering
Consultants Corp
Hyundai Eng

Baekje Weir

Dohwa Eng

GS

Gongju University

42

1/60

All

Gongju Weir

Dongho Eng

SK

Gongju University

42

1/60

All

Sejong Weir

Saman Eng

Daewoo

Myungji University

79

1/220,
1/65

All

Juksan Weir

Pyunghwa Eng

Samsung Heavy
Industry

96

1/60

All

Seungchon
Weir

Dongsung Eng

Hanyang

Rural Research
Institute
Rural Research
Institute

28

1/60

All

④ Characteristics of the Weirs

A. Han River
a. Ipo Weir

The completed Ipo weir stretches total 656.8 meter
long, which consists of movable part (294.8m) and static
part (362m). Its shape flows in gentle curve and gives
impression of egret’s egg on it. In the rounded part
embodying the egret’s egg, winch is installed for vertical
operation of sluice gates.
The movable weir is a shell-type roller gate (which blocks the river with a bar over which
water moves, and in the event of flood, the bar is lifted to make water flow).
The Ipo weir's concept is “Life-awakening River and New Korea”, the vision of the Project,
with embodying white heron (egret), the mascot of Yeoju County.
b. Yeoju Weir

Total length of the weir is 503m, which consists of entirely movable sluice gates in twelve parts.
That is, twelve sluice gates are installed.
The concept of the Yeoju weir was focused on the King Sejong’s Great Spirit. Sejong Plaza of

artificial isle was reelected the shape of Angbuilgu - the
sundial invented during the reign of King Sejong. In the
same context, the movable part of the weir was
reinterpreted to be embodied in Jagyeokru, the water
clock. The Sejong Plaza, the artificial isle, was embodied
in the 24-hour circle of the Sundial. The pillars, the
substructure of weir, were motivated in design aspect from oriental dragon, the divine creature
of water.
c. Gangcheon Weir

The Gangcheon weir is total 440m. Movable part (350m)
and static part (90m) with seven floodgates consist of
the weir. The weir is located in the middle of Chungju
Dam and Paldang Dam, which is responsible in
alleviating inundation damage as well as securing water
available for use.
Rising-sector gates are installed. It allows to prevent over 100 years periodic floods as well
as protect water quality degradation through under flowing operation and water level control.
The weir was designed after soaring egret and elegant lugsail (Hwangpo sailboat). Under the
theme of "another world reflected on the Han River", the weir has multiplex images with
magnificent, classical, and modernistic.
B. Nakdong River
a. Changnyeong・Haman Weir

Located at the most down-basin among the weirs in the
Nakdong River, the Changnyeong ・Haman weir is in
charge of the Nakdong River smoothly slipping into the
sea as the final barrier. It is also the solid keeper to
protect Haman and Changnyeong regions against
floods, which used to be inundated every year. Its height
is relatively low compared to the rest of the weirs which provides a different experience in
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overlooking down the river as standing on the weir hat its scenic view is much more
sensational than looking up the sky. The weir stretches 549.3m in total length (movable 144m
and static 405.3m). By designing the structure in lower height, it makes harmony with the lines
of surrounding environment. Because of low height of the movable weir, the rising-sector gate
type was adopted. It makes movement in rotating instead of perpendicular opening. It can flow
away the water over the weir as well as discharge from the bottom of the weir to wash away the
accumulated sand. Reflecting the regional feature with historical prosperity of ancient Gaya
Kingdom, the Changnyeong・Haman weir borrowed its design motive from the wings of big
swan sitting on the Nakdong River. As soaring swan, the weir is designed to symbolize
presently developing Gyeongnam Province.
b. Hapcheon・Changnyeong Weir

The weir stretches 328m in total length (movable 218m
and static 110m). The lift gate type was adopted. It can
flow away the water over the weir as well as discharge
from the bottom of the weir to wash away the
accumulated sand. Purification feature of the Hapcheon
・Changnyeong weir is especially important for the
Nakdong River area was prone to flood damage as going down the river course. It plays a role
to filter the water of the Nakdong River leading it to flow down smoothly to the Changnyeong
Haman weir. Hapcheon・Changnyeong weir visualized the ibis, a symbol of Upo wetland as the
pride of the Nakdong River. Due to the wing-shape sculpture on top of the weir unlike others,
the overall impression that the weir gives resembles with soaring crested ibis. The bridge on
the weir connecting Changnyeong County and Hapcheon County allows passages of both
vehicles and pedestrians.
c. Dalseong Weir

Total length of the weir is 534.1m, which includes movable sector of 162m and static sector of
372.1m. The movable weir adopted the rising sector gate type. It makes movement in rotating
instead of perpendicular opening. It can flow away the water over the weir as well as discharge
from the bottom of the weir to wash away the accumulated sand. In order to improve water

quality, the weir introduced aeration device, water-jet
fountain, and tele-monitoring system.
The shape of cruise ship is infused into the Dalseong
weir with a concept of Blue Saver. It symbolized new era
flowing through the river. The bridge on the weir was
constructed in minimized size in order not to stand out
than surrounding natural scenery.
d. Gangjeong Goryeong Weir

The length of the Gangjeong Goryeong weir is 953.5m;
the movable sector is 120m and the static one reaches
833.5m. Particularly, by making perpendicularly
operating sluice gate, they had water level and drainage
function retained. The weir has its design motive in
regional feature from the latter period of Shilla Dynasty.
The pillar of weir structure embodied to an ancient warship, and the static sector of the right
bank was given shape from Gayageum, Korean zither with twelve strings. Actually, by giving
differences in each stairs’ height in design, water flowing down makes respectively
distinguished sound. The upstream area from right bank of the weir was decorated as an
ecological culture square. Citizens can enjoy cycling, sports and ecological experience inside
the verdure. The weir itself and surrounding scenery of the Gangjeong Goryeong weir are
excellent. Moreover, the spectacular sunset scenery is worthy of admiration. In the sunshiny
days, the glow of the setting sun spread on the eco park even makes a sense of grandeur.
e. Chilgok Weir

The weir stretches 380m in total length (movable 232m
and static 148m). The roller gate as a main gate and flap
gate as an auxiliary gate were adopted.
The Chilgok weir stands in the middle of the historic
scenery. The design concept was motivated from a
legend. And according to Docham-ism in Shilla period,
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iron bull was buried under the Gasan Rock to pacify the spirit of earth.
f. Gumi Weir

The Gumi weir was designed with concept of tortoise the
symbol of fortune and dragon which represents the
impenetrable protection. It was the emblematic
significance which was bestowed on the belief of safe
water and protection for the Nakdong River. The most
eye-catching feature of the Gumi weir is elevator
observatory. This observatory installed inside the structure representing turtles allows 360°
rotational view of the Nakdong River.
With the observatory on the center, 103.5m-long movable weirs structures stand on both
sides, the total length of the weir is 374.3m; movable 103.5m and static 270.8m.
The Gumi weir also holds meanings to clean up the pollution that was built up by the
industrial complex and to enter the place of regenerating nature.
g. Nakdan Weir

Total length of the weir is 286m, which includes
movable sector of 141.6m and static sector of 144.4m. In
order to maximize water flow and prompt operation in
flood, the movable weir adopted two step roller gate
(40m width). The fixed weir has an aeration system in
order to increase dissolved oxygen rate.
Its iconic structure embodied a pavilion, a place where Korean scholars used to write and
read is a distinctive feature and it almost looks like the traditional cross stripes window with
lights on at night.
It is the most respectable weir as it works during the day and learns at night. It seems to
regulate water during the day for the residents and to provide scholars a space for reading
books at night with lights on. Along with Maae statue of the Buddha discovered in process of the
weir construction, it is standing as the cultural icon in the upstream of the Nakdong River.
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h. Sangju Weir

Total length is 335m, and it consists of movable part
(105m) and static part (230m). Total six girder type gates
(15m x 10m each) were applied in the movable weir.
Initial design was to have two shell type gates (45m x
10m each), but finally turning type movable gate was
adopted in order to control flood and operation
efficiently.
It is the starting weir of the Nakdong River. Acting like an elder brother for the rest 7 weirs,
built in the upstream of the Nakdong River, it regulates the water flows. It is boasting its
appearance with symbolic mark of the bicycle on the pillars as the icon of Sangju city, the
biker’s paradise.

C. Geum River
a. Baekje Weir

The shape of General Gyebaek on horse is embodied to
the Baekje weir. Considering the Geum River has
another name of Baekma River in the vicinity of Buyeo,
we applied the storytelling theme of the ‘Return of
General Gyebaek’ on this movable weir. It consists of
movable part (120m) and static part (191m), therefore
total length reaches 311 meter. The movable weir adopted the two step shall gate type. It can
flow away the water over the weir as well as discharge from the bottom of the weir to wash
away the accumulated sand.
At the district of Wangjin Naru (Wangjin Port), Hapjenaru Square, small port, natural
fishways, open stage, rape blossom field and riparian area observatory deck are installed.
Mugunghwa (hibiscus) Park and Cherry Blossom Park are created next to the Geum River
cultural pavilion on the left side of the weir.
b. Gongju Weir

Phoenix which had stood for King Muryeong, the zenith of Baekje culture, gave form to the
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Gongju weir. With motive of phoenix’s big wingbeat for
renaissance of Baekje culture, the shape of phoenix’s
head and cintamani were embodied in the winch
chamber. And utilizing the sculpture of the public bridge
and falling waterfall, we gave body to wings and tail of
phoenix.
Movable part of the weir stretches 220m and static part does 40m, so total length of the weir
is 260m. For maximizing the effect of level control, the movable part of the weir consists of the
combination of main floodgates and adjusting floodgates. The surrounding riparian area was
focused on adjusting to the optimization of historic and cultural assets of Baekje Kingdom.
c. Sejong Weir

Total length of the weir is 348m (movable sector: 223m,
static sector: 125m). The Sejong weir is capable of
adjusting water level for precise water control and
securing abundant water. It has a function of discharge
bottom water to prevent water quality from
deteriorating.
In design aspect, swallow, the symbol of Yeonngi County, and wave of the Geum River were
instilled as a pattern so to present a harmony of culture and nature.
D. Yeongsan River
a. Juksan Weir

Old tradition of the Southern Province which lasted over
2000 years and vigorous spirit of the Yeongsan River
have instilled to the design concept of the Juksan Weir.
Total length of the weir is 184m, which consists of
entirely movable sluice gates, from its original 160m. It
was for improvement of irrigation condition when flood
occurs. Meanwhile, the Juksan weir is going to equip the ship passage gate, which was
reflected the residents’ opinion.

By installing anti-shock materials inside the lock chamber, the weir secured the safety
against the possible collision with ship. The Juksan weir made a contribution to protect the
Yeongsan River from inundation by opening the entire sluice gates. The volume of water
flowing old waterway was adequate and surrounding eco-park was neatly arranged.
b. Seungchon Weir

The fertility of the Honam Plain, once representative
granary and seed of life are the design concept of the
Seungchon weir. Total length is 512m, which consists of
movable sector (180m) and static sector (332m).
The Yeongsan River used to be the ‘dead’ river. It was
repellent not only being around piles of the waste that
flowed and accumulated over the years from the agricultural lands nearby but also with
sedimentation. But now the table is turned around with the Seungchon weir. Rapidly flowing
the Yeongsan River after the removal of the sediments now do not even come close to the
surrounding farmlands.
⑤ Expected Effects by Weir Installation
A. Stable Water Procurement and Flood Control

As structures that are basically constructed lower than riverbanks, weirs do not cause flood
damage by overflow. They drastically reduce flood damage as shown in the examples of fixed
weirs constructed for Jamsil and Singok of the Han River in 1987.
Weirs installed in the four rivers are movable weirs that can be opened during floods to
discharge water and to withstand regional flood. They can be operated along with dams,
detention reservoirs and weirs that are constructed in the upstream and downstream of the
rivers, enabling rapid responses against floods.
At regular times, water level is increased by closing sluice gate of the weirs. During floods,
water level is decreased not only in the mainstream, but also in tributaries by opening the
movable weirs, because water flow in the mainstream has been improved with the lower
riverbed by dredging. In case of the Nam River, it decreases by 1.75m maximum up to 79km
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from the confluence of the Nakdong River and in case of the Geumho River, it decreases by
1.34m maximum up to 30km from the confluence of the Nakdong River.
Total 1.17 billion m³ of water resources is secured by the 4 Rivers Restoration Project.
Among these, dredging and construction of 16 weirs store 720 million m³. The amount of
securing water resources by each river is described in the table below.
| Table 5-9 Amount of Securing Water Resources by the 4 Rivers Restoration Project (2012.11) |
Total

Han River

Nakdong River

Geum RIver

Yeongsan River
(Including Seomjin River)

Total

11.7

0.41

9.02

1.13

1.14

Dredging and Weir

7.2

0.31

5.92

0.63

0.34

Small to Mid SIzed Dam

2.4

-

2.4

-

-

Agricultural Reservoir

2.1

0.1

0.7

0.5

0.8

Category

B. Composition of Pleasant Waterfront Space

Water park and eco-parks are constructed to create pleasant waterfront space so that the
local residents could visit riverside areas for cultural and leisure activities. Weir bridges were
created to promote biking and promenade of the local residents and observatory tower was
constructed to be utilized as a convenient facility. In addition, night lights are installed to
embellish weirs with various designs introducing weirs to the public as landmarks that
contribute to activation of regional tourism. Surrounding eco-parks are also used to enhance
life quality of the local residents.
C. Movable Weirs and Small Hydropower Plant

Movable weirs are installed in all 16 weirs. It helps to discharge sediment in upper reaches of
the rivers and to improve water quality. A small-scale hydropower plant with a capacity was
built in both ends of each weir generating 270 million kWh of electricity per year. Total
generation capacity of 16 weirs is equivalent to 50,771kW, which is approximately 25% of the
capacity (200,000kW) by the multi-purpose hydropower plant in Soyang Dam.
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| Table 5-10 Statistics of the 16 Weirs |

River

Weir
16 Weirs
Ipo Weir

Han
River (3)

Yeoju Weir
Gangcheon Weir
Changnyeong
Haman Weir
Hapcheon
Changnyeong
Weir
Dalseong Weir

Gangjeong
Nakdong Goryeong Weir
River (8)
Chilgok Weir

Geum
River (3)

Specification
Construction
Zone
Langth (m)
Height
Sludge Gate
/ Company (Movable / Fixed)
(m)
6932.7
11 Companies
3.5 ~ 11.8
( 3315 / 3616)
656.8
3 / Daelim
3.5
40*3@6
(294.8 / 362)
503
36*2@8
4/ Samsung
3.5
(503 / 0)
36*3@4
440
6 / Hyundai
3.5
45*3@7
(350 / 90)
549.3
18 / GS
7.08 40*7.08@3
(144 / 405.3)
328
(218 / 110)

9.0

22 / Hyundai

534.1
(162 / 372.1)

8.91

23 / Daelim

953.5
(120 / 833.5)

20 / SK

24 / Daewoo

380
(232 / 148)
374.3
(103.5 / 270.8)

Type

Bridge (m)
L=9124.6

Shell type
roller
Shell type
roller

L=706
B=7
L=830
B=7.5
L=485
Rising sector
B=10.0
L=643.8
Rising sector
B=11.1

40*9@3 Lift(truss), flap

L=675
B=11.5

40*7.91@3

Rising sector

L=628.1
B=7.7

11.03 45*10.03@2

Rising sector

L=810
B=12.0-13.3

Shell type L=451.5
roller, flap B=7

11.8

40*11.3@3

11.0

45*9.5@2

286
(141.6 / 144.4)

11.44

40*11.5@3

Shell type 2 L=371.2
step roller B=5.4-8

Shell type L=649
roller, flap B=4.5-6.4

Gumi Weir

30 / Posco

Nakdan Weir

32 / Doosan

Sangju Weir

33 / Hyundae
Development

335
(105 / 230)

10.82

45*10@2

Shell type L=540
roller, flap B=5-11

Baekje Weir

6 / GS

311
(120 / 191)

5.3

36*5.3@3

Multi shell

Gongju Weir

7 / SK

260
(220 / 40)

7.0

Sejong Weir

1 / Daewoo

348
(223 / 125)

4.0

Yeongsan Juksan Weir
River (2)
Seungchon Weir

2 / Samsung
Heavy

184
(184 / 0)

6 / Hanyang

512
(180 / 332)

L=465
40*7@2
Lift(truss), flap
B=11.5
20*7@1
80*2.8@2
60*4@1

36.5*7.13@4
8.13
12*7.73@2
5.16

L=680
B=7

50*5.05@2
30*5.05@2

Flap Shell type
roller L=622
Steel girder B=5.34
type roller
L=568
Lift(truss),
B=12.5

Notes_ Water Storage Capacity: Calculated by standard section in the national river plan (Dec. 2010) / Weir Length: Small hydropower plant is not added in the length of
weir (but, the small hydropower plants of the Gangcheon weir and the Gangjeong Goryeong weir are added in the length of weir, because these two plants are also
functioning as the weir
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| Picture 5-5 Location of the Four Rivers Multi-functional Weirs |

Han River
Ipo Weir
Yeoju Weir
Gangcheon Weir

Geum River
Sejong Weir
Gongju Weir

Sangju Weir
Baekje Weir

Nakdan
Ipo Weir
Weir
Gumi Weir

Nakdong River

Chilgok Weir
GangjeongGoryeong Weir
Dalseong Weir
HapcheonChangnyeong Weir
Changnyeong Haman Weir
Seungchon Weir
Juksan Weir

Nakdong River
Source_ Four Rivers Restoration Master Plan (2009), Office of National River Restoration, MLTM

2) Construction of Small and Medium Sized Dams
In Korea, approximately 70% of the annual precipitation is concentrated in summer causing
frequent floods and droughts. In order to relieve the vicious cycle, a facility to store water
during floods and to release it during droughts is required and the most efficient facility is dam.
Dams temporarily store rainwater when it rains a lot during the summer to prevent floods in
the downstream and supply water for living, industry, and agriculture at regular times.
To achieve this, Yeongju multi-purpose Dam and Bohyunsan Dam are constructed in the
Nakdong river system and Andong Dam and Imha Dam are connected through the Four Major
Rivers Restoration Project. Yeongju Dam provides water for living (in Yeongju, etc.) and water
for river maintenance in the mainstream and the Bohyunsan Dam provides water for living
(Yeongcheon, etc.) relieving water shortage problems of the region. Connection of Andong
Dam to Imha Dam (1.8km) facilitates additional water supply to the mainstream by integrated
operation in floods and in droughts.

① Construction of Yeongju Dam

Construction of Yeongju Dam procured water of approximately 200million m3 to improve
water quality in mid and downstream of the Nakdong River, which is included in small and
middle size dam construction plan of <Master Plan of the Four Rivers Restoration project>.
• Location: Geumgwang-ri~Yonghyul-ri (Naeseong Stream), Pyungeun-myun, Yeongju,
Gyeongbuk province
• Basin and Reservoir
- Watershed: Naeseong Stream (1st tributary of the Nakdong River)
* Catchment Area: 500.0km2
- Water Storage Area: 10.4km2 (Total Storage Capacity: 181.1 million m3)
- Water Storage Capacity: 160.4 million m3 (Flood Control Storage: 75 million m3 )
- High Water Level: EL.164.0m (Normal High Water Level: EL.163.0m)
- Low Water Level: EL.135.0m (Annual Average Inflow : 316.6 million m3 per year)
• Size and Type
- Type: Composition Dam (Concrete Dam + CFRD: Concrete Face Rock-fill Dam)
- Height: 55.5m
- Length: 400m
- Volume: 1,181,000m3 (Concrete Dam 256,000m3, CFRD 925,000m3)
• Land Compensation: Submerged Land Compensation (10.4km2, 564 Household)
• Relocating Road: Length = 48.9km
• Relocating Railroad: Length = 10.4km
• Project Period: 2009~2014 (6 years)
• Total Project Cost: 1,121.5 billion KRW
Construction of Yeongju dam provides yearly 203.3 million m3 additional water that can be
used as living and industrial (10.7 million m3/year), agricultural (60 million m3/year), river
maintenance (186.6 million m3/year) in Yeongju and Sangju.
It has 75 million m3 of flood control capacity and 15.78GWh/year of electricity generation.
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Location and Bird's Eye View of the Yeongju Dam

Source_ K-water

② Construction of Bohyunsan Dam

December 8, 2009,the government has announced basic construction plan for Bohyunsan dam
in Yeonogcheon and started the project. Bohyunsan dam which can secure approximately 20
million m3 of water was included in water resources procurement project of the Four Rivers
Project and constructed with a height of 57m, a length of 245m, and total reservoir capacity of
22 million m3. By supplying water in Yeongcheon regions, its main objective was to relieve
chronic water shortage problems.
Bohyunsan Dam used to be called as Bohyunsan Dam for a while, but its name has been

| Table 5-11 Bohyeonsan Multi-purpose Dam Basin and Reservoir |
Watershed

Nakdong River-Geumho River-Sinryung Stream-Gohyun Stream

Catchment Area

32.61 km2

Reservoir Size (Area)

1.47 km2
EL.240.0m

Water Supply Amount

14.87 million m

Maximum Water Level

Total Storage Capacity

22.11 million m3

Flood Water Level

EL.238.5m

Flood Control Capacity

3.49 million m3

Normal High Water Level

EL.236.0m

3

Source_ K-Water

| Table 5-12 Bohyeonsan Dam Size and Type |
Dam Type

Concrete Gravity Dam (CGD)

Dam Height×Length

H 58.5m× L 250.0m (Volume of Dam: 207,587 m3)

Dam Crest Elevation

EL.241.0m

Gate Leaf Type Spillway

Radial Gate, B7.5m×H7.0m×2EA

Non Gate Leaf Type Spillway

B100.0m (B25.0m×4EA)

Generating Unit

1,414MWh/year (Unit Capacity: 170kW)

Relocating Road

11.75km (National Road 5.86, Municipal Road 1.81, Maintenance Road 4.08)
Source_ K-Water

changed to ‘Bohyunsan Multi-purpose Dam’ by the request of Yeongcheon-si to promote
nearby tourist attractions such as Mt. Bohyeon and Bohyunsan Observatory.
With construction of Bohyunsan Dam, 15 million m3 of clean water is annually provided to
Yeongcheon-si and Gyeongsan-si to structure foundation of local development and 1,414 MWh
of green energy is to be generated a year via hydropower plant. In addition, approximately 3.5
million m3 of water can be regulated against abnormal climate such as torrential rainfall and it
is expected to drastically reduce flood damage in the Gohyeon Stream.
Nearby Bohyunsan Dam, not only waterfront parks are constructed in the upstream and
downstream but also relocating roads and dam management roads are paved. Around the
reservoirs, eco-friendly spaces are also created to provide local residents rest areas.
Construction of Bohyunsan Dam provides annually 14.87 million m3 of water and every year
13.24 million m3 of which is used as water for living and industry, 680,000 m3 of which is used as
water for agriculture and 950,000 m3 is used as water for channel maintenance. Amount for
flood control reaches 3.49 million m3 and annual electricity generated is 1,414 MWh.

Location and Bird's Eye View of Bohyunsan Dam

Source_ K-water

③ Andong Dam and Imha Dam Connection Project

It is a project to connect Andong Dam with Imha Dam using conveyance tunnels. With
objectives of integrated management of these two dams, it additionally procures water
resources of the Nakdong River,
The extent of the project includes construction of a tunnel in length of 1.92km (D=5.5m), 2
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intake towers and an entry ramp in length of 1.5km, and the project cost is to be KRW 106.7
billion.
| Picture 5-6 Location and Bird's Eye View of the Andong-Imha Dam Linkage Project |

Selective
Intake
Normal High Water Level(EL.160m)

Effective Storage:
1,000 million m3

Link Tunnel(D=5.5m, L=1.92m)

Normal High Water
Level(EL.163m)

Effective Storage:
424 million m3

EL. 141m
EL.137m(Low Water Level)

EL.130m(Low Water Level)

Imha Dam

Andong Dam

• Purpose
- To secure additional water resources utilizing spillway draft through linkage between
Andong and Imha dams
- To improve water quality through securing additional water resources in
Nakdong River Watershed
• Location: Imdong-myun, Andong, Gyeongbuk province
• Project Cost: 106.7 billion KRW
• Project Period: 2010~2013
• Facility Size
Once conveyance tunnel connecting Andong Dam to Imha Dam is complete, additional water
supply of 23.7 million m3 will be annually secured and it is expected to improve water quality in
the downstream reducing BOD by 0.011~0.041mg/L in Namji site, Changnyeong, Gyeongbuk.
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| Table 5-13 Facility Size |
Link Tunnel
Intake Tower

L=1,925m, D=5.5m
(Andong Lake) B11.5m × L10.5m × H38.97m
(Imha Lake) B36.5m × L27.8m × H52.5m
(Andong Lake) Intake Gate (B5.5m × H5.5m × 1)

Intakes

(Imha Lake) Selective Intake Gate (R5.5~7.0m × 23.0m × 4)
Intake Gate (B5.5m × H5.5m × 1)

Entry Road

(Andong Side) B8.5m, L642.0m, (Imha Side) B8.5m, L544.0m

Maintenance Tunnel

B4.3m × H4.75m, L=283.0m
Source_ K-Water

Location and Bird's Eye View of the Andong-Imha Dam Linkage Project

Source_ K-Water

3) Elevation of Reservoir Banks
Elevation of reservoir banks project is to reinforce facilities that are obsolete and lack of
discharge ability and reservoir capacity. Through this project, increase of additional reservoir
capacity, reinforcement of facilities, and water securement for environment maintenance all
become feasible, maintaining subject reservoirs to be safe flood damage or insufficient
agricultural water supply.
Elevation of reservoir banks project has shorter construction period and higher economic
feasibility than development of the existing reservoirs and it also has an advantage to minimize
impact on the surrounding environment. Local development will also be promoted by
construction of waterfront parks for local residents.
This project is to elevate banks of 93 national reservoirs by the average of 5.8m.
Target areas included in the Four Rivers Restoration project and they are 11 do(provinces)
and 56 gun (cities) and the constructions is to be started on 75 districts in 2010, on 13 districts in
2011, and on 5 districts in 2012, and the entire project is expected to complete in 2013. In 2011
and 2012, construction on 20 and 48 districts have completed, and the effects of the project
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| Picture 5-7 Plans for the Elevating Reservoir Banks |
Disaster Prevention

Supplying In-stream flow for Maintaining River

• Increase of flood control capacity
• Securing additional water resources to address
future water scarcity

• Reducing sulfur in tributary and preventing
drying stream
• Conservation of river ecosystem

Utilization of Agricultural Reservoir
• Reducing environmental hazard rather than
developing new dam
• Improving water quality and quantity at the upper
and middle reaches
Elevating Reservoir Banks
• Extension of existing banks
• Extension of the back side of existing banks
• Embanking banks at the lower reaches

Reinforcement of Sluice Gates and Discharge
Facilities
• Installing rolling gates
• Spillway extension
Source: Korea Rural Community Corporation

have been visualized. Initially, the subject areas were assigned to be 96 districts in master plan,
but projects in 3 districts were cancelled by oppositions of the local residents and local
governments. Areas cancelled include 1 district of the Han River (Biryongdam), 1 district of the
Geum River (Ssangam), and 1 district of the Nakdong River (Joseong).
Water resource additionally secured by the Elevation of Reservoir Banks Project is 210
million m3 which will maintain stable agricultural foundation and contribute to restore
waterfront ecosystem by supplying enough water for river maintenance and preventing rivers
from drying out.
| Table 5-14 Elevating Agricultural Reservoir Banks |
Number (Place)
93

Project Period
2009 - 2013 (5 years)

Additional Water Storage
(100 million m3)
2.1

Project Cost(100 million KRW)
23,076

Notes_ Inside of the four river basins (93 places): 12 at the Han River, 30 at the Nakdong River, 28 at the Geum River, 14 at the Yeongsan River, 9 at the Seomjin River
Source_ Korea Rural Community Corporation

In 10 districts where the construction has been completed early by 2011 and the facilities
started in operation, reservoir rate was measured to be higher (57%, national average 47%)
than other districts on June 20 2012 despite of the continued drought. It also facilitated stable
farming as providing enough agricultural water for rice transplantation by May and June.
In addition, repairing and reinforcing of the obsolete reservoirs strengthen ability to prepare
against disasters and newly created detention space is appropriately used for contributing to
prevention of flood damage.
| Picture 5-8 Water Reserve Rates (before and after elevating agricultural reservoir banks) |
Water Reserve Rates
120

2001
2012

100

80
68

63
52

51

50

36

40
19

30

27

Bangye

Hangye

45
37

52
40
25

21

47

42
29

29

Boksim

Yongam

0
Daepyung Gungchon
Notes_ Calculated on June 20, 2012

Ganghye Chupyung Gyeryung

Dorim

Source_ Korea Rural Community Corporation

Construction of Gyeryong (Chungnam) and Hangye (Chungbuk) districts were completed by
June 2011 and the reservoirs started to be operated ever since. Even with precipitation as high
as 367.5mm in Gyeryong and 258.5mm in Hangye by heavy rain front and typhoon Maeari from
June 22 to 26, 2011 rainwater was stored in secured reservoir space minimizing the amount of
water overflowing to the downstream. If 93 riverside reservoirs are expanded, 210 million m3
can be secured to promote drought prevention and flood control effects.
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Before and After the Farmland Remodeling(2009~2012)
– Before (2009, Hapcheon Samhak District)

Before and After the Farmland Remodeling (2009~2012)
– Piling of Dredged Soil (April 9, 2010, Samhak)

Before and After the Farmland Remodeling(2009~2012)
– Piling of Dredged Soil (July 26, 2010, Samhak)

Before and After the Farmland Remodeling (2009~2012)
– Piling of Dredged Soil (July 25, 2011, Samhak)

Before and After the Farmland Remodeling(2009~2012)
– Still Water (October 12, 2011, Samhak)

Before and After the Farmland Remodeling (2009~2012)
– After (2012. 7.12, Samhak), Land Elevation up to the Height of the Road

3. Water Quality Improvement
Vision in water quality improvement of the Four Rivers Restoration project is to improve water
quality into a condition where “all species of fish can strive and rejoice.” To achieve this, a goal
to increase good water achievement rate 78.1% in 2008 up to 86% by the time of project
completion in 2012.

In order to improve water quality, water pollution problems that could occur during
construction are prevented in advance and primary damage control measures are prepared.
As well as prevention of water pollution accidents, additional following projects were
conducted with operation of water pollution control center for the four rivers establishment of
damage control manual, arrangement of water quality environmental standards,
reinforcement of water discharge standards and total water pollutant, enlargement of
environmental facilities, non-point pollutant reduction policy, and appropriate application and
treatment of dredged soil.
For pollutant management of newly constructed weirs from the Four Rivers Restoration
project, 34 administrative districts are selected and specially managed as core management
sites. To achieve this, measures were prepared to prevent industrial wastewater from being
flowing into the four rivers. In particular, water quality monitoring system and the world's best
water quality forecast system were constructed to obtain the finest water quality management
system.

1) Water Quality Management during Construction
Water quality management is critical in the Four Rivers Restoration project because
construction is spontaneously conducted in many different locations, in which primary
corrective action is most important. When water pollution accidents occur, local governments
without expertise may delay primary corrective action and the damage can be spread. To
prevent this, advance prevention system must be reinforced apart from the existing
maintenance system, which will respond against water pollution accidents. Primary damage
control system must be organized to structure comprehensive guidelines against water
pollution accidents.
Management solutions were demanded to prevent river pollution from illegal water
pollutant release during the construction. At the same time, countermeasures of safe
procurement of water resources were also required just in case that water pollution accidents
had occurred. Proper management, application, and treatment methods had to be prepared
against secondary soil pollution by recycle of dredged soil and aggregate and secondary water
pollution by suspended soil from construction processes such as dredging.
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① Establishment and Operation of Water Pollution Prevention Center

October 28, 2009, Korea Environment Corporation has organized ‘Water Pollution Damage
Control Center’ to rapidly respond against water pollution accidents that may be caused by
improper operation of discharge facilities or by influx of turbid water or oil during construction.
Water Pollution Damage Control Center is an organization that can fundamentally prevent
spread of damage in cases that primary damage control was conducted by local governments
with internal man power and limited equipment unavoidably spreading the damage.
Water Pollution Damage Control Center with 1 HQ and 4 centers is under the supervision of
regional director in the Environmental Office and it comprehensively operates/manages
damage control equipment and man power. Rapid water pollution damage control system was
constructed by real-time monitoring with each river channel and installed water quality TMS
network (Qty 600) and auto river quality measurement network (Qty 60) enabling rapid damage
control with environmental aerial surveillance (pc 8).

| Picture 5-9 Water Pollution Damage Control Center System |
Monitoring

System Operation

Water Quality Pollution Info

Prevention Training
On-site Prevention

Water Quality Automonitoring Network
Prediction of Tidal Currents

Toxic Substance Monitoring
Wastewater, Sewage,
Drainage Facilities

Toxic Substance
Measurement

Filtration Plant
Water Pollution Prevention Center
Water Pollution Monitoring and
Data Collecting

Toxic Substance Monitoring
Perchlorate

Aerial Surveillance

Related Organizations
National Crisis Call Center

Water Quality Change Analysis
Water Pollution Monitoring Support

MLTM, Regional KFDA
Local Governments
Fire Station and Military Base

12 Sections, 660km

Passage Reservation
Industrial District

Citizen
MLTM Website

② Prevention and Damage Control Manual against Water Pollution Accidents

By predicting amount and concentration of suspended soil and degree of turbidity,
management measures were established for location of silt protector, amount and location of
settling basin, and impact on nearby pumping station and filtration plant.
In case of vessel dredging with large volume, vacuum suction was used to minimize turbidity.
When water volume is low at drought, cofferdam, roundabout channel, temporary levee, silt
protector and grit chamber were installed to avoid possibility of water pollution in advance.
Vessel management policies were prepared not to leak any water pollutants from activities
such as vessel cleanup. Inflow of pollutant was strictly prohibited using distemper with low
VOC and heavy metal content as paint and refraining from use of organotin (including TBT) in
anti-biofouling paint.
Damage control system has been constructed and operated since November 2009. Damage
control center is responsible for preventive system operation, damage control support for
water pollution accidents, provision of all time monitoring personnel, and training for
prevention of water pollution accidents.
③ Suspension of Industrial Wastewater Influx to the four rivers

Monitoring squads are organized as environment patrol in the project sites and pollutionprone areas during the construction period. In addition, 10 stations of buffer detention
reservoir were installed to store water discharged from industrial districts and complex.
In 2010, water quality TMS was installed in 600 wastewater treatment facilities of factory
grade 1 and 2 near the four major rivers to monitor discharge water quality in real-time. For
efficient monitoring, auto water quality measuring system is introduced (4 stations in 2009 and
29 stations in 2012) and biology monitoring system has been supplemented to monitor harmful
substances. Risk management system is also utilized to rapidly act against water quality
accidents in pumping station and water purification plant and to enhance quality of city water.
④ Stable Water Supply and Purification Measures

There were a total of 68 pumping stations with 12.79 million m3/day of in-take water per day
that are located in the mainstream of the four rivers in 2007. 98.6% of the water was pumped
through the stations was surface water and dam water prone to water pollution accidents.
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To act against this, process effectiveness of water purification plant was enhanced by
installation of inclination plate in the settling pond to increase detention time and to decrease
filtration speed.
When water with high turbidity has leaked in, input amount of coagulant (PAC or highly basic
coagulant) and coagulant aid (active silica) were adjusted to improve coagulation efficiency. 11
pumping stations which water stage has changed by dredging and weir installation out of total
68 stations have been repaired and reinforced against water-intake problems.
⑤ Application and Treatment of Dredged Soil

In order to prevent turbid water influx in open-air storage yard due to heavy rainfall, settling
basin was installed and diversion waterway was connected. Settling basin was installed in
multi steps which entrance, exit, and lower surface, silt protectors were prepared.
When issues were found with fine aggregates, clean them according to related regulations
and utilize them as construction materials in architecture and civil engineering. For soils that
were not aggregates, soil purification technique was applied depending on the degree
classified by the Soil Pollution Test Standard in the Environmental Inspection Act to be recycled
or be buried.
During actual dredging operation, double silt protectors were installed in the downstream
and near the pumping stations. And, the distance of dredging line was maintained to be more

Examples of Grit Chamber

than 2km to minimize impact on pumping station and water purification plant.
Underwater dredging which makes water turbid was only 20 to 30% and locally generated
suspended load would be eventually settled within 500m that dredging near pumping station

did not affect condition of the purification plant.
At the entrance of the pumping station, turbidity monitor was installed (interval of 5 minutes)
to measure water quality and once it exceeds water quality management standards (40 NTU)16,
dredging amount was adjusted and additional silt protectors were installed.

2) Water Quality Improvement for the Four Rivers
① Selection and Management of Advanced Control Basin

BOD of the four rivers has been improved across the board by enlargement of environmental
facilities that the government was actively promoted. However, pollution level is increasing in
the standards of COP and TP, which requires corrective measures. As weirs were constructed
to secure water supply, water quality improvement method against algae bloom was crucial in
the upstream of the weir. To achieve this, areas required of strict water management were
selected as advanced control basin and water quality standards were differentially applied,
while water quality improvement budget is exclusively assigned.
As Advanced Control Basins, 34 medium influence areas out of 66 in the four rivers were
selected, which have elevated COD and TP pollution level for the past 10 years, relatively high
pollution level compared to the nearby lands on a 3 year basis, and large-scale water supply
facilities. They were categorized into 3 different groups depending on the urgency and pollution
level as First Priority Basin, Core Control Basin, and Advanced Control Basin.
For 34 medium influence areas that required intensive management because there are largescale water supply plants nearby with increasing COD and TP level, flood prevention works will
be concentrated by 2012. In order to reduce Total Phosphorus level or the main cause of algae
bloom in droughts, chemical treatment facilities are newly introduced in wastewater treatment
plant. Accordingly, water quality standards for the discharge of the plant have become stricter
up to 20 folds in case of phosphorus, which may vary depending on the region.
② New Standards for Water Quality and Reinforcement of Discharge Standards

Standards for COD and TP levels were already defined for lakes but without specialized

16 NTU (Nepthelometric Turbidity Unit): Unit of turbidity measurement using nephelometer (an instrument that measures
suspended particles scattering in water to determine turbidity)
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| Table 5-15 Water Quality and Aquatic Ecosystem Standard |
Standard
Grade
Very
Good

BOD
(mg/L)

COD
(mg/L)

TP
(mg/L)

SS
(mg/L)

DO
(mg/L)

Lower than
1
Lower than
2
Lower than
3
Lower than
5
Lower than
8
Lower than
10
More than
10

Lower than
2
Lower than
4
Lower than
5
Lower than
7
Lower than
9
Lower than
11
More than
11

Lower than
0.02
Lower than
0.04
Lower than
0.1
Lower than
0.2
Lower than
0.3
Lower than
0.5
More than
0.5

Lower than
25
Lower than
25
Lower than
25
Lower than
25
Lower than
100
No waste
floated

Higher than
7.5
Higher than
5
Higher than
5
Higher than
5
Higher than
2
Higher than
2

-

Less than 2

pH

Ia

6.5-8.5

Good Ib

6.5-8.5

Fairly
Good

II

6.5-8.5

Fair

III

6.5-8.5

Fairly
IV
Poor

6.0-8.5

Poor

V

6.0-8.5

Very
Poor

VI

-

Coliforms (group/100mL)
Total
Fecal
Coliforms
Coliforms
Lower than Lower than
50
10
Lower than Lower than
500
100
Lower than Lower than
1000
200
Lower than Lower than
5000
1000
-

-

-

-

-

-

standards for rivers, It was difficult to me thodically manage water quality of the rivers.
Therefore, new standards for water quality of the rivers were introduced to manage COD and
TP levels in July 2007 and applied in January 1, 2010.
| Table 5-16 Discharge Standard Improvement of Waste Water Treatment Plant (Executed in January 2012)|
Category
Sewage Treatment
Facility

Waste Water Treatment
Facility

Water Quality
Item (mg/L)
BOD
COD
TN
TP
BOD
COD
TN
TP

Existing
10
40
20(60)
2(8)
20 (30)
40
40 (60)
4 (8)

New (enforced in January 2012)
Notes
Area Ⅰ
Area Ⅱ
Area Ⅲ
5
5
10
20
20
40
( ) in winter
20
20
20
0.2
0.3
0.5
20(30)
20(30)
20(30)
( ) in agricultural &
40
40
40
40(60)
40(60)
40(60)
industrial districts
0.2
0.3
0.5

Notes_ ① (AreaⅠ): Water Source Management Area (water source protection area, waterfront, etc)
② (AreaⅡ): 34 Basins with the exception of the water source management areas
③ (AreaⅢ): Four River Basins with the exception of the areaⅠ andⅡ

In addition, TP facilitiies were reinforced in waste water treatment plants in order to reduce TP.
Discharge standard has reinforced up to maximum 20 times and was operated in 2012.

③ Expanded Practice of Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) Program

Currently, TMDL program is being practiced by the local government subject to 7 cities
(Gwangju, Yongin, Namyangju, Yangpyeong-gun, Icheon, Gapyeong-gun, Yeoju-gun) located in
the upstream of the Paldang Lake, Gyeonggi-do. However, with revision of the law in May 2010,
it will be required to be practiced in Seoul, Incheon, and Gyeonggi regions starting from June,
2013 and gradually it will be expanded to Gangwon and Chungbuk regions.
For three river systems (the Nakdong River, the Geum River, the Yeongsan River and the
Seomjin River), it was regulated to mandatorily practice TMDL program. Started with the
Nakdong riverside of Busan and Daegu metropolitan cities in August 2004, a total number of 80
local governments are currently practicing TMDL program in July 2012.
Subject for TMDL program was initially BOD (biochemical oxygen demand) in the first stage
(2004-2010) but it was expanded to include T-P (total phosphorus) in the second stage (20112015). In a long term, specific materials (TOC, nitrogen, suspended materials, heavy metals,
etc.) will also be included by watershed evaluation on the target basins.
④ Enlargement and Sophistication of Environmental Facilities

Distribution rate of city water will increase by additional procurement of 608 (Treatment
capacity: 1,467,000 ton/day) wastewater treatments and influx of untreated wastewater was
stringently averted in advance. In order to treat TP, chemical treatment facility of 182 existing
wastewater treatment plants was reinforced, and sewer pipe maintenance of 3,991km (228
stations) was carried out in the 34 basin areas.
39 wastewater treatment facilities of industrial complex and agricultural complex are newly
created or expanded by 2012 and chemical treatment facilities were installed to reduce TP in
90 existing and new treatment plants. As a measure to prevent maritime release in 2012, 21
public treatment facilities were newly constructed and the existing facilities were improved to
process highly concentrated livestock excretions.
⑤ Promotion of Non-point Pollutant Reduction Policy

Unlike point pollutant source which is released from the specific discharge pathways, nonpoint pollutant source is randomly released from unspecific locations such as surface of the
road and farmland and it is mainly discharged via stormwater runoff.
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Non-point pollutant source shares approximately 68.3% of the entire pollution load (based
on BOD in 2010) and it is expected to be increased up to 72.1% in 2020 if impervious area is
increased without management of non-point pollutant source.
When it rains heavily during summer, water pollution issues by turbid water were found and
caused fish deaths near high altitude farmlands located in the upstream of the Han River and
the Nakdong River. When a typhoon ‘Ewiniar’ hit the peninsula in 2006, turbidity of Soyang Lake
increased to 328 NTU, of Doam Lake to 750 NTU, and of Imha Lake to 461 NTU. In case of a
metropolitan city, non-point pollutant sources released from impervious area of paved roads
or released as included in combined sewage overflows (CSOs) have increased, raising needs of
special measures to reduce non-point pollutant sources with high pollution load rate.
With increased national income, desire in water is changing from ‘water to drink’ to ‘water
for pleasant cultural and leisurely space,’which made the government to pay special attention
on non-point pollutant sources. It is because non-point pollutant sources have become on the
rise of a new project to secure pleasant waterfront space.
Necessity of non-point pollutant management has been highlighted for water quality
management and construction of pleasant waterfront space. Due to change in water
environments such as velocity of flow, climate, and rainfall patterns by weir installation, it
became desperate to manage substances such as nutritive salts that flow in from non-point
pollutant sources.
In this regards, the 2nd Integrated Management Policy for Non-point Pollutant Source by the
Ministry of Environment was established and supported by other ministries in May 2012.
| Table 5-17 Measures of Non-point Pollution Source Reduction |
Category

Short-term Measure (2012~2015)

Long-term Measure (2016~2020)

Strategy

Concentrating on the four
river basins (early launching the water quality
improvement projects)

Extending to the four river basins
and to other river basins

Goal

Concentrated management of Total
Phosphorus, Total Nitrogen, and BOD

Extending the non-point pollution source
management to all river basins

In order to manage water quality near the weirs, it is expected to achieve goals of water
quality management by 2015 with "three major projects" including anticipative management of
non-point pollutant in the four rivers, prevention of pollutant source such as livestock
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excretion, and restoration of national water circulation against climate change.
⑥ Execution of Water Quality Monitoring

The government is operating real-time monitoring network for water quality in 2,158 stations
of the national rivers and streams to monitor status and change of water quality. For major
pollution discharge sources, water quality TMS were installed in 600 stations to monitor influx
status of water pollutant in real-time.
| Table 5-18 Number of Monitoring Sites by Watershed |
Watershed

Mainstream

Tributary

Other

136 (12)

736 (78)

328 (20)

1,200 (110)

Han River

35 (1)

333 (32)

67 (7)

435 (40)

Nakdong River

34 (1)

216 (25)

98 (4)

348 (30)

Geum River

28 (5)

95 (7)

95 (8)

218 (20)

Yeongsan, Seomjin River

39 (5)

92 (14)

68 (1)

199 (20)

Total

Total No of Monitoring Sites

Note_ If the number further increases, it will be organized by year.
Number in parenthesis ( ) indicates the number of channels.

| Table 5-19 Sedimentation Measurement Network Plan (June 2011) |
Year

2011

2012

2013

2014

Number of Point

48

149

182

312
48 points at
the Weirs,
22 major points,
79 point at midwatersheds
33 interested points
130 Lake, marsh,
and swamp

Survey Point

48 points at
the Weirs,
48 points at the Weirs
22 major points,
(16 weirs * 3 point)
79 point at midwatersheds

48 points at
the Weirs,
22 major points,
79 point at midwatersheds
33 interested points

Notes_Initial plan was established in June 2011, and it will be operated by the yearly Sedimentation Measurement Network Plan

As national interest in water quality increases and water-friendly activities are anticipated to
be more frequent by the weirs after the Four Major Rivers Restoration Project, it is necessary
to reinforce continuous monitoring of water quality. Operation of water quality management
network was reinforced accordingly, and measurement methods for underwater sediment
accumulation were newly introduced.
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⑦ Introduction of Water Quality Forecast Policy

Considering installation of 16 weirs and river bed dredging, water quality forecast policy has
been introduced to prevent water problems in advance by changes in characteristics of the
rivers. Water quality forecast is executed by measurement modeling, statistics, and experts’
experience, which predicts short-term change of water quality such as algal forecast and
based on this system, the finest water quality management can be suggested.
The Ministry of Environment (National Institute of Environmental Research) has constructed
and test-operated water quality forecast system, which reported changes of water quality
factors such as Chlorophyll a (Chl-a) in the areas of weir installation for two weeks by 2011.
Operation of the system has officially started in 2012.
Modeling operation for water quality forecast provides practical foundation for analysis and
evaluation of water quality change and its cause. When errors were found between the
prediction of water quality and the actual measurements were found, the cause is identified
and analyzed by field investigation and experiments.

4. Ecological Restoration
Through the Four Major Rivers Restoration Project, riverside farmlands, vinyl farming
structures, and unlicensed facilities in the terrace land were organized or relocated in order to
cut off the influx of pollutants such as fertilizer and agricultural chemicals. In addition,
restoration of wildlife habitat, environmentally-friendly project plan, and expanding ecological

Before tearing down of riverside vinyl houses

After tearing down of riverside vinyl houses

research and development foundation in the field of design and construction were declared as
project goals. In order to achieve these goals, 90 substitute habitat, 147 substitute wetlands, 33
fishway were established. Environmental observation facilities and green growth
infrastructure were introduced and structures in the rivers were installed in an
environmentally-friendly manner. The four rivers ecological map was also published to
educate people.

1) Restoration of Wild Animal and Plant Habitats
① Establishing Substitute Habitat

On waterside, inhabiting and spawning environment for fishes of the retarding basin such as
Nakdongensis is created and it includes river channels that divide to go around an islet. Roosts,
sandy fields and gravelly fields were also installed near the river so that birds can inhabit. For
aquatic organisms such as fish to move and inhabit in nearby tributaries, habitats and vertical
migration paths including fish ways were prepared. Also to prevent road kills on embankment
roads or bicycle paths, horizontal migration paths in the waterside ecosystem were improved.
To create nature-friendly environment, use of concrete near rivers was minimized, and
spawning grounds and hiding places of mammals, birds, amphibians and reptiles were
recovered by forming piles of stones and natural caves. For aquatic and land organisms to
move freely, 907km ecological stream formed with native plants was created on
embankments and such. Also, by purchasing land around rivers, 8.13 million m²
ecologicalforest was created by 2012 (0.75million m² for the Han River, 4.52 million m² for the
Nakdong River, 0.8million m² for the Geum River, 1.56 million m² for the Yeongsan River).
Rapid growing trees were planted and cultivated in a part of the riverside ecological forest to
| Table 5-20 Existing and New Wetlands |
Category

Existing Wetlands

Effective Areas in the Existing Wetlands

Number

Area (1000m3)

Number

158

113,844

77

12,066

South Han River

38

41,781

23

Geum River

30

28,897

9

Nakdong River

58

36,888

Yeongsan River

32

6,278

Total

New Wetland Size
Number

Area (1000m3)

(10.6%)

147

12,538

2,582

(6.2%)

22

2,764

1,630

(5.6%)

32

2,578

27

6,460

(17.5%)

49

5,352

18

1,394

(19.3%)

44

1,844

Area (1000m3)
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utilize as biomass energy sources.
② Formation of Ecological Wetland

The areas of the Four Rivers Restoration project, there total 158 wetlands that take up to
113.844 million m². It was expected that about 77 of them, taking about 10.6%, will be
influenced by construction or change of water level.

Yongan Zone of the Geum River (157,129m2)
Examples of Newly Constructed Wetlands

Juksan Zone of the Yeongsan River (373,700m2)
Source_ Reference related to Gray Award of the World Wetland Network (July 8, 2012), MLTM

Artificial island, observatory deck, and promenade created in
Restored natural wetland – Bucheowol Wetland, Han River

ecological wetland park, Mihocheon, Geum River

Damaged wetlands are not entirely disappeared but they are expected to be recovered fast
after the project completion because
gradual reorganization of stream channels
and drastic increase of water quantity and
aquatic area will naturally cause creation of
wetlands. (Water area increased for 81
million m² from 201 million m² to 282 million
m².) Also 147 alternative wetlands of

Natural Type Fishway at the Completion Stage (Sejong Weir)

approximately 12.538 million m² were created, and this is larger than the influenced existing
wetlands.
③ Installation of Fishways

When installing 2 estuaries and 16 weirs in the section of the Four Major Rivers Restoration
project, 33 environment-friendly fishways were built to allow various aquatic organisms
including land crabs, melania snails and aquatic insects to move up and down the streams
naturally.
17 of them are natural fishways to maintain most of the ecological functions of natural rivers.
Natural fish ways are designed to naturally maintain optimal ecological functions by creating
rapids, marshes and alluvial islands to provide spawning grounds, hiding places and shelters
for fish and aquatic organisms here and there of the rivers.
Unlike in the previous weirs, environment-friendly fish ways are installed in 16 weirs
constructed as a part of the Four Major Rivers Restoration Project. However, it was inevitable
to install artificial fish ways in the Gumi Weir because of its unique condition of being
surrounded by cliff. Environment-friendliness was secured as much as possible during
construction of the artificial fish ways. In addition to the presence of natural fish ways, artificial
fish ways were also installed in the rest 15 weirs to complement ecological functions.

2) Designing and Construction of Environment-friendly Facilities
① Installation of Nature Observation Facilities

By assigning some areas of the construction, waterfront areas (ecological parks) to observe
wild animals including birds were provided. Observation facilities were separated from the
observation targets and their entrances by planting. Wild animal observation posts were
installed to allow close observation where wild animals frequently appear.
Also, riverside observatories were installed on places with beautiful scenery considering
characteristics and sizes of the river and the harmony with surrounding landscape. Size of the
observatories was determined in account to the size and the use of rivers. In consideration of
the users' moving line and location, eco-friendly observation decks were built. It was induced to
protect landscape elements over user's convenience.
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② Introduction of Green Growth Facilities

Remote clean IT sensor was developed for real-time watch of water pollutions. TMS was
attached TMS to factories and sewage or waste water disposal plants in the influence area of
the four rivers to watch quality of discharged water real-time. Also, sunlight generation
facilities were installed at detention or flood control reservoirs to acquire eco-friendly energy,
and when installing a weir or heightening existing agricultural reservoir banks, small hydropower plants were built.
③ Installation Environment-Friendly Movable Weir and Drop Still

Movable weirs were selected for controlled and flexible blocking and discharging of water.They
can periodically discharge sediments on the riverbeds. On 161 gently sloped tributaries, slopetype drop stills were installed instead of the fish ways. Installation type, height and length of
drop stills were selected not to prevent up and down moves of fish, and spawning grounds,
hiding places and shelters for fish were prepared near the drop stills to protect the ecosystem.

3) Expansion of Base for Ecological Study and Development
① Protection of Endangered Wild Animals and Plants

Before starting the Four Major Rivers Restoration Project, Prior Environmental Review and
Environmental Effects Evaluation were performed to minimize negative effects on the
ecosystem, fish, animal, and plant by forecasting and to come up with countermeasures for
protection and conservation of the ecosystem. Even during the construction, Post
Environmental Effects Evaluation was executed to find unpredicted changes to deal with them.
Materials for the comparative analysis to restore riparian ecosystem were referred to
Environment Impact Statement 2009 and Post Environment Impact Assessment 2010 and
2011 of the Four Major Rivers Restoration Project.
Comparison of the two sources suggests that emergence of fish, animals and plants did not
decrease in number even after the Four Major Rivers Restoration Project. It was found that the
achievement was made from providing spawning grounds and hideouts for animals, birds,
amphibians and reptiles with micro-habitats such as piles of stones and natural caves and
adjusting construction section phase by phase.
Especially, in winter when massive amount of migratory birds comeback, construction was

eased, and feeding places were prepared nearby so that the birds do not notice or be not
influenced by environment changes.
Methods to minimize negative impact and confusion on aquatic ecosystem were devised
through investigation and study on ecosystem status before and after the Four Major Rivers
Restoration Project.
| Table 5-21 Comparison of Number of Species (before and after the project) |
Environmental Impact Assessment

Category

Documentary Survey

Site Survey

Post Environmental Impact Assessment
(Site Survey)
2010

2011

Downstream

310 family,
1,025 species

257 family,
938 species

309 family,
1,146 species

310 family,
1,161 species

Upper Stream

332 family,
1,255 species

252 family,
828 species

248 family,
721 species

303 family,
1,014 species

Downstream

273 family,
867 species

298 family,
805 species

300 family,
971 species

280 family,
939 species

Upper Stream

522 family,
4,803 species

320 family,
1,162 species

298 family,
1,068 species

282 family,
1,056 species

Geum River

441 family,
2,037 species

364 family,
1,565 species

366 family,
1,436 species

428 family,
1,781 species

Yeongsan River

312 family,
1,191 species

332 family,
1,149 species

332 family,
1,188 species

327 family,
1,115 species

Han
River

Nakdong
River

According to 『Study on Aquatic Ecosystem Effects Evaluation Before and After Installing
Weirs』, a report by National Institute of Environmental Research, it various endangered
species that are protected by the law were found to be inhabiting in the rivers after the
construction. It means that the construction caused little damage in -aquatic ecosystem and
little influence to endangered species or habitats.
Habitats of endangered species including aster, Mongolian race runner, Polygonatum
stenophyllum, narrow-mouth frog and Plicata were preserved as they were or moved after
consulting with experts.

17 National Institute of Environmental Research (April-December, 2010)
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② Increase and Restoration of Endangered Fish in the four rivers

Since 2006 before the Four Major Rivers Restoration Project, the Ministry of Environment has
been implementing the expansion and restoration project for endangered species under the
object or the recovery of diversity in ecosystem. The administration has announced application
of the endangered species restoration project in <the Four Major Rivers Restoration Master
Plan> on June 8, 2009. According to the plan, endangered species in the four rivers have been
| Table 5-22 Culture and Ecosystem Restoration Plan for Endangered Fish (2011) |
Category
11 Species

Fishes

Ministry of Environment
6 Species
(Technology development) Liobagrus obesus
•Acheilognathus signifer
(Culture and Release) Iksookimia choii
•Pseudopungtungia nigra
•Pseudobagrus brevicorpus
• Koreocobitis naktongensis

Office of National River Restoration
5 Species
(Technology development) Lampetra reissneri
(Culture and Release) Gobiobotia nakdongensis
• Gobiobotia macrocephala •
Pseudopungtungia tenuicorpa • Gobiobotia
brevibarba (Microphysogobio koreensis was
excluded because it bred by the National
Fisheries Research & Development Institute)

increased in number and restored by 2012. In 2010, artificial increase and restoration skills
were newly developed for 4 species including Nakdongensis, Korean dark sleeper, slender
shiner and Gobiobotia brevibarba, and fish with developed restoration skills including
Hemibarbus mylodon (to Namdae Stream, the Geum River and Hongcheon River, the Han
River) and Choii (to Yugu Stream, the Geum River) were discharged to original habitats in the
natural water system.
In 2011 and 2012, farestern brook lamprey species was artificially proliferated and
restoration skill was developed and 4 species including Nakdongenesis, Korean dark sleeper,
slender shiner and brevibarda were released in the four rivers system.

3) Preparation of the Four Major Rivers Ecological Zoning Map
Based on the materials acquired in national environment survey, inland swamp investigation,
estuary detailed investigation, wild tide habitat investigation, winter bird simultaneous census
and aquatic ecosystem wellness study, the entire course in the Four Major Rivers Restoration
Project was developed into an ecological zoning map. Investigated materials were organized
with previously provided figurative map for online service via internet. In order to attract public

interest, the map was supplied by theme in account to the characteristics of each river system.

4) Creating Waterfront Ecological Space
Waterfront Ecology Conceptual Plan was established in order to increase quality of life through
restoring the spaces occupied by vinyl farming structures and farmlands in the terrace land on
the river to environmentally-friendly waterfront. Creating waterfront ecological space has a
basic principle that existing natural elements are to be preserved as much as possible.
This can allow us to utilize local environment, culture, history, and resources with
consideration of local people's opinions.
① Landscape View Point

Featured landscape points were selected by evaluation with several aspects such as
accessibility, waterfront landscape, wildlife habitat, and surrounding areas. Existing natural
environment, local culture, historical resources were utilized. In addition, promenade and
bicycle paths were added in an environmentally-friendly manner. Through the characteristics
of regions and rivers, the landscape points classified in historical landscape point, local
landscape point, structural landscape point, and ecological landscape point.
In addition, ‘comprehensive panoramic view’ was created connecting estuary-terrace landriver and unique identity was assigned by specializing riverside scenery for each watershed and
region.
| Table 5-23 Integrated Landscape that Links with Levee, Bank, and River |
Forest near the river
Grove near the levee
Grove in the terrace
land on the river

Ecological wetland, sand, gravels
Ecological grassland

Farmland/City

Decreasing slope of the bank (1:5)

Inland

Levee

Slope 5-6% in the terrace land on the river
Securing waterfront landscape
Terrace land on the river

Low water channel

Source_Waterfront ecological lanscape conceptual plan for the 4 Rivers Restoration Project (2010), MLTM
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| Table 5-24 Panorama at Major Scenic Views |
Han River

Yangpyeong Gyopyeong District, Scenic View 2
(August 27, 2011)

Flock of White Heron, Neungamri Island, Scenic View
7 (May 17, 2011)
Nakdong River

Panorama Overlooked from Imgyeondae,
Scenic View 2 (May 9, 2011)

Daegu Dalseong Wetland Designated as Wildlife
Reserve, Senic View 6 (June 4, 2011)
Geum River

Sunset Overlooked from Estuary Weir, Senic View 1
(June 24, 2011)

Nakhwaam Gudrae Naruteo (ferry port), Scenic View
4 (June 24, 2011)

Yeongsan River

Beautiful Pavillion Sikyeongjeong, Scenic View 2 (May
25, 2011)

Rape Blossoms Spread Across Naju Field, Yeongsan
River, Scenic View 5 (April 10, 2010)
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② Establishing 36 Landscape View Point

36 great landscape places were selected and restored as a waterfront ecological space that
contains present scents of environment, culture, and history around the rivers.
③ Embankment Specialization

In order to improve riverside scenery with plain embankment, gentle-slope embankments
with grade more than 1:5 were installed between the levee and the terrace land and
supplementary forest was created on top. When planting trees and vegetation on the
embankment, enough distance was kept between the plantation and any incompatibility was
removed.
In order to secure sufficient depth of the soil, stable planting slope was provided with ratio
more than 1:5 and distance from the top of the embankment was kept for more than 10 meters
to have more than 2 meter depth of the soil. Location of the plantation was selected from the
sections without possibility of leakage or maintenance issues. It was carried out in a way that
roots of the trees will not break inside the embankment or contravene other facilities such as
private land and roads.
④ Specialization of the Terrace Land

Forest and green zone composition was promoted to provide shade and rest area to the
visitors. In order to select right species of trees that would fit the surrounding environment and
connect flow of the ecosystem, consultation from regional experts were used.
| Table 5-25 Section View of the Ecological Landscape Plan |
Forest near the river
Grove near
the levee

afforestation in the terrace land on the river
Grove in the terrace land on the river

Waterfront
afforestation

Ecological grassland
Farmland/City

Decreasing slope of the bank (1:5)

Inland

Levee

Slope 5-6% in the terrace land on the river
Securing waterfront landscape
Terrace land on the river

Low water channel

Source_Waterfront ecological lanscape conceptual plan for the 4 Rivers Restoration Project (2010), MLTM
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For large-scale terrace land, natural succession was used and for lands required of safety
and rapid plantation, seeding was used.
⑤ Small-size Wetlands

Scattered small-size wetlands in the waterfront areas were integrated to create expanded
wetlands and the size was determined in account to the size of the rivers. Main channel type
wetlands and waterways were composed in places with rapid slope, and slope grade less than
1:5 was secured for previously designed waterways that were not considered of the height of
the riverbed above sea level by size adjustment of the wetlands.
It is applied to the riverbanks with width 300m or more.

5. Composition of Complex Cultural Space
1) Spread of Water-friendly Sports Driven by the Local Residents
In order to transform waterfront into a lively space for various cultural activities, awareness of
the people on the rivers must change. For this reason, water-friednly sports complex was
installed to minimize the physical and psychological distance. To reinforce public influence,
various policies were promoted to spread water-friendly sport activities and to utilize the
waterfront as a leisurely space where local residents can visit at all times.
① Construction of Riverside Sports Infrastructure

In the terrace land of the river, 65 soccer fields, 45 baseball fields, 71 basketball courts, 43
tennis courts, 85 foot volleyball fields, 68 badminton courts, 32 Gateball fields, 14 inline skate
fields, 11 volleyball courts, and park golf places were established. Marina were constructed in
the Sejong Weir of the Geum River and the Gangcheon Weir of the Han River and 56 ferries
were installed in several places in the rivers
② Tour de Korea

To increase utilization of leisure infrastructures that were constructed riverside and to stage,
international sportive tourism, the international cycling competition ‘Tour de Korea 2012’ was
held. Tour de Korea, a cycling competition in which 42 teams and 400 people including

professional bikers and club participants bike through checkpoints and main attraction sites of
the four rivers, has contributed to publicize the Four Rivers Restoration project as national
brand for green growth.
③ Enlargement of Water Sports and Riverside Activities

Experience center is operated in the four rivers including the Han River and the Nakdong River for
various water activities such as water ski, Jet Ski, skin-scuba diving, and wind surfing to enhance
quality and quantity of water sports activities and to induce diversification of life sports. Along with
this, various programs including riverside league and riverside walking contest, saturday sports
program, girls soccer challenge, and biker and runner's school were planned and implemented to
maximize utilization of life sports infra.

2) Bicycle Paths in the Four Rivers
Bicycle paths, where magnificent scenery of the four rivers is combined with regional culture
and history, were constructed to resolve today's problems such as climate change,
environment pollution, energy depletion, and traffic congestion. It is a multi-purpose project to
enable various application providing various contents in culture, leisure, and history for
learning experience of the local and festivities.
① Installation of Bike Paths

When bicycle paths are disconnected by the innate geography of the area, entrance and exit
ramps are installed to ease the access while bike paths are generally widened. When bike
paths are disconnected due to the rivers and streams, bike bridges are constructed. If
roundabout path is way too far in distance, a bridge is installed to make connection in the
shortest distance.
Width of the movement channel is secured to be more than 3.0m for bicycle paths and the
appropriate locations include riverbanks, inner banquette, and embankment. If bicycle paths
are constructed next to the driving roads, width is secured to be more than 4.0m and the paths
are located in embankment or riverbanks.
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② Composition of Cross-country Bike Courses

Bicycle paths were constructed along the rivers and streams connecting the upstream to the
1,757km.
Embankment and waterfront areas were utilized to install bike paths and the existing roads
were used for curved channel junctions to connect the course. Total distance of the bicycle
courses from the Four Rivers Restoration project is 1,757km.
| Table 5-26 Four Rivers Bicycle Complete Route and the Route Extension (km) (2012) |
Total
Total

1,757

Complete Route

Extension Route

904

853
174

Han River

310

136

Nakdong River

665

389

276

Geum River

305

146

159

Yeongsan River(including Seomjin River)

377

133

244

Saejae Bicycle Path

100

100

-

Four Rivers Bicycle Passport for Certification of Completion

Medal of Cross Country Cycling

Source_ River Guide Portal

Certification of Cross Country Cycling

Source_ River Guide Portal
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③ Introduction to Cross Country Certification Program

For activation of regional tourism that is focused on the four rivers, ‘the Four Rivers Cross
Country Certification Program’ was introduced starting from 2012. In this program,
certification centers (40 stations) were installed in the interval of 50km on the course of the four
rivers cross-country bicycle paths to issue passport and at each certification center, start and
arrival stamps are available. When completed the cross-country course, the certification and a
certification medal are given. Certification has four types, grand slam, cross-country cycling
road, 4 rivers bicycle path, and individual course.
The Four Rivers Cross Country Certification Program has been test-operated since March 20
| Picture 5-10 Four Rivers Bicycle Route Map |

Bukhan River

Ara Han River
Sluice Gate

Ara Bicycle
Path
Ara Han River
Sluice Gate

Han River
Bicycle Path
Han River Bicycle
Path (Paldang
Bridge - Chungju
Dam)

Miho Stream

Seom River

Saejae Bicycle
Path

Geum River
Geum River Bicycle
Path (Geum River
Estuary - Daechung
Dam)

Gap Stream
Nakdong River Bicycle
Path (Nakdong River
Estuary - Andong
Dam)

Yudeung Stream

Nakdong River

Geum River
Estuary
Geumho River

Yeongsan River

Seomjin River
Nam River

Yeongsan River Bicycle
Path (Yeongsan River
Estuary - Damyang
Dam)

Nakdong River
Estuary

Seomjin River
Yeongsan River
Estuary
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2012. and the certification courses are to be expanded with various programs including
Gyeongchun Line, Fantastic Juju, Donghae as well as cross-country courses of tributaries such
as Bukhan River and Seomjin River. Number of bike path users is gradually increasing by
active cycling clubs and visitors, and 260,000 people in May, 300,000 people in June, and 1.72
million people in December, 2012 have visited the four rivers bicycle paths.

3) Promotion of Riverside Cultural Contents and Support of the Korean Wave
Riverside infrastructures are activated by the development of cultural contents. President Lee
Myung-bak administration has promoted resources accumulated over time on historic,
cultural, and tourism contents and managed to transform them into regional cultural tourism
resources. Cultural properties spread throughout rivers and mountains were revealed and
new implications were found to suggest various application methods by modernized
interpretation. Ultimately, continuous preservation and application of riverside cultural
properties were induced along with reinforcement of cultural identification of the region.
① Promotion of Riverside Cultural Festivals

Festivals were held using various topics and subjects such as wild flowers, Hahoe mask, and
traditional instrument that are spread throughout the four rivers to secure a variety of
attractions.
Riverside tourism was especially activated by utilizing newly created waterfront areas from
opening the weirs of the four rivers to public.
② Promotion of Riverside Cultural and Historical Stories

Riverside story telling brochure was issued in participation of celebrities and major publishers
to activate riverside tourism by development of various contents. Field trip program was
operated by each riverside which was used as a setting for literature and guides and journals
for theme-base trip were made and promoted. In order to boost interest and participation of
the younger generation, UCC contest for the four rivers was held to find creative contents, to
provide application opportunities, and to promote the Korean Wave.
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| Table 5-27 Best 10 Riverside Tourism Products |
Category

Tourism Products (Course)
Yeoju hot spring and bastion of the Han River (one day course)

Han River
(Automobile Trip)

Seoul - Ipo weir at the Han River - the royal tomb of King Sejong - Yeoju hot spring - bath
- birthplace of the Last Empress or Myung Sung Queen
Yangpyeong Dumulmeori and Strawberry experience (one day course)
Seoul - Dumulmeori - Pasa Fortress Trail - Ipo weir - the royal tomb of King Sejong Strawberry experience
Gubul-gil Tracking and Byeonsan peninsula tour (2 days & 1 night)

Geum River
(Automobile Trip)

Seoul - Baekje weir at the Geum River - Modern cultural heritage tour (Centennial plaza Old Chosun bank - Bujan bridge - Modern history museum - Old Janggi 18 bank Old Gunsan customhouse - Yeonghwa-dong/Wolmyeong-dong - Dongguk temple - Mt.
Wolmyeong - Susi tower - Haemang cave) - Silk road tracking - (Day 2) Saemangeum
seawall - Byeonsan peninsula (Chaeseok river, Gyeongpo port) - Naeso temple
Hwangpo sailboat experience (one day course)
Seoul - Nakhwaam - Goran temple - Hwangpo sailboat at the Geum River - Baekje weir Mt. Gyeryong Gap temple - Strawberry experience
Gyeongbuk food tour along the Nakdong River (Bonghwa, Andong, Yecheon) (2 days & 1 night)
Seoul - Daksil village - Cheongrang temple - (Day 2) Byungsan lecture hall - Hoiryonggpo
village - Yonggung marketplace, Samgak inn - Sangju weir at the Nakdong River

Nakdong River
(Automobile Trip)

Sulfur spring bath in Gyeongju and Daegu (2 days & 1 night)
Seoul - Gyeongju Namsan cultural district - Daeneungwon - Gyeongju museum - Night view
of Anapji - (Day 2) Bulguk temple - Daegu west gate market - Modern cultural heritage street
- Yakryeongsi oriental medicine cultural pavilion - Gangjeong Goryeong weir at the Nakdong
River - Elribaden sulfur spring bath
Food tour at Namdo table, Mokpo, Jindo, Naju skate and unrefined rice wine (2 days & 1 night)

Yeongsan River
(Automobile Trip)

Seoul - Unrilsinbang and sochi memorial - uldeulmok turtle ship riding - (Day 2) Dogap
temple - Yeongsanpo skate street - Seungchon weir
Gunsan-Buan-Naju tour (2 days & 1 night)
Gunsan migratory bird museum - Saemangeum seawall - Chaeseok river - Naeso temple
- (Day 2) Naju theme park - Juksan weir - vessel museum
(KTX)Hanryesudo sea tour (2 days & 1 night)

Nakdong River
(Train Trip)

Yeongsan River
(Train Trip)

Seoul - Dongdaegu station - Tongyeong port - Dongpirang village - Turtle ship - Submarine
tunnel - Hanryeosudo cable car - (Day 2) Geoje island - Haegeum river cruise ship - Eoido
Botania - Geoga bridge - Masan fish market - Changnyeong Haman weir at the Nakdong
River - Upo wetland - Dongdaegu station - Seoul
(KTX)Suncheon bay and Boseong tea field (one day course)
Seoul - Gwangju station - Suncheon bay - Boseong tea field - Seungchon weir - Gwangju
Songjeong station - Seoul
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③ Development of Luxury Tour Package Programs

In order to develop various tour products utilizing riversides and to activate waterfront tourism,
10 luxury tour package programs were created in March 2011. Among these 10 programs,
popular items were selected and intensively supported. Youth ideas were also collected to
develop new courses.
A special coach is installed in ‘Green Bike Train’ or a train dedicated to leports (leisure + sports)
and tourism for bikers so that travelers can carry and use their own bikes once they have arrived
in the destination.
In addition, pilgrimage courses were developed in account to historic sites of the four rivers
and application of traditional and cultural religious resources was strengthened. Fables and
tales related to ruins, temples, churches, and cultural properties were used to develop such
pilgrimage courses

4) Construction of Riverside Cultural Tourism Infrastructure
Tourism development policy before President Lee Myung-bak’s administration was focused on
infrastructure of seaside and mountain resources. President Lee Myung-bak’s administration
utilized the potential of riverside resources in tourism that had been relatively marginalized,
and promoted tourism infra composition project with objectives to create new waterfront
culture and leisure spaces. Particularly, waterfront areas have transformed as new tourism
trend followed by tourism development paradigm of “green growth”. Meanwhile, various
cultural contents were utilized to activate riverside tourism.
① Construction of Tourism Infrastructure by Station

<Riverside Cultural Tourism Development Plan> has been established to form foundation of
riverside tourism and to effectively manage the project with 10 leading projects arranged in
composition of cultural village including Mogyenaru, the Han River and with 15 specialized
projects including Ganggyeong Port Village, Nonsan.
Tourism and Leisure Activity Promotion consultative group has been organized in
participation of 34 local governments hosting regional forum for each river system. Riverside
cultural tourism infrastructure is activated and the network between organizations was
strengthened.
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| Picture 5-11 Major Riverside Tourist Points |
Cultural Area along the Basin of the Geum River
Leading Projects: 2 places

3. Creating Geum River Green Bio Tourist Belt
4. Creating Yeongdong Wine Theme Village
Specialization Projects: 4 places
16. Creating Sintanjin Water-Art-Creation Zone
17. Making Ganggyung Estuary Village
18. Creating Waterfront Recreation Experience Village
in the upper reaches of the Geum River
19. Creating Muju Leisure Sports Experience Zone

in the upper reaches of the Geum River
Cultural Area along the Basin of the Yeongsan and Seonjin Rivers
Leading Projects: 3 places

5. Creating Traditional Waterway in the Yeongsan River
6. Creating Sound Culture Experience Village in the
Seonjin River
Specialization Projects: 3 places
20. Creating Riverside Art Gallery in the Yeongsan River
21. Creating Jeong (warm heart) Cultural Corridor in the
Yeongsan River

22. Creating Literature Theme Road in the Seomjin River

Cultural Area along the Basin of the Han River
Leading Projects: 2 places

1. Creating Mokgye Naru Cultural Village in the South
Han River
2. Creating Water Sports Experience Zone in the North
Han River
Specialization Projects: 5 places
11. Creating Namgang-Naru Traditional Life and
Cultural Performance Yard in Hwacheon
12. Creating Haengju Fortress Waterfront Cultural
Experience District in Goyang
13. Creating Riverside Eco Art Experience District in
Namyangju
14. Creating Cheongpung Lake Water Eco Park
in Jecheon
15. Establishing brand-name for Chungju Lake
Sightseeing Boat in Danyang

Cultural Area along the Basin of the Nakdong River
Leading Projects: 3 places

8. Creating Sin-Naru Culture Belt in the Nakdong River
9. Creating Leisure Sport Experience Valley in the
Nakdong River
Specialization Projects: 3 places
23. Creating Eco Imagination Leisure Culture
Experience Zone in Haman
24. Hapcheon-Ogwangdae Riverside Village
Revitalization Project
25. Creating Changam Cultural Experience Zone
in Gimhae

② Expansion of Bike-tel

In order to set off waterfront bicycle paths, biketels were constructed to improve users’
convenience.
Subject to lodging companies designated as Good Stay by the Korea Tourist Service, 11
accommodations were selected for bike-tel installation. In addition, ‘Bike-tel Society’ was
organized and its operation was supported to promote continuous growth of bike-tell business.
③ Encouraging Wedding Ceremony in the Waterfront

Four Rivers Cultural Pavilions can be used for a wedding ceremony with cheap price, and it
opens to all. Total 11 free wedding ceremony halls were operated in the waterfront including
The Arc of the Gangjeong Goryeong Weir. In the mean time, total 5 couples in April and 12
couples in September 2012 were married in the Geum RIver Cultural Pavilion in order to
promote true cultural wedding ceremony.
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④ Foundation and Activation of High-value Tourism and Leisure

In order to activate high-value tourism and leisure such as yachting, boating, and horse-riding,
‘Yacht Tourism’ was newly included as a tourist facility. In order to ease the access of children
and youth, experience centers were created across the country. Riverside provided by the
completion of the Four Major Rivers Restoration Project has been utilized as space for leisurely
sport activities, and water leisure experiencing events such as canoeing event were held.
⑤ Activation of Riverside Camping

As family-unit leisure activities are expected to become more popular due to practice of FiveDay school week, camping has been promoted as major leisure and cultural activity and
connected to expansion of riverside leisure infra. Total 20 of auto camping grounds were
planned to be installed (4 in the Han River, 9 in the Nakdong River, 4 in Geum River, 3 in the
Yeongsan River). 12 of the planned were installed by the end of 2012, and the rest 8 will be
additionally prepared in account to the demand of the users.

6. Regional Project
1) Activating Local Culture through Participation and Communication
Various cultural art projects were promoted with the goals of creating cultural communication
and mutual understanding through the rivers. Regional arts and cultural resources were
actively developed and utilized in order to commercializing the tourism. Through spreading
riverside cultural activities, people's quality of life has been increased.
① Utilizing the ‘Four River Cultural Center’ and Supporting the 'Cultural Arts Program'

Cultural centers were opened in the four rivers to provide opportunities to share a variety of
culture and art and they are used as bases of regional culture and art spreading the essence of
cultural beauty.
② Operating Market Places in the Four Rivers

Traditional market was changed to a tourist place through linkage between local cultural
resources in the river and traditional market. The market places in the four rivers allow people

to sell their local and agricultural products. The market were operated in the 18 places
centered on the weirs.
Through this, a new way to vitalize businesses of the local farmers was opened and the
customers can purchase local specialties in much cheaper price. In addition, cultural market
linked to the direct outlet is operated in the riverside parks to suggest a model for cultural
application of waterfront areas and to vitalize the regional culture with residents’ voluntary
actions.
③ Promotion of Waterfront Performance utilizing Public Art Groups

Opening public art group's excellent performance in the waterfront leisure and cultural
facilities increases a level of local culture and arts and encourages cultural activities in the
river. Total 4 high quality performances were held in the waterfront of the four rivers.
④ Cultural Science Program on the Road

It presented a new model of trip culture themed on the river and cultural science. Through the
field trip where a book, site, author, and reader can be gathered together, it encouraged
reading culture and promoted the cultural sense in the four rivers.
⑤ Supporting Youth 'Cultural Tourism Green Supporters'

Through this program, young people's participation on developing new ideas in the field of
culture, tourism, and sports is promoted. Idea competition in the field of culture was held, and
more than 400 people applied. 'Youth river leports supporters' in the field of sports was
operated, and around 500 people from bicycle and leports communities were joined in the
event.
⑥ Creation of 'Social Jobs' in the field of River Culture, Sports, and Tourism

Many elder people in the region were employed as a waterfront cultural tourism
commentators. Particularly, they are working on story telling about surrounding tourism
elements and the 16 weirs. In addition, many sports and recreation teachers were employed to
manage leisure and sport programs such as wind surfing and water-skiing.
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2) The Forest of Hope
With the beautiful scenery near the four rivers have been pruned to create “the Forest of Hope”
under the concept of inheriting healthy riverside space to the posterity in celebration of United
Nations International Year of Forests 2011. It also made it available for any citizen to plant a
tree to the riverside in the name of a family.
Application was accepted from February 22 to March 20, 2011 via websites of the local
governments and it was practiced simultaneously across the country starting in Gwangju
metropolitan city on March 17and ended in Buyeo on April 7. More than 20,000 individuals and
families were participated and total 80,105 trees (arbor: 7,113, shrub: 72,992) were planted. It
was 196% of the initial target amount, presenting strong participation of the citizens. In addition
to the individual and family participation, total of 119 companies and organizations including
Hyundai Car, Doosan Heavy Industry, Daelim Construction, LG Electronics, Sinhan Bank, Hana
Bank, Korea Electric Power Corporation, Korea Expressway Corporation, Korea Railway
Corporation, etc were participated and 4,151 arbor trees were newly planted.

Forest of Hope Celebration, Construction Zone 3, Han River

7. Major Project Content of the Four Rivers
1) Han River
Cross section of the Han River has been minimized by prolonged accumulation of sediments
decreasing flood conveyance ability. Yeoju region has especially insufficient flood control
capacity solely managed by the Chungju Dam and water from the Dal Stream and Seom River
leaks into the regional channels creating risks of inundation.

In account to the characteristics of the Han River, the Han River Restoration Project included
dredging sediment, composition of riverside detention facilities, and reinforcement of obsolete
embankment. Approximately 47million m3 soil was excavated from the river focused on the
Yeoju region where sands were piled and accumulated in a large volume, and detention
facilities were constructed because there was no space to construct flood control facilities or
new dams.
• Local Government: Namyangju, Hanam, Gwangju, Wonju, Chungju, Jecheon, Chuncheon,
Yangpyung-gun, Yeoju-gun, Gapyung-gun, Hwacheon-gun, Hoengseong-gun, Danyanggun, Yeongwol-gun
• Project Area: 255km
| Picture 5-12 Han River Restoration Project Site Map |

Ipo Weir

Yeoju Detention

Yeoju Weir
Gangcheon
Weir
Yeongwol Detention
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• Construction Zone: 27 zones(new 17, as-is 10)
• Dredging: about 47 million m3
• Multi-purpose Weir: 3 places (Ipo weir, Yeoju weir, Gangcheon weir)
• Small Hydro-power Plant: 12,945kW
• Waterfront Detention: 2 places (Yeoju, Yeongwol)
• Heightening Reservoir Bank: 12 places
•  Farmland Improvement: 2 places
•  Water Quality Improvement: 482 places
•  Bicycle Path: 310km
•  Auto-camping Site: 4 places
•  Cultural Pavilion: 1 place (at the Gangcheon weir site)

2) Nakdong River
Riverbed of the Nakdong River has always been dried out even at regular times and higher than
the level of nearby farmlands due to accumulated sediments. Even with little rain, farmlands

Sucheong District Waterfront Eco Park
(Construction Zone 1)

Overview of the Ipo weir
(Construction Zone 3)

Yong Island District Waterfront Eco Park
(Construction Zone 8)

Byulgok District Bicycle Path
(Construction Zone 3)

Han River Project Pictures by the Construction Zones

have always inundated. Medium influence areas near the Nakdong River are regions where
urbanization and industrialization have been promoted centered in Busan and Daegu; Gumi,
Pohang, Ulsan, Masan, Changwon, and Sacheon. From the results of urbanization and
industrialization, water was polluted by toxic materials from industrial complex, agricultural
and living wastewater. Water condition of the Nakdong River had been getting worse and
worse since 2003 and low-level regions especially the fields in Gimhae were severely damaged
by leaked salinity during droughts. Countermeasures had to be urgently prepared for Busan
regions where the water has to be used as city water.
• Local Government: Busan (Gangseo-gu, Buk-gu, Saha-gu, Sasang-gu), Daegu (Buk-gu,
Dong-gu, Seo-gu, Suseong-gu, Dalseo-gu, Dalseong-gun), Gimhae, Yangsan, Milyang,
Changwon, Jinju, Gumi, Sangju, Mungyeong, Gyeongsan, Yeongcheon, Andong, 		
Changnyeong-gun, Haman-gun, Uiryeong-gun, Hapcheon-gun, Goryeong-gun, Seongjugun, Chilgok-gun, Uiseong-gun, Yecheon-gun
• Project Area: 470km
• Construction Zone: 92 zones(new 52, as-is 40)
• Dredging: about 332 million m3
• Multi-purpose Weir: 8places (Sangju weir, Nakdan weir, Gumi weir, Chilgok weir, 		
Gangjeong Goryeong weir, Dalseong weir, Hapcheon Changnyeong weir, Changnyeong
Haman weir)
• Small Hydro-power Plant: 27,856kW
• Heightening Reservoir Bank: 30 places
• Farmland Improvement: 113 places
• Water Quality Improvement: 392 places
• Bicycle Path: 665km
• Auto-camping Site: 9 place
• Dam: 3 new dams (Yeongju dam, Bohyunsan dam, Andong-Imha dam)
• Linkage Canal between Andong dam and Imha dam
• Cultural Pavilion: 2 place (at the Gangjeong Goryeong weir site and Eulsuk Island)
• Building More Estuary Dyke Sluice
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| Picture 5-12 Nakdong River Restoration Project Site Map |

Sangju Weir
Nakdan Weir
Gumi Weir

Chilgok Weir

Gangjeong
Goryeong Weir

Dalseong Weir

Hapcheon Changnyeong Weir

Changnyeong Haman Weir
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Namji Park at the Nakdong River
(Construction Zone 19)

Waterfront at the Nakdong River
(Construction Zone 22 - Nongong Area)

A Brook and Swan Habitat Park
(Construction Zone 40)

Sincheon Waterfront Bicycle Path
(Construction Zone 45)

Nakdong River Project Pictures by the Construction Zones

3) Geum River
There were positive effects in 200-fold increase of water capacity after the construction of
Daecheong Dam in 1980. However, soils from the tributaries could not run to the downstream
but keep accumulated on the riverbed resulted in the elevation of river level creating
riverbanks. Local residents started to cultivate crops on the land and the number of riverside
farmlands increased, which became a new source of water pollution. Ever since estuary dams
have been installed blocking the ocean from the rivers, 20 to 25cm of sediments have been
accumulated every year raising risks to 10 years, which can be even inappropriate for
agriculture. Back in the days, water level was deep enough for vessels to come and go to the
midstream of the river but today there are areas with water level less than 1m, which implies
procurement of water level is also urgent.
• Local Government: Daejeon (Daedeok-gu, Yuseong-gu), Cheongju, Iksan, Gunsan, 		
Nonsan, Gongju, Seocheon-gun, Buyeo-gun, Cheongyang-gun, Okcheon-gun, 		
Yeongdong-gun, Geumsan-gun, Cheongwon-gun
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• Project Area: 272km
• Construction Zone: 28 zones(new 11, as-is 17)
• Dredging: about 39 million m3
• Multi-purpose Weir: 3 places (Sejong weir, Gongju weir, Baekje weir)
• Small Hydro-power Plant: 7,950kW
• Heightening Reservoir Bank: 28 places
• Farmland Improvement: 17 places
• Water Quality Improvement: 303 places
• Bicycle Path: 305km
• Auto-camping Site: 4 place
• Cultural Pavilion: 1 place (at the Baekje weir site)
• Waterway Restoration – Gongju-Buyeo 67km

Sinseong-ri Reed Field
(Construction Zone 1)

Hahwang Eco Stream at the upper reaches of
the Geum River (Construction Zone 4)

Baekje Weir
(Construction Zone 6)

Trail at the Gapcheon Area
(Construction Zone 11)

Geum River Project Pictures by the Construction Zones

| Picture 5-13 Geum River Restoration Project Site Map |

4) Yeongsan River (including Seomjin River)
There are many locations in the Yeongsan River that had dried out due to insufficient flow
capacity and riverbed is relatively high by accumulated sediments. For this reason, fields nearby
the Yeongsan River have been exposed to inundation damage at floods. Moreover, as pollutants
have leaked in to the rivers by industrialization, the Yeongsan River has been suffering disgrace
as the most polluted river. In the first half of 2004, water quality near the Naju Grand Bridge was
about BOD 6.0ppm/L, Grade 5 which could not even be used as agricultural water.
The Yeongsan River Restoration Project has focused on lowering riverbed level by fouling the
sediments and on removing water pollutants. In the project, construction of estuary sluice
expansion or the awaited project of local residents was also included. Sediments have been piled
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on the estuary weir which was constructed 30 years ago and water could not be drained, which
caused inundation of the riverside farmlands and worsened water pollution.
• Local Government: Gwangju (Nam-gu, Seo-gu, Gwangsan-gu, Buk-gu), Naju, Mokpo,
Namwon, Jeongeup, Gwangyang, Yeongam-gun, Hampyeong-gun, Muan-gun, Damyanggun, Hwasun-gun, Gurye-gun, Gokseong-gun, Hadong-gun, Imsil-gun, Sunchang-gun
• Project Area: 269km (Yeongsan River 132km, Seomjin River 137km)
• Construction Zone: 23 zones (new 15, as-is 8, including 6 zones of Seomjin)
• Dredging: about 25 million m3 		
• Multi-purpose Weir: 2 places (Seungchon weir, Juksan weir)
• Small Hydro-power Plant: 2,020kW
• Waterfront Detention: 1 place (Naju)
• Flood Control Reservoir: 2 places (Damyang, Hwasun)
• Heightening Reservoir Bank: 23 places (including 9 places of Seomjin River)
• Farmland Improvement: 8 places
• Water Quality Improvement: 104 places
• Bicycle Path: 377km
• Auto-camping Site: 3 places (including Seomjin River)
• Cultural Pavilion: 1 place (at the Seungchon weir site)
• Building More Estuary Dyke Sluice
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View from the top of a mountain around Okjeongje,
Okheongje farmland improvement project site
(Construction Zone 1)

Lighting at night from a view point
at the upper left side of the Juksan weir
(Construction Zone 2)

View from sky, the restored river and bamboo wetland
(Construction Zone 8)

View of installed trails at the reed wetland
(Construction Zone 10)

Yeongsan River Project Pictures by the Construction Zones

| Picture 5-14 Yeongsan River Restoration Project Site Map |

Damyang Flood Control Reservoir

Seungchon Weir

Juksan Weir
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1. Preparation of the Four Rivers Maintenance System
According to the existing 『River Act』, river works such as reinforcement of river banks are to
be managed by the state, while local government is responsible for the maintenance through
selling aggregate, etc. However, there were lack of management budget and human
resources for its maintenance. In other words, the rivers were abandoned (annual average
national river maintenance budget: 19 billion KRW from 2007 to 2009)
In this regards, Korean government reformed the river act to make systematic maintenance
through the Four Rivers Restoration Project. Flood control facilities such as banks, low water
channel, etc., directly managed by the government, while water friendly facilities such as the
terrace land on the river are managed by local governments

Wild ducks are strolling in Hwamyung Eco Park

1) Maintenance Scheme for the Mainstreams of the Four Rivers

Mimetic Diagram for Maintenance of the Four Rivers Mainstreams

Organization

Budget

Operation

Headquarters

Composition

Regional
Authority

Allocation

• Supervising maintenance organization
• Managing maintenance budget

Execution

Planning and operation
• K-water: Management of the weirs
• Local Government:
Management of the terrace land on the river
• Regional Management Office:
Management of the low water channels and levees

Regional
Management
Office

K-water

Local
Government

• Guide, Regulations, Budget

2) Maintenance Regulation Improvement
In order to manage the rivers systematically, 『Maintenance and Safety Inspection Regulation
(February 2012)』 and 『River Facility Maintenance Manual (February 2012)』 were enacted,
while 『Weir Management Standard (October 2011)』 and 『Dam-Weir Operation Provision
(October 2011)』 were legislated to manage the weirs sustainably. Furthermore, an operation
and maintenance guide book is written and managed to promote a better administration.

3) Maintenance Budget
Budget for maintenance of national rivers in 2012 is 199.7 billion And budget for maintenance
of the four rivers was 136.8 billion: KRW 91.8 billion was allocated for water improvement
structures that are directly managed by the goverment. such as embankment, weir, and
reservoir channel and KRW 44.9 billion was allocated to the local governments as
governmental subsidy for capital expenditures to maintain and manage waterfront fauilities
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| Table 6-1 National River Maintenance & Management Budget (2012) |
Sections
Mainstream of the
Four Rivers

Other National Rivers

Allotted Budget (100 million KRW)

1,368

629

Target Facilities

Organization

732

Local Land Management
Levee. Low Water Channel
Agencies

187

Multi-purpose Weirs

K-water

449

Riverfront

Local Governments

569

Overall

Local Governments

60

Ara Waterway

K-water
Source_ Office of National River Restoration

4) Expansion of the Maintenance Organization
For maintenance, regional construction management administration has newly installed
Rivers Management Department (7 locations, 62 members) in the Construction Management
Office.
Regional governments assigned maintenance tasks to existing organizations that were in
charge of the four rivers or to newly installed organizations. K-water is operating 236 staffs in 5
river management centers and weir sites. Also, 130 persons were hired as river maintenance
men. Their work includes river patrolling, management and repair, and safety inspection for
maintenance of national rivers.

5) Establishing Maintenance Process
For maintenance, Rivers Management Office and rivers maintenance men will be working on
maintenance and repair, and safety inspection will be outsourced to outside the institutions.
According to Article 27 of 『River Act』, rivers are maintained in following 4 steps for river facilities to
maintain original functions and conditions.
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| Table 6-2 Four-step Maintenance Procedures |
Step 1
Preliminary
Investigation and
Inspection Plan
Establishment

Step 2
Record of
Inspection History
and Step

Step 3

Preliminary Investigation and Inspection Plan Establishment
• Collect related materials and prepare for plan establishment. • Arrange inspection team.
• Arrange inspection team.		
• Prepare inspection plan and get it approved.
• Identify issues by field trip.

General Management

Flood Mechanism Inspection

Inspection during Floods

Inspection after Floods

Yearly management by
facility

Facilities prone to floods

When abnormalities are found

Comprehensively on all
facilities

• General treatment (on-site) • Record and report inspection treatment results.
• Count areas with anomalies or defects.
Comprehensive Inspection
Investigate areas with anomalies or defects.

Comprehensive
Inspection on
Irregular and
Defected Areas

(Difficulty in determination)

Detailed Safety Diagnosis
Review durability and stability. (confirm by the experts)

(with precision measuring
instruments)

• Record and report evaluation and assessment.
• Determine and approve target areas for maintenance

(preliminary action for emergencies)

Step 4

Review repair and reinforcement methods.
First aid, capacity limitation,

Maintenance and
Reinforcement

Repair and perform reinforcement construction.

operation stop, urgent repair

• Confirm effects and get it approved for completion. • Record and save history of comprehensive inspection and treatment results.
• Include results in the next periodic inspection plan.
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2. Monitoring of the Four Rivers and Establishing Manual
1) Monitoring Project Overview
An implementation plan for monitoring changes in rivers, facilities, the environment, etc. was
established for efficient maintenance and conservation of the Four Rivers after construction.
Monitoring is handled by Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs Han River Flood
Control Center implements practice and the concerned institutions are assigned for
operations according to job characteristics and regulation.
Monitoring is categorized into river channel change, water quality change, underground
water change, ecological environment change, social and economic change.

2) Detailed Contents of the Monitoring
Monitoring of river channel change produces river sectional data that can be utilized to
evaluate the river channel change at a regular basis after the Four Rivers Restoration Project.
In order to establish effective maintenance plan, the mainstreams of the four rivers and 21
tributary confluences have monitored after flood event every year.
Water quality monitoring is to check water quality and pollutant. In order to utilize the data to
the river maintenance, monitoring for major spot in right upper area of each weir is
implemented every week. In addition, the upper and lower regions of the rivers and major
tributaries have monitored monthly or every 4 month.
Underground water monitoring is to check the peculiar characters of underground water
change affected by the river hydrological environment change in the four rivers. In order to
collect hydrological data, observatory areas at the upper and lower regions of each weir and its
surrounding areas were monitored.
Monitoring of ecological environment change is to check wildlife habitat in wetlands affected
by the Four Rivers Restoration Project. To inspect hydrological change of the artificial wetlands
established by the project, three wetlands were selected and monitored each season.
Monitoring of social and economic change is to survey the region's social and economical
changes through the Four Rivers Restoration Project. In order to gather the data, site survey
and questions were utilized.

3. Management of Other National Rivers and Local Rivers
Most recently, as social vulnerability to flood risks of river branches increase, demands for
expansion of management continue to be raised. Since maintenance of main stream and
capacity to deal with water shortages are reinforced with the Four Rivers Restoration project, it
is necessary to focus on prevention of flood damages and maintenance of river environment for
river branches. Streams requiring reinforcement to prepare for localized torrential downpours
will be improved by degrees.
Considering that these are smaller than the main stream, the improvement will be made in
the form of building and strengthening embankments instead of dredging. If there are
excessively deposited sections, dredging will be carried out together, and if there are streams
with extra land, branch plans regarding riverside detentions and waterfront will be set up.
For important local river sections, current designing frequency of 50~80 years will be
increased to 100 years to improve flood control capacity, and it is necessary to increase
establishment rate of basic stream plans. Also, urban streams with risk of major flood
damages and sections with low flood control safety ask for concentrated improvements.
Considering public demand for utilization of rivers, it is necessary to include construction of
ecological rivers and riverside spaces in river maintenance. Self-purification capacity of rivers
can be enhanced by gradually reducing pollution sources such as farmland and parking lot
near rivers, and maintenance of famous regional rivers need to be executed with complex
purposes to include water improvement and irrigation as well as regional characteristics and
unique cultures.
Especially, for 20 local rivers close to the main stream of national rivers such as the Junggyo
Streams, ‘Water Circulating River Maintenance’ disemboguing water secured by the Four
Major Rivers Restoration project will be executed.
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4. Development and Use of Waterfront Area
1) Process of the Waterfront Area Project
Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs launched waterfront area development
project in order to develop and manage systematically based on viability for rivers. In
December 2010, special law on waterfront area was legislated, and department of waterfront
management was established in the ministry.
With the organization is operated, the plan to address possible urban sprawl around the
rivers and speculation in real estate has been established in September 2011. Waterfront Area
Development Board was also established to manage the project efficiently. In the mean time, a
standard of the waterfront area development has been set in November 2011.
① Overview of 『Special Law on Waterfront Area』
A. Concept and Scope of Waterfront Area (Article 2 and Ordinance Article 3)

The areas that have more than 50% of lands within 2km from the boundaries of the national
rivers can be designated as waterfront area (minimum: more than 10,000 m2, 30,000 m2 in
underdeveloped regions).
B. Waterfront Designation Effect

Depending on designation of the waterfront area, the Metropolitan City-Region Planning and
the Urban Master Plan can be modified and District Unit Planning can be applied in the areas.
Based on the watershed act, heads of local governments are required to reflect the special
law on waterfront area to the Total Maximum Daily Loads and in Sewerage Management
Master Plan by the Sewerage Act. By approval of the minister of environment, waterfront areas
can be released.
When implementation plan is approved, permit is placed on the agenda based on 29 related
laws including 『Building Act』, 『National Land Planning and Utilization Act』, 『Agricultural Land
Act』 and 『Management of Mountains District Act』.

C. River Management Finance and Application

On the special law, establishing a river management fund is required in order to secure
budgets for river works, management, and maintenance. Sources of the fund consist of profits
from waterfront development, transferred money, and fund management. This fund can be
utilized in river works, river management and maintenance, supporting costs of national river
works by others than Minister of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs. Specifically, the fund
can generally be utilized in survey for river works and management, research and
development, sustainable management and conservation of riverside.
② Direction of the Project

The directions of waterfront project can be summarized as follows.
First of all, waterfront areas are to be developed as a new central axis in order to create new
jobs and to promote local development. To achieve this goals, waterfront areas must be
developed as a multi-functional place that supports housing, economic, industrial, tourism,
and leisure activities based on considering local characteristics and development demands. In
addition, encouraging cooperation between K-water and local governments is necessary to
reflect the waterfront areas to the local development plan and to effectively address civil
appeals.
Secondly, it is to establish a comprehensive land use plan incorporating with existing
development plans. In other words, establishing the comprehensive land use plan enables to
avoid overlapping investment through being complementary between local area and
waterfront area development plans. Thirdly, it is to cooperate with local governments to
prevent from unplanned development. Concerned areas with beautiful landscape around the
weirs, that unplanned development can possibly be occurred, will continuously be monitored
and inspected mutually in order to prevent speculation fundamentally through development
permit restriction and designation of land in the area of transaction by permission.
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2) Development Example for Water-friendly Areas/
Busan Eco Delta City Project
① Background

The Ministry of Land, Transport, and Maritime Affairs selected an exemplary district for
waterfront development to be Busan Eco Delta City in order to promote public understanding
of the waterfront projects and form a social consensus. This project was proposed by
cooperation of Busan Metropolitan Development Cooperation and K-Water and the Ministry of
Land, Transport, and Maritime Affairs has run it through internal review and Preliminary
Environmental Review Committee. It has been submitted and approved by the public
inspection and by the concerned institutions. In the end of 2012 (December 4, 2012), it has been
designated and declared by the evaluation of Central City Planning Committee (November 29)
and Waterfront Area Composition Committee (December 7).
② Overview of the Project

Busan Eco Delta City is planned to be composed in land totaling 11,885,306m2 in Gangdongdong, Gangseo-gu, Busan. Project duration is from 2012 to 2018 and project cost is KRW 5.4386
billion (80% funded by K-Water and 20% by Busan Metropolitan Development Corporation).
Anticipated population in this district is 78,100 in 29,472 households.

Bird's Eye View of Busan Eco City

③ Objectives of the Project

Busan Eco Delta City Project will be promoted by the following.
First, planned exemplary sites in waterfront areas will be selected and composed according
to the Special Act on the Application of Waterfront. To be precise, riverside areas with
increased applicability due to the Four Major Rivers Restoration Project will be and
methodically developed to prevent haphazard development and to create futuristic riverside
city.
Second, it is to foster future growth of Busan Metropolitan and to revitalize regional
economy. In conjunction with Southeastern industrial belt, innovative drive to future
development is established by obtaining advanced technology and logistics function. Economic
revitalization of Busan is promoted in use of superior transportation system and geographical
position such as the Busan New Port, Gimhae International Airport, New Port Railroads,
andNamhae Expressway.
Third, high-quality panoramic views will be composed in waterfront areas and various
cultural and leisurely spaces will be provided. Differentiated from the existing new towns
focused on in-land development, luxurious water-friendly living environment is to be provided
along with complex waterfront for living, business, art, and culture.
Fourth, global industrial and logistics center will be composed based on thepan-government
projects and national issues. One of the 100 national tasks of the government, <Port Business
Valley Plan> and <International Industrial and Logistics City Plan> of Busan Metropolitan
Development Corporation will be adapted into this project to create a global city for industry
and logistics. In addition, this project is to be connected to <South Cost Development Plan> to
reinforce national competitiveness and to invigorate local economy by Busan New Port District
Composition.
④ Development Goals and Strategies

Goals of the Busan Eco Delta Development Project is to create a new eco-friendly city in the
waterfront area by utilizing water-friendly conditions of the three national rivers that constantly
have enough water volume.It is also to prevent haphazard small-sized development by
designating the riverside as eco-friendly and water-friendly cities and by creating futuristic
riverside cities. Away from the monotonous in-land space, this project plans for a new city with
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a number of waterside culture and leisure activities.
Economic revitalization of Busan is promoted in use of superior transportation system and
geographical position such as the Busan New Port, Gimhae International Airport, New Port
Railroads, and Namhae Expressway. Main development concepts were set to ‘Waterside
Culture and Leisure City,’‘Natural Eco-city,’ and ‘Global High-tech City.’ Concept of ‘Waterside
Culture and Leisure City’ is aiming at the implementation of a city with a variety of culture and
tourism in application of three national rivers and river-focused urban planning. ‘Natural Ecocity’ refers to green and blue network plan which will build a green urban environment and
connect the riverside, residents, and the ecosystem. ‘Global High-tech City’ concept includes
innovative technology and eco-industrial district plan focused on international logistics and
innovative global business which is related to Southeastern industrial belt and free economic
zone.
⑤ Anticipated Effects and Future Plans

The subject area for Busan Waterfront Development Plan where public investigation was
practiced in July 2012 is an international industrial and logistics city type II, which has been

designated and managed as a licensed area for development and land transaction since 2008.
Systematic development of the waterfront in the Western Nakdong River is expected to prevent
random development and to restore polluted environment. In order to relieve financial burden
on the government’s side, it is also expected to utilize funds from the Four Major Rivers
Restoration Project that were provided to K-water.

5. Globalization of Integrated River Management Technologies and
Infrastructures
1) Reality of Water Management and Growth of Water Market
As importance of water is emphasized with climate changes, global water market is growing
rapidly. Based on such trend, it is expected that global water market in size of 480 billion
dollar(USD) in 2010 will grow into size of 865 billion dollar(USD) in 2025. Especially, the areas
with comparatively serious water issues like Southeast Asia, Mideast and North Africa are
estimated to have over 10% water market growth a year.
Such inadequate water management reality and water market growth are considered as a
critical situation to countries with underdeveloped water management but as a big opportunity
to countries with advanced water management. Korea that promoted the Four Rivers
Restoration project in size unprecedented in the whole world has technologies and
experiences to secure advantages in preoccupying global water market. Through the project,
magnificent flood management power was gained with flood control capacity increased to over
0.9 billion ton and 4m lowered flood level of national rivers.
Also, over 1.17 billion ton water was secured to prepare for draughts that are predicted to
occur with climate changes. Moreover, through more than 1,200 water improvement projects,
ability to provide quality water to 86% of the whole nation was secured.

2) Water Management Technology for Green Growth
The technical skills earned from the Four Rivers Restoration Project are twofold. One is five
major technologies gained through the restoration project: eco-friendly dredging technology,
design and construction of river facilities including weirs, process control techniques for largescale river facility construction, flood control technology used in detention facility construction,
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technology for water quality improvement restoration of eco-friendly riparian ecosystem, etc.
Major technologies gained through the Four Rivers Restoration project are as follows.
First, there is the eco-friendly dredging technology and equipment. Dredging in the Four
Rivers Project is significant in that quality deterioration of drinking water source was
minimized through ICT-based real-time turbidity monitoring, which was adopted to prevent
disturbance and water quality deterioration.
In addition, the adhesion-type vacuum method was used to prevent water from becoming
muddy after dredging, and grit chamber was installed on the riverside to filter muddy water.
Cofferdam silt protector and roundabout channel were used to prevent muddy water from
mixing with the river. Such dredging technology and equipment used for eco-friendly dredging
method will be useful in countries with similar environment.
Second, technology is design, process management, and construction of an advanced and
elaborate river facility. The installation of movable weir using the rising sector technique that
was applied in the construction of the Four Rivers is a long span, multi-functional weir with a
sluice over 40m in size. Many countries such as Egypt and Paraguay are already showing
interest in restoration of the ecosystem focused on weirs and in waterfront development and

Checking each facilities at Han River Integrated Management Center located in the Gangcheon Weir

application.
Third, the river construction was successfully carried out without any flood damage,
although it was the most large-scale construction in history. The ICT-based flood forecast and
monitoring system helped predict and prepare for rainfall events. Carrying out a large-scale
river construction project, whilst operating a cofferdam to prevent flood damage, is noted as a
global example.
Fourth, the detention basin constructed for efficient flood control is also a leading
technology. The Yeoju detention basin, the largest of the four basins in the Four Rivers, is a
mega-sized water tank that amounts to 2/3 of Yeouido and built for flood frequency of 30 years.
Fifth, the eco-friendly restoration of the aquatic ecosystem including the improvement of
water quality is a leading technology showing that land can still be sustained in the age of green
growth. The water quality improvement project was successfully carried out in 1,281 locations.
The natural fish way installed in the weirs had taken into consideration the eco-friendly
characteristics such as building gentle slopes for certain types of fish.

3) Smart River
The establishment of a smart river system, capable of monitoring all activities in the river using
IT and telecommunication technology, has enabled Flood Control and Korea Water Resources
Corporation to share data of managing multi functional weirs constructed in four rivers and
achieve real-time river management in response to floods or water pollution accidents. The
government has revised the 『River Law』 and implemented rules for joint operation of dams
and weirs for integrated management of multipurpose dams, agricultural reservoirs with
raised embankments, and multi-functional weirs.
The government is expediting the implementation of a river flow management system for
management of flood control considering dam and weir discharge. Information infrastructures
for securing water supply in preparation for drought, flood protection, for maintaining water
quality and the ecosystem, and integrated river information management system will also be
established for river management.

21 The Four Rivers Monitoring Project, Han River Flood Control Office (HRFCO), Dr. Hyoseop Jo
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Yingluck Shinawatra, Thai Prime Minister, visited the Ipo weir at the Han River

4) ITC-based Total Solution for Integrated Watershed Management
The joint operation of the 15 multipurpose dams upstream, 93 large-scale reservoirs, and 16
weirs conducted after the construction of the Four Rivers will be an example of a total solution
for integrated watershed management, a technology in great demand worldwide. Core
technologies required for a total solution involve ICT-based real-time monitoring technology,
3D modeling technology, and a decision support system. Such core technologies have been
secured and being test-run by the Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs and Korea
Water Resources Corporation. Evidently, these technologies have a competitive edge in the
global market for the completeness of detailed technology.
The ICT-based monitoring system in particular has an extensive application boundary. With
an advanced ubiquitous computing technology of Korea, Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID)
sensors that can measure various factors in the river were installed. These sensors were
connected to an integrated DB based on Ubiquitous Sensor Network (USN) and Geographic
Information System (GSI).
3D modeling is an essential technology for a total solution for integrated watershed management.
In response to an emergency such as unexpected water pollution accident or inflow of a pollutant in
drinking water source, the system visualizes and provides the diffusion status of the pollutant
in 3D to allow prompt decision making.

Signing on MOU between Korea and Morocco

Signing on MOU between Korea and Paraguay

6. International Attention for the Four Rivers Restoration project
1) Discussion on Establishing Water Resources Management System in Thailand
Yingluck Shinawatra, Thai Prime Minister, visited the Ipo weir at the Han River in March 2012.
She was very interested in the positive effects of the Four Rivers Restoration project and
discussed on sharing technologies in the field of water resources management
Thailand has been very interested in our Four Rivers Restoration project after they suffered the big
flood in 2011. Prior to Yingluck Shinawatra's visit, Minister of Foreign Affairs of Thailand came
to the project site and announced that they would like to import Korea's Four Rivers
Restoration Project.
Prime Minister Yingluck Shinawatrat got the word about Korea's integrated water
management system at the Han River Flood Control Office. She had many questions such as
the accuracy of flood forecast, integrated operation between dam and weir, etc. Particularly,
she was interested in duration and budget of building flood forecast and water management
systems of the Han River Flood Control Office.
She said that "the Ipo weir is well constructed, and the structure and nature are suitably
harmonize. Korea's flood protection plan is certainly striking."
Korea and Thailand announced our mutual agreement showing our strong will to cooperate
each other and to build a suitable water resources management system in Thailand in a
summit conference on March 24, 2012.
Korea proposed a comprehensive water management scheme based on our technology
accumulated from the Four Rivers Restoration Project. The scheme includes construction of
multi-purpose dams at the upper reaches, integrated operation between dams and weirs,
building a comprehensive water resources management system, creating riverside detention
at the mid and the lower reaches of the rivers, building flood control reservoirs, construction of
a estuary dyke and weirs, etc.
Myung-Pil Shim, Minister of the Office of National River Restoration had a courtesy visit with
the prime minister in Thailand on December 21, 2011. He introduced the Four Rivers
Restoration Project in the international conference on flood protection and held a working
meeting with several government agencies. Many countries including Japan, Netherland,
China, and America are suggesting various support and cooperative methods for Water
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Resources Management Technique Procurement Project of Thailand, but it was stated that
proposals from Korea are being assessed highly in the aspects of specification and feasibility.
In August, 2012, Korean Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime affairs and Thai Ministry of
Agriculture and Cooperatives signed on MOU for technical cooperation in the field of water
resources management.

2) Cooperation MOU on Water Resources Management Technology with Morocco
Moroccan government has showed their interest in the Four Rivers Restoration Project, since
Mr. Omar Kabbaj, advisor to the King of Morocco, came to Korea for participating in the 15th
UN Secretary-General’s Advisory Board on Water and Sanitation in November 2010. In May
2011, he visited the Han River Restoration Project site with several Moroccan ministers and
proposed to sign on a cooperation MOU.
Morocco's annual rainfall is about
400mm, and its regional variation is between
50mm to 2,000mm. Morocco has suffered
from flood and drought at the same time
because more than 50% of their water
resources is located in the North West
regions, which is about 7% of the whole

MOU Conclusion with Morocco

country. Through this MOU, Moroccan government is expected to activate water resources
management projects such as seawater desalination, underground water injection, water
transfer projects for solving the water resources imbalance between the regions.

3) Establishing Cooperation Platform with Paraguay, Algeria, China, and Peru
Paraguayan President visited Korea's Four Rivers Restoration project site and signed on a
cooperation MOU on May 29, 2012. The Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs and
the Office of National River Restoration have been working with the Paraguayan Ministry of
Public Works and Communication for the Paraguay River Restoration project.
The ministry held a cooperation meeting in the field of water resources with Algeria on April
17, 2012. Moreover, K-water signed on MOU for Iher River development cooperation in May,
2012. Hyundai Engineering and Construction has been participated in the first phase, and
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K-water will be participated in the second
phase for technical advises.
In addition, the Four Rivers Restoration
Project has been recognized with signing
MOU with Morocco on March 26, 2012,
Paraguay on May 29, 2012, Thailand on
August 14, 2012, and Peru on October 16,
Korea Paraguay MOU Conclusion

2012.

4) Evaluation by International Specialists
① Executive Director of UNEP. Achim Steiner

August 19, 2009, the executive director of UNEP, Achime Steiner has visited the Blue
House and discussed on green grown policy and climate change responses of Korea. As
director Steiner met the President Lee Myung-bak, he said, “I am very impressed by the
execution speed and strategies of Korea’s green growth policy. Korea is already leading
the international society for green growth.” He appraised, “As a long term vision for
national development, green growth plan with a budget approximately USD 80 billion will
become a good stimulus to other nations. The Four Major Rivers Restoration Project is a
great pan-government project that can act against climate change.”
On April 22, 2010, UNEP published a report introducing major policies related to Korea’s
green growth, which emphasized, “The Four Major Rivers Restoration Project will
contribute to resolution of water problems such as flood and drought and revitalization of
local economy.”

UNEP Executive Director Achim Steiner's Visit to Blue House (2009)
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Specifically it evaluated that the Four Major Rivers Restoration Project has contributed to
resolution of water shortage problems and flood prevention as it secured 1.3 billion m3 of
water resources and increased flood control capacity to 920 million m3.
In addition, it stated that 86% of the riverside has BOD less than 3ppm by enlargement of
wastewater treatment facilities and it facilitates revitalization of local economy. Also, it was
highly valued that the Environment Impact Assessment was fully implemented to provide
countermeasures against negative effects in advance and project process was consulted
with local residents, environmentalists, organization, and related experts.
② Professor Paul Kennedy of Yale University

On September 20, 2012, professor Paul Kennedy of Yale University participated in the
World River Forum held in Daegu, and said, “The world must benchmark the Four Major
Rivers Restoration Project of Korea”.
Through a keynote address in ‘World’s Rivers and Powerful Nations in History,’
Professor Kennedy stressed, “The world population was approximately 1 billion in 1825 but
now it has reached 7 billion, and accordingly the demand of fresh water keeps increasing
more and more. Water supply is under a lot of pressure because huge amount of fresh
water is being consumed for industrial development. Rising temperature and low
precipitation causes fresh water sources to dry out, which is the main problem.”
“Water is never abundant in amount. The
world will soon confront water shortage crisis
if we depend on such scarce resource.”
“River is the source of life and the root of
human civilization. It is the subject for human
to manage and maintain that even in the
ancient society; its importance had been
recognized. How can you imagine Vienna in
Austria without the River Donau and London in
England without the River Themes?”
“River is the main source of fresh water and
the center of life. It is utilized in various ways as

drinking water, industrial water, agricultural water, and even as transportation method.
The western side of Germany transfers steels, automobiles, and other industrial goods to
Amsterdam in Netherland through the River Rheine and exports them to the globe and the
states cultivate most of the crops and transfer them through the River Mississippi. If the
passage in the River Mississippi is blocked, price of corn and wheat sky rocks.”
“Conflicts related to the Four Major Rivers Restoration Project of Korea are not only
subject to Korea. Western Europe and western America have all been through it. When the
flow of river is changed, both negative and positive outcome may be achieved. Thorough
investigation is a needed to manage the water resources.”
“Water resource management policies of Korea are very advanced. Cheonggyecheon
restoration project and the Four Major Rives Restoration Project are interesting. There are
a number of international experts are visiting Korea to learn about water resource
management strategies.”
“Korea must maintain the current water management methods with enough resources
and organization. It will be beneficial to other nations if this excellent competence in water
management is shared.”
Professor Paul Kennedy repeatedly emphasized the importance of water management
and gave a positive evaluation on the Four Major Rivers Restoration Project saying, “water
is never abundant in amount. The world will soon confront water shortage crisis if we
depend on such scarce resource.”
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Upo Wetland, Nakdong River

Appendix

1. Effect of the project
1) Year of 2011 (Dredging and Cofferdam Construction Period) Overcoming Flood
From June 22 to July 16, 2011, national average precipitation was 642mm, or 2.5 times of the
usual years’. Torrential rainfall pouring more than 33mm of water an hour hit 65 times, which
was 3.5 times of the previous year with record-breaking continuous rain which lasted for 10
| Table 1 Reduction of Flood Stage by Major Location in the Four Rivers (2011) |
Measuring Station

River

Change in Stage-discharge

Distance to Weir

(Administrative District)

Remark

Han
River

Yeoju
(Yeojugun)

4.7km downstream of Gangcheon
Weir 5.1km upstream of Yeoju Weir

Reduced by approx. 2.54m with Flood
discharge of 6,344.5m3/s
Forecast Point

Nakdong
River

Nakdong
(Sangjusi)

0.5km downstream of Nakdan Weir
17.9km upstream of Gumibo

Reduced by approx. 3.78m with Flood
Forecast Point
discharge of 4,892.8m3/s

Geum
River

Geumnam
(Sejongsi)

1.5km upstream of Sejong Weir

Reduced by approx. 3.36m with Sejong
Metropolitan Station
discharge of 5,088.9m3/s

Yeongsan
River

Naju
(Najusi)

4.1km downstream of Seungchon
Reduced by approx. 2.13m with Flood
Weir 15.0km upstream of Juksan Weir discharge of 1,481.8m3/s
Forecast Station
100

100
Discharge Measurements 2011 (June)
Discharge Measurements 2011 (July)
Stage-discharge curve 2009

Discharge Measurement 2011 (before July)
Discharge Measurement 2011 (July)
Stage-discharge curve 2009

Yeoju Water Stage
Measuring Station (1007635)

Reduced by
approx. 2.54m
with measured
discharge of
6,344.5m3/s

1

0.1

Water stage H=h+5(m)

Water Stage H=h+3(m)

Nakdong Water Stage
Measuring Station (1007635)

10

10

Reduced by
approx. 3.78m
with measured
discharge of
4,892.8m3/s

1

0.1
1

10

100
1000
Discharge Q(m3/s)

10000

100000

Han River : Yeoju Water Stage Measuring Station
100
Discharge Measurement 2011 (before July)
Discharge Measurement 2011 (July)
Stage-discharge curve 2009

Geumnam Water Stage
Measuring Station (3012605)

1

유량 Q(m3/s)
1000
Discharge Q(m3/s)

100

10000

100000

Nakdong River : Nakdong Water Stage Measuring Station
100
Discharge Measurement 2011 (before July)
Discharge Measurement 2011 (July)
Stage-discharge curve 2009

Naju Water Stage
Measuring Station (5004650)

10
Reduced by
approx. 3.36m
with measured
discharge of
5,088.9m3/s

1

0.1

0.01

10
Water stage H=h+3(m)

Water stage H=h+1(m)
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Reduced by
approx. 2.13m
with measured
discharge of
1,481.8m3/s

1

0.1
1
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100

1000
Discharge Q(m3/s)

10000

100000

Geum River : Geumnam Water Stage Measuring Station

1

10

100

1000
10000
Discharge Q(m3/s)

100000 1000000

Yeongsan River : Naju Water Stage Measuring Station

consecutive days. Precipitation recorded during this time or 642mm is 52% of the annual
average precipitation, 1,245mm.
Water stage in July was measured at major locations and was compared with the time of the
same discharge rate in the past, and it was found that flood stage has decreased by maximum
3.78m near the Nakdong River in Sangju, by 2.54m near the Han River (Yeoju), by 3.36m near
the Geum River(Sejong), and by 2.13m near the Yeongsan River (Naju). As of October 31, 2012,
dredged volume of sediments was 443 million m3 and the dredging operation was completed
99.8%. By watershed, 50million m3 of soil was dredged in the Han River, 330 million m3 in the
Nakdong River, 40 million m3 in the Geum River, and 20 million m3 in the Yeongsan River. Even

| Table 2 Shinchon District, Changwon-si, Gyeongnam (Farmland Remodeling District) (2010, 2011) |
Before the Project

After the Project

Before the Project

After the Project

- (July, 2010) Area inundated: 60ha
- (July 16, 2010) 217mm torrential rainfall

- (June-July, 2011) No inundation damage during flood
- (June 25-26, 2011) 136mm torrential rainfall

| Table 3 Jeungsan District, Buyeo-gun, Chungnam (Farmland Remodeling District) (2005,2011) |
Before the Project

After the Project

관리수위

Before the Project

After the Project

- (July, 2005) Area inundated: 4ha
- (July 11, 2005) 186mm torrential rainfall

- June-July, 2011) No inundation damage during flood
- (June 22-25, 2011) 250mm torrential rainfall
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though the construction had not been completed, riverbed was lowered due to dredging,
resulting in the decrease of flood stage. Flood stage of tributaries that are connected to the
main channels decreased accordingly and flood damage such as farmland and resident
inundation near the four rivers has dramatically reduced when compared with the previous
year. Water stage of tributaries affected by the main channel has been lowered by
approximately 0.5m in the Seom River (tributary of the Han River), by approximately 1.3m in the
Mihocheon (tributary of the Geum River), and by approximately 0.6m in the Hwangryong River
(tributary of the Yeongsan River).
| Table 4 Property Damage Status by Torrential Rainfall (1998, 2011) |
Precipitation (mm)

Year

Period

1998

7.31~8.18(19day)

24~1,202

2011

6.22~7.16(25day)

152~1,013

Total

Property Damage (KRW 100 mil.)
Nation-wide

Four Rivers

190~1,202

12,478

10,543

337~1,005

1,483

945

Four Rivers

Source_ National Weather Service, National Emergency Management Agency

Farmland inundation occurs by the extreme overflowing of the main channels during torrential
rainfall, but sometimes in the lowlands nearby the tributaries, it is caused by the influx of water
that could not flowed out the main channel. In order to prevent water influx in the tributaries,
the project included farmland remodeling for lowland elevation by dredged soils. Damage
during the flood in 1998 was compared to that with similar precipitation in 2011, and it was
analyzed that the extent of the damage has considerably reduced. Particularly, little damage
affecting lives and properties of the residents was reported.

2) 2012 (After Completion of Dredging and Weir Construction) Flood Prevention Effect
In fall 2012, four massive typhoons hit the peninsula subsequent to droughts from spring to
early summer, which include Khanun (Jul18-Jul19), Tenbin (Aug29-Aug30), Bolaven (Aug27Aug28), and Sanba (Sep16-Sep18). According to the National Meterological Administration, it
has been recorded as the first case of 4 typhoons a year since 1962 and as the first case in
which 3 consecutively formed typhoons hit the peninsula. As a result of flood stage comparison
before and after the Four Major Rivers Restoration Project, it was analyzed that flood stage has
been lowered by approximately 3 to 4 meters based on the maximum flow rate in main
locations of the Nakdong River mainstream. After the project, flood stage has decreased by
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| Picture 1 Conceptual Diagram for Dredging |

Stage reduction by dredging
Water stage
Water stage

Stream channel deposit

Sediment dredging

| Picture 2 Drought Stage before and after the Project |
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Difference in Water Stage
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Geography after the Project

Hapcheonchangnyeong Weir
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| Table 5 Increase of Water Stage in Main Channels (Average) (2012) |
Type

Total

Han River

Nakdong River

Geum River

Yeongsan River

Compared with the
usual drought stage

1.77m↑

0.66m↑

3.14m↑

1.14m↑

2.14m↑

* Average water stage in weirs and dredging section of the project
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Oeyeon Pumping Station, Changnyeong-gun, Gyeongnam,
Nakdong River(2009, 2012)
- Panorama of Hanhae-si, May 2009 (exposed suction)
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Oeyeon Pumping Station, Changnyeong-gun, Gyeongnam, Nakdong
River(2009, 2012)
- Panorama after Installation of Changnyeonghaman weir, June 2012

approximately 4.9 meters in the upstream of the Nakdong River or at the Nakdong point, while
precipitation and discharge rate were measured to be 107.5mm and 5,517m3/s. In the
downstream of the Nakdong River or the Jindong point, flood stage has reduced by
approximately 3.3 meters with precipitation of 174.4mm and discharge rate of 14,742m3/s.
When Typhoon Sanba pounded the Jindong point or the downstream of the Nakdong River,
flood stage was elevated up to 9.4 meters resulting in the issuance of flood warnings. If flood
stage had not decreased by 3.3 meters due to the Four Major Rivers Restoration Project, flood
stage might have increased by 12 meters and the embankment would not have been safe.
Discharge rate in the downstream of the Nakdong River or at Jindong point was 11,217m3/s
by Typhoon Rusa and 12,529m3/s by Typhoon Maemi, while it did drastically increase to
14,742m3/s in 2012 when Typhoon Sanba hit. Experts assessed that if it were not for the Four
Major Rivers Restoration Project, much damage would have occurred as embankment of the
Nakdong River burst by Typhoon Rusa.

3) Overcoming Drought in 2012
While it rained a lot in 2011, record-breaking droughts visited the peninsula during May and
June 2012. Since May, national precipitation barely reached 29% of the common year’s or
71.2mm. The degree of drought varied from the worst in 5 years to the worst in 200 years
depending on the region. Despite the extreme heat and droughts, area of rice paddy in
Chungnam, Jeonnam, and Jeonbuk affected by the weather was only 4,900ha, which was
appraised on June 27 before the drought was relieved by long-awaited rain. Emergency supply
of living water was provided to no more than 5,160 persons. Except in few regions, drought
damage was not found, but where it hit people have suffered harshly.2) By June 2012 or the
midst of drought, 730 million m3 of water was secured. It came from 720 million m3 secured by
completion of weir construction and 10 million m3 by completion of 10 agricultural reservoir
construction out of 93 reservoirs from the plan. As a part of the Four Major Rivers Restoration
Project, small-sized dams are constructed and their bodies are to be completed by the end of
2012 and filling with water is to be by the end of 2014.
In the aspect of water stage change, expansion of water resources can be easily seen.
Drought stage of the mainstream after the project has elevated in the average of 1.77 meters
(0.6m to 3.2m by watershed). Through this change, stable supply of living water, industrial

water, and agricultural water could be provided to the periphery areas of the four major rivers
during June or the drought season. Before the project, the relevant agencies had requested for
dam discharge as many as 20 times (1999-2009) due to insufficient water in the mainstream of
the four rivers, but there was not even a single request during May and June 2012 despite of the
recordbreaking drought. For regions distant from the mainstream of the four rivers, enough
water is expected to be supplied by embankment elevation project of agricultural reservoirs
(total 93 stations, additional 210 million m3). Currently in June 2012, water bowl has been
enlarged in 10 agricultural reservoirs where the construction is complete and water reserve
rate is 57% even after enough water has been supplied for rice planting. Considering the
national average reserve rate or 44%, it has been noticeably improved.

4) Improving Water Quality
Despite of the severe drought during the first half of 2012, water improvement effects have
been displayed in the four rivers. According to the comprehensive water quality analysis of the
four rivers conducted by the Ministry of Environment in the first half of 2012, water quality at
major points (66 stations) and 16 weirs has been enhanced compared to that before the project
(2008-2009).
2.6mg/L before the project. When examined by watershed, BOD of the Han River has become
better from 2.2mg/L to 1.8mg/L, of the Nakdong River from 2.0mg/L to 1.8mg/L, of the Geum
River from 2.7mg/L to 2.4mg/L, and of the Yeongsan River from 5.0mg/L to 3.6mg/L. From the
analysis of water quality at 66 water quality measurement stations, it was found that water
quality at 16 stations (24%) has somewhat worsened while at 45 stations (68%) was improved.
Measurement at the rest 5 stations remained same as in 2011.
Average TP value was reduced by 44% from 0.149mg/L to 0.083mg/L.
When examined by watershed, TP of the Han River has reduced by 35% (0.097mg/
L→0.063mg/ L), of the Nakdong River by 46% (0.136mg/L→0.074mg/L), of the Yeongsan River
by 42% (0.325mg/L→0.189mg/L), and of the Geum River especially by more than half
(0.152mg/L→0.069mg/L).
Average chlorophyll-a measurement was slightly reduced in 2012 from 22.9mg/m3 before
the project to 22.0mg/m3 and improvement was found in 38 stations (58%) despite of overall
decrease in precipitation. The reason why it showed little chlorophyll-a improvement
compared to BOD or TP was found in drastically reduced precipitation in the Yeongsan River
and pollution level of chlorophyll-a 3), which was exceptionally low in 2007. water quality near
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| Picture 3 Average BOD by Watershed |
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| Picture 4 Average TP by Watershed |
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all weirs except Sangju Weir and Nakdan Weir located in the uppermost stream of the
Nakdong River has been enhanced. BOD level has decreased near 12 weirs out of total 16
weirs, TP near 13 weirs, and chlorophyll-a near 11 weirs. This
change is most significant because it was examined and
confirmed when the average precipitation of the watersheds was

| Picture 5 Chlorophyll-a
Comparison |
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54.7mm or barely 83% of 65.8mm, precipitation of the common
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time due to drought during spring. It is analyzed that the
improvement of water quality was achieved by the combination
of increased amount of water resources and efforts made to
boost water quality such as expansion of environment
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Source_ Ministry of Environment

infrastructures, enforcement of discharge standards, and intensive control of wastewater
discharging facility
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| Table 6 Effect by Hydro Plan of the Four Rivers Project |
Type

Han
River

Nakdong
River

Geum
River

Ipo weir

Capacity
(kw)
3,000(1,000×3pcs)

Oil
Carbon
Generation
Reduction Substitution
(MWh/yr)
(1,000ton/yr) (1,000barrel/yr)
17,838

11.8

30

Budget
(KRW 1
million)
15,084

Sales Cost
(KRW 1
million)
1,890

Yeoju weir

4,950(1,650×3pcs)

29,739

19.8

49

22,335

3,152

Gangcheon weir
Changnyeong.
haman weir

4,995(1,665×3pcs)

28,829

19.2

48

18,147

3,055

5,000(1,250×4pcs)

28,937

19.2

48

23,466

3,067

Hapcheon.
5,000(2,500×2pcs)
changnyeong weir

25,357

16.9

42

17,059

2,687

2,856(952×3pcs)

14,968

9.9

25

11,265

1,586

3,000(1,500×2pcs)

13,407

8.9

22

13,529

1,421

Dalseong weir
Gangjeong.
goryeong weir
Chilgok weir

3,000(1,500×2pcs)

15,279

10.2

26

10,541

1,619

Gumi weir

3,000(1,500×2pcs)

14,767

9.8

25

8,189

1,565

Nakdan weir

3,000(1,500×2pcs)

14,717

9.8

25

10,055

1,560

Sangju weir

3,000(1,500×2pcs)

15,345

10.2

26

10,056

1,626

Baekjae weir

2,640(660×4pcs)

14,061

9.3

23

11,581

1,490

Gongju weir

3,000(1,500×2pcs)

15,938

10.6

27

11,893

1,689

Saejong weir

2,310(770×3pcs)

12,197

8.1

20

9,254

1,292

Juksan weir

1,220(610×2pcs)

5,692

3.8

10

4,579

603

800(400×2pcs)

4,643

3.1

8

2,985

515

50,771

271,714

180.6

454

200,018

28,817

Yeongsan
River
Seongchon weir
Total

5) Small Hydro-Power Plant Effect
Weirs installed in the four rivers include small hydro-power plants in both ends of the low
water channel generating 270 million kWh of clean energy a year, which is sufficient amount
for 58,000 households comprised of 4 persons each. Total capacity of the plants from 16 weirs
is 50,771kW, which is approximately 25% by Soyang multipurpose dam (20,000kW). CO2
reduction effect is estimated to be 180,000 tons a year and substitution effect of oil import to be
450,000 barrels, which is equivalent to USD 34 million.

6) Increase of Public Interest and Invigoration of Leisurely Activities
After the weir opening on October 22, 2011, the number of visits for the four rivers has
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drastically increased. It passed 5 million at the end of May 2012, 7 million on July 5, 10 million in
early September 2012, and it reached 14 million by the end of November 2012. Compared to
major cultural venues and national parks, the figure for the four rivers was ranked the highest
showing it is the limelight of tourist destination.
It surpassed 6.82 million or the number of pro baseball spectators in 2011 and 8.15 million or
the number of visitors of Mt. Bukhansan over the summer vacation season. Counted by
facilities in November 2012, 5.69 million people have visited the weirs forming 40 % of the total
count and 6.13 million people have visited the riparian ecological space, sports facilities, and
various performances, while 1.67 million have visited bike paths and 0.69 visited other facilities.
The most visited weir was Gangjeonggoryeong weir and the number was 1.03 million. It seems
that it was advantaged of easy access being located in the metropolitan region. The four rivers
bike paths did not attract public attention during the early dredging or weir construction phase.
However, it started to attract more people’s attention as civil engineering processes were
progressed and the outline of bike paths was revealed. When cross-country bike paths were
opened in March 2012, bike path certification of completion was also introduced. As of
November 2012, total 55,276 riders have been certified and by course, the Han River and the
Namhan River were most popular with completion number of 9,533 and 9,186 respectively.
Satisfaction of the general public was much higher on the bike path than the other riverside
facilities. According to the survey for 500 people as general public and 500 riverside residents
conducted by the Korea Research in June 2012, it was found that general public chose ‘bike
paths (59.3%)’ as the most favorite
facility and the next favorable
facilities were ‘waterfront sports
facilities (55.3%)’ and ‘observatory
deck (48.4%).’

| Picture 6 Visitors by Facilities (11.2012) |
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| Picture 7 Accumulated Visitors by Watershed (2011~2012) |
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| Picture 8 Number of People Certified of the Bike Course Completion (as of November 1, 2012) |
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